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Abstract
This thesis, based on ten years of field work and ethnohistorical
research, describes and analyzes the beliefs, purpose and practices of
Sacrificial Stall Dancing within the parameters of the Rain Dance, w i t h
particular reference to the Plains Cree and

Saulteaux of Southern

Saskatchewan from 1977 to the present. Sacrificial Dancing, being a form
of

Sacred

significant

Dancing

involving

favor, is

a

physical

universally

renunciation

practiced

to

gain

some

for gaining

method

spiritual assistance frorn an omnipotent and omnipresent source.

Unfortunately, the role and importance of Sacrificial Dancing,
especially as it related to Stall Dancing, have not been weli understood
nor

documented by

past

individual worshiping

researchers. Its inclusion, as

within the Rain Dance.

allows

a

form of

for community

participation and contributes significantly to the cultural identity and
spiritual unity of both the Plains Cree and Saulteaw.

This study will be of interest and value to First Nations bands,
Native agencies, and cultural centers, and would be of value to students
of history, ethnology, dance. religious studies, cultural symbolism and
museum curators.

The Cree Rain Dance

By Randall J. Brown (adapted from Brown, 1988, p. 2 5 )
1 had a dream last night

of men and women, proud and ta11 dancing and fasting to their vision's call.
I talked to a man last night
who was tied and wanted rest for he had danced with skewers in his chest.
1 saw a Thunderbird last night
who had recently brought them rain to quench their thirst and ease their pain.
1 heard drumming last night
that m a d e me want to dance and sing
and with it came a mystical ring.

-

1 listened to prayers last night

by old men wno talked in Cree having much eloquence and majesty.
I smelled sweetgrass last night
and my whole being was scented by the smoke yet the road seemed clear when the Sponsor spoke1 felt spiritual last night
as the bright moon sunk rapidly low pasr where my cloth hung on the Center Pole.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Simificance of the Tonic
Having a clear understanding of a person ' s cultïre is impossible
until one grasps an understanding of their beliefs.

Given char peopla

are spiritual beings occupying a physical body. then Our first task in
bridging any cultural barriers must be a recognition of this fact. To
echo Hans1 thoughts (1964. p. 31)

.

spirituality is at the core of t h e

cultures of Native peoples. reflected in the way they think and act. It
is this belief that motivates me to study the spiritual beliefs of the

Cree and Saulteaux-

The heart of the Cree and Saulteaux are their spiritual beliefs

(MacLean. 1971. p.439; Solomon, 1990; Tootoosis. 1975, pp. 21-2). Dave
Courchene. Jr. surnmarized this basic belief for the Royal Commission on
Aboriginal People.
The underlying premise upon which a l 1 else was based

was

to

recognize and fulfil the spirit of life within oneself and with al1
others in the circle of individuals, relationships or commuriity and
the land. This was achieved through concerted effort on developing

the spirit through prayer, mediation, vision quests, fasting.

ceremony, and in other ways comrnunicating with the Creator (Canada.
Royal Commission on Aboriginal People, 1996. Vol. 2, Pt.1, pp. 109110).
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Among the Cree and Saulteaw their main traditional communal form
of worship was throügh the institution of the Rain Dance. a religious
ceremony that embodied al1 their beliefs and most of their ceremonial
practices
numerous

(O'Brodovich, 1979. p.
groups

of

Plains

99) . This dance, as practiced by

Indians, is

probably

equally

the

most

recognized and most misunderstood of their religious ceremonies . Gill
maintains that researchers have neglected the entire field of study
concerning the religious beliefs of "non-literate"peoples (1982. p - xv) .
Also Harnrnond asserts that anthropologists have disregarded the whole area

of dancing (1978, p. 396). As Highwater (1982. p. 133) relaeed: "the
choreographic achievement of prima1 peoples was largely dismissed by
post-Aristotelian societies. for whom dance was a savage expression
lacking discipline and intelligence."

Overlooked by scholars studying the Rain Dance ceremony of the Cree
and Saulteaux is the importance of the role played by Stall Dancers. The
inclusion of Sacrificial Stall Dancing as a form of individual worship
within

the

Rain

Dance

allowed

for

community

participation

and

contributed significantly to the society's identity and spiritual unity.
Furthemore, as a result of external pressure to conform to European
standards and religious values, and through a growing sense of self
awareness. these dancers assisted greatly in maintaining traditional
tribal beliefs.

3

It is my hope that the information provided in this thesis may
facilitate growth in peoples' understandings of Native culture and their
acceptance of them as an intricate part of humanity. This change will
assist the further unity of humankind as a one world farnily.

The Plains Cree and Saulteaux extended communities will benefit by
having this important aspect of the Rain Dance historically documented
as a reference for future generations. It is my hope that this thesis

will assist in reducing prejudices and increase the shared bond of human
spirituality. Additionally, since

1

have

included

some of

my

own

experiences as a Stall Dancer, this thesis will provide the Native
Community with an insight into the ceremony that they would not have
otherwise

obtained.

Thesis Purnose, Obiectives and Outline
The overall purpose of this thesis is education. BahSfis believe
that one basic cause of disunity is prejudice, originating from ignorance
(Shoghi Effendi, 1968, p. 2). The underlying intent of this paper is to
provide enlightenment so the reader may gain a fuller realization of the
spiritual world-view of the Plains Cree and Saulteaux z

how they

applied their religious beliefs within a ceremonial activity. Negative
stereotyping based on ignorance continues within the Canadian society
regardinq the purpose and function of Rain Dancing. This research will
attempt to bridge the cultural gap of understanding, so the reader may

4

emotionally and intellectually relate to the activities described and
thereby reduce conscious or unconscious prejudices.

This thesis comprises four main objectives. The first is to describe
the Plains Cree and Saulteaux Sacrificial Stall Dancing as practiced in
the Rain Dance ceremonies on the Pasqua Reserve, Qu'Appelle Valley,
Saskatchewan, between 1977 and 1985. (For an overview of the Pasqua
people see Appendix 1). The second is to provide an interpretation of the
syrnbolic role that the Plains Cree and Saulteaux Stall Dancers had by
examining

the

reasoning

behind

their activities, beliefs

and

the

structural components associated with the Dance Lodge from 1880 to 1996.
The third objective is to identify the historical changes to Sacrificial

Stall Dancing activities among the Plains Cree and Saulteaux between 1880
and 1976. The fourth, and last objective, is to comparatively analyze the
differences in the activities and beliefs between the Pasqua Stall
Dancers from 1977 to 1936, with those of a select number of other
contemporary Plains Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dancers.

This thesis is divided into seven chapters, each reflecting a major

subj ect category. The

first chapter introduces information on the

significance of the topic, the thesis objectives, a review of relevant
literature and a review of my past formal and informal field work. The
second chapter provides background summary information necessary to
understand

Stall

Dancing

within

both

a

cultural

and

worldwide

5

perspective. The information covers: the Cree and Saulteaux People, the
Rain Dance, Stall

Dancing

and

Sacrificial

Dancing. Chapter

three

furnishes a conternporary, day-by-day description of Stall Dancing within
the framework of a typical Pasqua Rain Dance between 1977 and 1985.
Since the activities at each of seven Pasqua Rain Dances witnessed during
rhis period were very similar from year to year, except for minor
changes, a composite description of a typical dance is provided instead
of a detailed description of each ceremony. If significant differences
occurred in the various ceremonies, they are noted within the body of the
text, along with their applicable dates. Any differences between the
Pasqua Rain Dances of 1977 to 1985 and the one witnessed in 1996, is
highlighted in chapter four. Chapter four provides an interpretation of
both the Stall Dancing and its related activities, covering the function
and purpose of the Center Pole, the symbolisrn of the Dance Lodge and the
dancing stalls, the spiritual purpose of Stall Dancing and its secular
function within the context of the Rain Dance. Chapter £ive contains a
review of historical changes, between 1880 and 1976, of

Cree and

Saulteaw Stall Dancing. These areas of change include: flesh-sacrifice
feature, dance

times

and

dates, sacrificial

offerings, dress

and

adornment, the wearing of WihcikokZnuk or Clown outfits, face paintings,
power items, rain making, miraculous water procurement and the role of
non-Native people as Stall Dancers. In chapter six the similarities and
differences of the activities and beliefs of the Pasqua Rain Dance of
1977 to 1996 are compared with other conternporary Cree and Saulteaux Rain

-

O

Dances at Sagkeeng (Fort Alexander Reserve), Poorman Reserve, Smallboy's
Camp, Sakimay Reserve and Hobbema. Chapter seven comprises a general
conclusion, a look at the future of Stall Dancing and recommendations for
further study. 1 also have included a chart that lists chronologically
the main Rain Dance activities and the approximate time they occurred.

Throughout the thesis several normally atypical terms are capitalized. In English we capitalize words for denoting the "particular" £rom
the

general

and

as

a

sign of

respect.

In ethnohistoric writings

capitalizing the names of the various Native spirit powers is customary
(Ahenakew, 1973; Brown and Brightman, 1994 and Mandelbaum, 1979). This
thesis fully supporcs such capitalization practices. Since the Cree and
Saulteaux consider the Center Pole to be powerful and alive (Dusenberry,
1962, p. Z O O ) , it therefore has a spirit and is in effect another spirit

power (Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 231) . Therefore terms like

"Center pole,"

and other spirit power terms like Buffalo, Thunderbird, Sun and Moon, are
capitalized.

Accompanying the narrative are two maps, one showing the tribal
divisions of the Plains Cree and the other illustrating the current
geographical scope of Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dancing. Fifteen diagrams
and thirty photographs axe also incorporated to help provide a more
visual rendering of the subject matter. As well, ten appendixes are
included, covering the following areas: an overview of the Pasqua People,

a list of the archiva1 and ethnological collections consulted, a list of
Rain Dances that 1 have attended, the locations of Cree and Saulteallx
Rain Dance photographs, a list of Rain Dance objects found in the Glenbow

Museum in Calgary, a Cree Rain Dance origin story, detailed information
on Rain Dance whistles, a Cree World Creation story, a description of the

two Cree cultural Rain Dance styles, and a chart of the number of Stall
Dancers, by sex, at Rain Dances between 1880 and 1997.

Methodolosies and Methods
Methodolosies Used in Studvina Aboricrinal Ceremonies
Anthropologists have been the main scholars in studying Native
religious ceremonies and they have done so primarily under the broad
discipline of cultural anthropology, a major division of anthropology
(Friedl, 1977, pp. 16 and 22). Anthropology is the study of people, their
origins, development and nature, while

cultural anthropology is a

comparative study of existing human cultures (Beals, Hoijer and Beals ,
1977, p. 701; Keesing, 1976, p. 555) . According to Hunter and Whitten
(1985, p. 3) "culture consists of the shared patterns of behavior and
associated meanings that people learn and participant in within the
groups to which they belong."

Three

of

the

main

research

methodologies

used

in

cultural

anthropology are ethnology, ethnography and ethnohistory (Beals, Hoijer
and Beals, 1977, p. 705 and Friedl, 1977, p. 2 2 ) . Keesing (1976,p.

555)
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States that ethnology is the "study of human cultures in historical and
comparative perspectives." Usually ethnological studies involve a recent
or existing culture ( E r n b e r and Ember, 1996, p. 577 and Howard and Dunaif Hattis, 1992, p. 623). Ethnography deals with describing and recording
an existing society's culture through field research (Beals, Hoijer and
Beals, 1977, p. 705; Howard a n d Dunaif-Hattis, 1992, p. 623 a n d Keesing,
1976, p. 5 5 5 ) . Ethnohistory is a blending of ethnology and history. It
involves studying past ethnic cultures using historical documents and
photographs, and methods associated with ethnology (Beals, Hoijer and
Beals, 1977, p. 705; Ember and Ember, 1996, p. 577; Hallowell, 1992, pp.
xv-xvii

&

3 and Lurie, 1961, pp. 78-92).

Freauentlv Emmloved Research Methods
Under the methodologies of ethnology, ethnography and ethnohistory
researchers frequently employ several standard research methods such as
observation, informant interviewing, literary searches, and archiva1
investigation. Observation deals with first-hand observing and recording
of human behaviors that one sees and hears while "out in the field" among

the people being studied. Although many different types of observation
methods exist the one generally used in studying Native cultures is the
unstructured casual participant-observation method (Pelto, 1970, pp. 901; Selltiz, Wrightman and Cook, 1976, p. 275 and Touliatos and Compton,
1988, pp.

142-4). Ember

and

Ember

(1996, p.

580) point

out

how

participant-observers live among the people they study and take part in

the main events that occur.

Besides the participant observation method, many researchers rely
on interviewing to acquire information. This is a "method of person-toperson verbal communication in which one person, the interviewer, asks
another person, the respondent, questions designed to elicit information
or opinions" (Touliatos and Compton, 1988, p. 176). Whether the interview

is casual or more structured, it often revolves around the use of keyinformants who have much knowledge concerning t h e subject area b e i n g
studied. According to Pelto (1970, p. 97) "key-informant interviewing is
used to best advantage when i t is closely integrated with participant
observation."

The use of both archival materials and published informâtion is
viewed by scholars as a data retrieval method since the source material
was originally collected through one of the data collection methods

(Finnegan, 1992, p. 71) . The archiva1 investigation

mentioned above

method uses primary information for analytical purposes (Kidder,

1 9 8 1,

pp. 284-291 and Touliatos and Compton, 1988, p. 157). Such information
usually

cornes

photographs

from

and

unpublished

newspaper

journals,

articles.

The

letters ,

use

of

diaries,

photographs

old
as

anthropological or ethnographic documents cornes under the broad category
of visual anthropology (Collier and Collier, 1986 and Scherer, 1975) .
Source material i s often separately categorized depending on whether the

10

data originates from a primary or secondary source. Primary sources
include al1 unpublished materisl and first-hand published accounts.
Secondary sources consisr of al1 other published information (books,
reports and articles) and unpublished theses and dissercations-

Methodologies and Methods Used bv Related Researchers
The bulk of the material available on the Plains Cree and Saulteaux
religious cerernonies is descriptive in nature and

originates from

anthropologists. While many early anthropologists did not explicitly
state their methodologies, they are easily apparent from their cornments
within their texts. Both Skinner's research (1919a) in the second decade
of the century and Mandelbaumrs classic mid-1930's dissertation work or!
the Plains Cree (1979) w a s based on an ethnographical approach. Later
researchers , like Dusenberry (1962), O' Brodovich (l969b) and Tarasoff
(1980), additionally uçed this methodology. The methods they employed

consisted of observation and informal key interviewing. Both Dusenberry
and

OYBrodovich gained

additional

information

from

their

limited

participation in various rites associated with the Rain Dance. Petripas,
who wrote her dissertation on the suppression of Native cerernonies,
operated within the ethnohistorian rnethodology in her study of Cree Rain
Dances (1989, p. 6).

Methodoloaies and Methods
1 used a combination of ethnology, ethnography and ethnohistory

il

methodologies within a Native Studies framework. The Native Studies
framework incorporates a heightened sensitivity to the values, beliefs
and perspectives of Native Peoples. Having lived and interacted with
Native People most of my life I acquired some similar, if not the same,
beliefs and practices- Therefore, whenever taking part in a Rain Dance
as a dancer, it was not merely for the sake of trying scientifically to
investigate the process but also to practice those spiritual principles
that are central to my own spiritual growth. This allowed me

the

opportunity to view Aboriginal spirituality £rom a unique perspective as
an observer-believer-participant. Furthermore, as a member of the B a h S 1 i
Faith

I

believe

that

fasting

and

praying

assists

in

"spiritual

recuperation, during which the believer must strive to make the necessary
readjustments in his inner life, and to refresh and reinvigorate the
spiritual forces latent in his soulN (Shogi Effendi, 1936, p. 181).

A wide range of research methods was used in gathering data on

Sacrificial Stall Dancing as practiced by the Plains Cree and Saulteaux.
These included doing archival investigation, studying relevant pieces in
museums'

collections, conducting a literature search, examining old

photographs, listening to taped Rain Dance songs, gathering Indigenous
knowledgel through informa1 interviews, having discussions with dance
participants, observing numerous Rain Dances in Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba, and participating as a Stall Dancex in eight Rain Dances
between 1977 and 1985 (see Appendix 2 for a list of the ethnological

collections and archiva1 material consulted). On a couple of occasions
1 used a "phased assertion technique" (Bernard, 1 9 9 4 .

p. 1 9 ) , by which,

prior collected data was used to solicit additional information. For
example, 1 read parts of Skinner's and Mandelbaum' s descriptions of the
ceremony to a couple of the elders from the Pasqua Reserve who were
connected with the organization of the dance and gained their responses.

Informal fieldwork was conducted among the Cree and Saulteawc on
their Rain Dances during the summer of 1973 and the summers of 1977
through 1985 in Southern Saskatchewan (Qu'AppelleValley, Crooked Lake
and Touchwood Hills) , and Northern Alberta (Hobbema and SmallboytsCamp).
During the summer of 1996 1 conducted formal fieldwork on the Pasqua and
Sagkeeng Reserves. In total 1 attended fifteen Cree. Saulteaux or CreeSaulteaux Rain Dances, ten in Southern Saskatchewan, four in Central
Alberta and one in Manitoba. Of the ten Southern Saskatchewan Rain Dances
attended. 1 participated as a Stall Dancer in seven Pasqua dances and one

un the Sakimay Reserve. (See ~ppendix3 for a complete list of al1 the
Rain Dances that 1 have attended) .

Thesis Data Gatherins Technicrues
A large part of the information is based on field notes and a

summary of m y data gathering techniques is in order. I have twenty-five
years of experience doing informal field research among the Plains Cree.
Saulteaux, Stoney, and

Blackfoot

in Central

Alberta

and

Southern

-- --.
Saskatchewan. My informal field research dates back to 1970 when 1 first
visited with SmallboylsCree band in the Kootenay Plains area of western
Alberta. There, a Cree family, the Omeasoos, adopted me. For the next
gine years numerous visits were made to this family at their home at
Smallboy's Camp and later when they moved to the Ermineskin Reserve at
Hobbema. During these extended visits 1 participated in many

Cree

ceremonies and dances including: the Giveaway Dance, healing ceremonies,
Powwows, sweat baths, hand-games, and Rain Dances. Because of my years
of experience living among the Cree and Saulteaux, many of their elements
of daily life and ritual manners became commonplace to me. Being so
involved, made it difficult at times for me to remain objective. Since
my interest was mainly in their beliefs and associated rites, these are
the areas upon which 1 tended to focus my attention.

My Alberta and Saskatchewan Cree "relatives,"in parcicular my CreeSaulteaux grandfather Thomas A s h a m

of Pasqua Reserve, a well-known

traditionalist and Rain Dance sponsor, taught me much knowledge about the
Cree-Saulteaux Rain Dances. In 1978 he and his wife, Lola Pascal, adopted
me as one of their grandchildren. Over the years 1 have learned to speak
some Cree, and understand more, but not nearly enough to gain precise
comprehension. Lola served as my translator for 80% of the time. My
language impediment reduced the amount of in-depth information obtained
and limited my understanding of some aspects of the ceremony.
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Much knowledge and many insights into the Rain Dance were obtained
because of my

close association with numerous participants and my

adoption by an Alberta

and

a

Saskatchewan

Cree

family. My

Native

grandparents, like many of the main Rain Dance officials on the Pasqua,
Sakimay and Poorman's Reserves, were also members of the BahS'i Faith.
This connection heightened Our bonding and provided a ser-se of shared

common goals. 1 felt at easy asking questions about the Rain Dance and
believe 1 received answers to al1 my questions to the best of their
abilities. While being a BahStî may have initially assisted me in being
allowed to participate, 1 still had to prove m y sincerity and establish
trust

among al1

the

other

dance officials and

community

members.

Furthermore, although the dance sponsors were m e m b e r s of the BahS1l
Faith, no ceremonial deviations were observed in rites or procedures from
what was customary for similar structured dances sponsored by non-BahS'i
sponsors (such as the Poorman Rain Dance of 1979).

The description of Sacrificial Stall Dancing was drawn from field

notes made during and after each Rain Dance ceremony. I wrote these notes
in a rough draft form while in the field, then typed them up once I was
back home. Sometimes they were written as the person was speaking or the
events were unfolding, but usually they were written in the privacy of
my car or tent during the dance period (when 1 was not dancing) to be as
inconspicuous as possible.

These notes

comprise not only detailed

participatory observations of each dance, but likewise include notes from
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any informal interviews conducted. James Iron Eagle, the Sponsor of the
Pasqua Reserve Rain Dance of 1996 (and the son of a former Pasqua Rain
Dance Sponsor), has graciously given me permission to use these notes in
writing this thesis.

During the s u m e r of 1996 formal f ieldwork was undertaken to obtain
specific information for this thesis. 1 attended the Pasqua Rain Dance
frorn June 26-30 specifically to obtain data on the dancersr motives,
attitude about Stall Dancing, their use of power items, face painting and
their vision experiences . Information was obtained through serniformal
interviews. Care was taken to make sure that the Rain Dance leaders
involved, and those
supportive of my

individuals that

research.

Those

who

1

talked

to, were

participated had

aware and
been

first

approached by the dance Sponsor to obtain their preliminary consent.

As

well I attended the Rain Dance on the Sagkeeng Reserve in Manitoba from
June 6-9. A few additional interviews were conducted with Sun Dancers
living in Winnipeg during October of 1996 who had danced at ceremonies
at Sagkeeng and Waywayseecappo Reserves within the last few years. Al1
dancers

who participated

in

these

interviews

signed a

release

of

information form.

Source Material Review
I L is surprising that with al1 the available published accounts and

archival documents on Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dances that descriptions
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of the Stall Dancing activities are scarce. Unfortunately, about

80"aof

the literature on Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dances revolves about the
Sponsor, the Federal Government ' s efforts to suppress the ceremony or
descriptions of the f lesh-sacrifice feature. K. Pettipas (1994) provides
an excellent historical review of the Federal Government ' s at ternpt to
suppress the ceremony. Although 1 have come across forty-five references
on Stall Dancing, al1 are extremely brief, consisting of anywhere £rom
a sentence or two to a couple of paragraphs. The literature covers the
construction of the dancing stalls, the dancersl motive, the dancing
activities inside the lodge, the dancers' dress, and the visions.

5

s

Description of specific Cree and Sauiteaux Stall Rain Dancing from
the pre-1900's cornes from a variety of (primarily non-Native) first-hand

sources. These include missionaries (Legoff, 1976, p. 319; McDouga11,
1971, p. 87), a fur trader

(Carneron, 1950:148, 150-11, a Northwest

Mounted police Officer (Lane 1887, pp.

22-4),

newspaper reporters ( O o h -

ne-pah-qua-see-moo-we-kah-mik,
1882, p. 4; Sun Dance, 1894:8; The Sun

Dance, 1883:12; The Thirst Dance, 1880, p. 1' and The Thirst Dance, 1883,
p. 3) , private citizens (Beillevaire, 1880, pp.

3-5; Gowanlock, 1967,

p. 191 and Trant, 19094), an Indian Agency employee (Jefferson, 1929, p p .
44-5 and 48) and one Native source, Fine Day (Innes, 1926, p. 15).

T wen t1' e
t h Cen tu rv Stall Dancina Descriutions
A

number of authors provided twentieth century descriptions of

Sacrificial Stall Dancing based ori, information £rom informants or their
own

recollections, The ethnologist-photographer E. Curtis (1928, p. 84)

wrote on the Western Woods Crees, F. Peeso (1912, p. 56) wrote about the
Montana Cree and A. Skinner (1919b, pp. 314-5) described the

Plains

Ojibwa. For descriptions of Plains Cree Stall Dancers the anthropologists
include D. Mandelbaum (1979, p p . 190-4 and 198),

A.

Skimer

291), and L. OIBrodovich, 1969a, p. 78, 1969b, p.

93).

(1919a, p.
Historical

accounts are provided by A. Paget (1909, pp. 33-5 and 3 8 ) , K. Pettipas

(1994, p. 58), and J. Prest (1923, p p . 4 5 - 7 ) . Native sources

include E.

Ahenakew (1973, p. 68), 5. Dion (1979, pp. 37 and 4 0 ) and A. Watetch5
( D a v i ~ s ,1959, pp. 33, 38,
Aiso

K. Tarasoff, while

&

40; Stewart, 1581, pp. 126-8 and 1 3 1 - 3 ) .

taping for the National Museum of Canada,

obtained a few cornments concerning Rain Dancers from F. Panipekeesick of
the Sakimay Reserve (1980, pp. 84-5 and 94-6).

One of the most interesting firsthand accounts of Saulteaux Stall
Dancing for the early
minister,

twentieth century cornes from a Presbyterian

H. Gunn of W i n n i p e g . H e witnessed a Turtle Mountain Ojibwa

(Saulteaux) Rain Dance in North Dakota in 1908 (Gunn, 1908, p p . 33 and
37-40). Litexature surveyed to date has not used Gu.nnls accurately
detailed description of the ceremony. The Manitoba Archives in Winnipeg
houses more than twenty photographs of this Rain dance, a l 1 rnislabeled

as c.1900 instead of June 1908.

Other descriptions of observed Cree or Saulteaux Stall Dancing have
corne almost exclusively from anthropologists or newspaper reporters. The

anthropologists include N. Braroe, who attended a Maple Creek Rain Dance
in 1967 (1975, p. 6 3 ) , P. Goddard, who attended one at Hobbema in 1911
(1919, pp. 303-4, 306), and D. Mandelbaum6 (1979 and 188, 190-4, 198; 1934
and 1935) who observed two, one on the Crooked Lake Agency in 1934 and
the other on the Little Pine Reserve th2 following year (Mandelbaum, 1934

and 1935), J. Howard who witnessed a Plains Ojibwa dance near Dunseith,
North Dakota in 1952, and another near Rolla, North Dakota in 1958 (1952,
pp. 249-264; 1965, pp. 107-91, and V. Dusenberry, 1967, pp. 109, 186 and
204-9) for the Montana Cree. K. Tarasoff observed four Rain Dances in the
Sakirnay area between 1965 and 1967 but took his description of the
ceremony prirnarily £rom the 1967 dance (1980, p. 217). L. ~'Brodovich
was
on hand for the Little Pine Reserve dance of 1968 (1969a, pp. 68-96),and
G. Bauer attended Poorman's Reserve Rain Dance in 1971 (1972, p. 21), and

another on GordonfsR e s e x v e in 1979 (1979,p. 64). Newspaper descriptions

of Rain Dancers have been published in the Edmonton Bulletin (Last Sun
Dance Celebrated by the Hobbema Cree, 1920, p. 131, the Edmonton Journal
(Sun Dance of the Cree at Hobbema, 1923, pp. 6-7'1, and the Rocky Mountain

House Mountaineer

(Rare Spectacle of Sun Dance As

Seen by a

A.

P.

Policeman, 1929, pp. 9 and 15). Some Aboriginal writers who provide
descriptions of Rain Dancing are A. Sakewew (Bloomfield, 1934, p. 1 3 ) ,

W. Wuttunee (1962, pp. 22-3), and P. Deiter-McArthur, 1987, p. 6).

Several authors of Stall Dancing descriptions do not refer to a
particular date- The contents provide enough clues to determine a general
time period. For the mid-to-late nineteenth century the writers included
A.

Paget

(1909, pp.

12-13)

(who received

her

information

£rom

observations of the Qu'Appelle Cree and Saulteaux in the 1880's) and R .
Jefferson (1929, pp. 28-30) (whose data came from the same period but
originated from the Battleford Cree). Another writer, B. Davies, obtained
his data about Piapotfs band for the 1870's through to about 1900, from
A. Watetch. Watetch was a nephew of Piapot and had many talks with the

old Chief before his death in 1908, to record his story
pp . 8 and

(Davies, 1959,

21) . Also E . Ahenakew, a Cree from the Sandy Lake Reserve in

Saskatchewan, wrote on the Stall Dancers. He obtained much
information £rom

Chief

Thunderchild probably

in

the

early

of

his

1920's

(Ahenakew, 1973, pp. 10-12).

A number of descriptions of Stall Dancing were recorded during the

early twentieth century. F .

Peeso, an anthropologist, wrote about the

Montana Cree-Chippewa of Little Bear's and Rocky Boy's bands

£rom

fieldwork conducted between 1905 and 1911 (Dusenberry,1962, p. 8; Peeso,
1912, p. 50). E. Curtis' information came £ r o m his informed friends at
the Alexander Reserve in Alberta in the early 1900's (Curtis, 1980, p.
86). Sakewew was

a

Cree

£rom

the Sweetgrass Reserve

who provided

2 G

information

to

Bloomfield

L.

in

1925

(Bloomfield, 1934,

p.

1).

Information for the latter part of the twentieth century cornes £rom
several sources. F . Dion (1979), a Cree f rom Onion Lake, Saskatchewan,
obtained his information probably from persona1 observations in the
1940's and 1950's. L. Tobacco (1972), a Cree £rom the Poorman Reserve,
spoke in the early 1970's from persona1 experience. For P. DeiterMcArthur

(1987) it

is unclear

if

the

information originated

from

observation, persona1 contacts, or other published descriptions.

Of

al1

the

literature mentioned

only

three

sources

contain

substantial detailed information on Sacrificial Stall Dancing: A. Paget
(1909) for the late 1800's, D. Mandelbaum (1979) for the 1930's and V.
Dusenberry (1962) for the mid-1900's. None of these authors

analyzed the

dancers' activities or beliefs, nor did they compare the intricacies of
the Stall Dancing, or aspects of the Rain Dance rituals by band or
geographical location. Furthemore, no contemporary detailed descriptions
exist after 1970 for either Plains Cree or Saulteaux Rain Dancing.

Rain Dance Theories
Anthropologists have voiced no specific theories about Cree or
Saulteaux Stall Dancing, although several scholars have contributed a few
innovative theories concerning their relationship to cosmology, origin
or diffusion. M. Wilson

(1981, pp.

333-369) debated the

similarity

between "Medicine ~heels"and Cree Rain Dances, attributing their linkage
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with rainfall peaks and the summer solstice. Similarly

A.

Kehoe and T.

Kehoe (1977, pp. 91 and 93) explored the assumption that there was a
connection between "Medicine Wheels" and Rain Dance structures, concluding
that the

Dance Lodge's entrance was astronomically aligned with the

rising sun. L.

Spier

(1921, p .

453)

argued

that

al1 Rain Dances

originated £rom one "center of development centered among the Arapaho and
Cheyenne." F. Clements (1931, p. 226) countered this argument believing
that the ceremony diffused from "a number of points of origin scattered
over the whole Plains area." K. Schlesier has put forth a recent theory
that

the

"Plains Indian Sun

Dance

is

largely

an

anthropological

invention." He saw the observance as a: "revitalization ceremony which
spread to nearly al1 Indian tribes of the Northern Great Plains, altnough
many different terms were used for i t " (1990, p. 2 3 ) .

f
A

l

thorough search of many museums and archival collections in

Canada, the United States, France and England have revealed more than a
hundred and f ifty photographs of Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dances (see
Appendix 4 for a list of the Rain Dance photographs' locations), yet only

twenty-seven of these photographs, covering less than a dozen different
ceremonies, show the Stall Dancers actually dancing

(see Chart A) .

Mandelbaum took almost half of these pictures. The Provincial Archives
of Alberta in Edmonton houses one picture showing a 1884 Stall Dancer and

a man undergoing f lesh-sacrifice about the Center Pole at an Edmonton
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Rain

Dance

(B-1004). This

picture

is

the

only

known

photograph

illustrating a Cree during the piercing aspect of the dance. The Edmonton
Journal published two pictures of Stall Dancers dancing, one in 1923 and

the other in 1938, but 1 have been unable to locate any copies (Sun Dance
of the Crees, 1923, p. 3 and 1,000 Indians, 1938, p. 14) .

Chart A. Location of Cree and Saulteaux Stall Dancers' photographs

1 Location
-

---

-

Source

Photo Number

Date

-

-

-

Little Pine Reserve

-

unnumbered

.

Canadian Plains
Research Centre
( CPRC)

-

Little Pine Reserve

unnumbered

( CPRC)

1 Little Pine Reserve

unnumbe red

(CPRC)

Little Pine Reserve

unnumbered

( CPRC)
-

Turtle Mountain,
North Dakota

Indians 147

Turtle Mountain

Indians 151

Little Pine Reserve

uruiumbe red

RA-9443 ( 8 )

(SAB)

--

lLong Lake area

(SAB)

Long Lake area

RA-9443 (10)

( SAB )

Mosquito Reserve

RA-12,661

( SAB

Little Jack Fish Lake

R A - 12,144

L

Red Pheasant Reserve
Sweetgrass Reserve
-

-

-

-

-

Sweetgrass Reserve

-

Sask . Archives Board
(SAB

unnumbe red

Long Lake area

-

Provincial Archives
of Manitoba (PAM)

Swoetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,797( 1 )

(SAB)

Sweetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,797( 2 )

(SAB)

Sweetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,797( 3

(SAB)

Sweetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,799

( SAB 1

Sweetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,801

(SAB

Sweetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,805

(SAEU

Sweetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,807

(Sm)

Sweetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,808

(SAB)

Sweetgrass Reserve

1966

RA-25,815

(SAB)

Onion Lake Reserve

1890's

NA-1223-14

Glenbow Archives (GA)

1895

NA-926-6

(GA)

Battleford area
- - - .-- -

Edmonton area

-

-

)

- -

1884

B-1004

Provincial Archives
of Alberta

The scarcity of Rain Dancers' photographs can be attributed to
several factors. In the first place, early photographers often took
pictures of the exterior of the Dance Lodge, thus missing the interior
activities altogether. Even when they took pictures £rom the entrance of
the lodge ir was usually during a lu11 in the singing and thus the stall
dancers had dropped d o m out of sight behind their stall walls. Other
possible explanations are that the dance officiais, or the dancers
themselves, requested that photographers not take pictures of the dancers
while they were dancing out of respect for their spiritual involvement.
Perhaps the biggest reason was that the Rain Dance Sponsors or officiais,
after the m i d - 1 9 3 0 ' ~
often
~
forbade photographing taking inside the lodge
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while the ceremony was underway (Tarasoff, 1980, pp.

28-433.

4

From about

1970 al1 Native ceremonialists that 1 am farniliar with have put a total
ban on any photography at Rain Dances.

To my knowledge, only two films (and no videos) have ever been taken
of ongoing Cree-Saulteaux Rain Dances. J. Tyrell, a reporter, took che
first of the Hobbema Rain Dance of 1923 (Edmonton Journal, June 21, 1923,
p. 3 ) . The second was of Ben Pasqua1s Rain Dance of 1937, taken in 1937
by F. Dunk, who was then the director of the Museum of Natural History

in

Regina

(now called

the

Royal

Saskatchewan

communication. Margaret Hanna, Sept. 25, 1991).

Museum)

(Personal

1 was unable to locate

the first film, but the second is housed in the Manitoba Museum of Man
and Nature in Winnipeg

(Dunk, 1937) .

In five and a half minutes it

illustrates the raising of the Center Pole, the inside of the Sponsor's
tipi. the smudge buming at the base of the Center Pole, the blessing of

food, the drummers drumming, the Stall Dances dancing, and one official's
face painting.

The bulk of C r e e and Saulteaux Rain D a n c e artifacts are found in the
Provincial Museum in Edmonton and the G l e n b o w Museum in Calgary (see
Appendix 5). Their collectionsr include dance outfit pieces (head gear,
necklaces, and shirts), power items and charms, dance whistles, fans and
feathers, paint and paint bags. Other museums that hold Rain Dance items
associated with Stall Dancers are the Broadview Historical and Museum
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Association in Broadview, Saskatchewan, the Manitoba Museum of Man and
Nature in Winnipeg, the Medicixe kat Historical Museum, and the Royal

Saskatchewan Museum in Regina.

No published descriptions of any Rain Dances from Pasqua Reserve

have been found to date. Furthermore, beside the short 1937 video and che
occasional historic reference in the files of the Department of Indian
Affairs, no written record of their Rain Dance ceremony exists. This
t h e s i s will begin the process of fillino this void.

Chapter Two: The Plains Cree, Saulteaux and the Rain Dance

This chapter will provide a brief historical background to the
Algonquian tribal groups that practiced the Rain Dances, and introduction
the Rain Dance and its Stall Dancing component. The role that Stall
Dancing played within the framework of Sacrificial and Sacred Dancing
will also be reviewed-

The Cree and Saulteaux

The Algonquian groups that practiced Stall Dancing within the Rain

Dance cerernony were the Plains Cree, the Western Woods Cree and the
Saulteaux or Ojibwa. Al1 three groups, located in the Canadian NorthWest, were allied with the Assiniboin in a westward expansion prior to
signing treaties with the Queen's representatives in the mid-1870's.

The Plains Cree

The Cree are an ~lgonquianspeaking people and according to the 1991
Canadian Census they represent the largest tribe in Canada (Statistics
Canada, 1994 and 1995). The word "Creeffis a contraction from the French
word "Kristinaux" or "Kiristinon, "which comes from "Kenistenoag,"a term
the early fur traders and Jesuits obtained from the Ojibwa. It was first
applied to the Cree living south of James Bay in the seventeenth century,
and then used to identify al1 those groups that spoke that same language,
despite differences in dialect (Pentland, 1981, p. 227). In their own
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language the Cree cal1 themselves I1Nehiyawok" or

"Exact Men." from

'lIyiniwok"or I1Thoseof the First Raceu1(Hodge, 1971. p p 359-3611.

Hodge divided the Cree into two main divisions. the "PaskwawininwugU
or ltpeopleof the Plains" and the llSakawininiwug"or "People of the
Woods." The former he further divided into the River and Lowland People.
and the latter into those of Cross Lake and Athabasca

(1971.

p. 361) .

Peeso. (1912, p. 51) however, like Curtis (1980, p - 5 5 ) . identifies three
Cree cultural divisions: the Pas-kawa-we-e-ne-wok
or Prairie People, the
Mas-keg-ah-wak or Swampy People and the Sah-kah-we-e-ne-wakor Timber
People.

The Plains Cree originated frorn an eastem woodland culture and,
following the fur trade, followed their Siouan speaking allies, the
Assiniboin. out into the prairies. From the western shores of Lake
Superior they expanded westward from the late 17001s to the 18701st
pushing other tribes, like the Blackfoot, Gros Ventre, away £rom the
coveted northern plains hunting territory (Mandelbaum, 1979, pp. 33-45;
and Milloy, 1988, pp. xiv-xvi). By the time of the end of the buffalo era
(1880) the territory of the Plains Crees and their Saulteaux allies
extended from the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border around the Assiniboine
River on the east, to the vicinity of Sdmonton on the northwest. To the
north they hunted as far as the forks on the Saskatchewan rivers and
south to the area between the Missouri River and Wood Mountains (Fraser,
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1963, pp. 2-6). According to Mandelbaum (1979, p - 7 ) "the tribal range

may be defined in terms of the valleys of Qu'Appelle, the lower North
Saskatchewan, the lower South Saskatchewan, and the lower Battle riversu
(see Map 1) .

A

1970 map, supplied by the Department of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development, shows the Cree occupying more than one hundred
Reserves from Quebec to Alberta

(1970, pp. 9-27). Of these, Plains Cree

presently occupy Reserves in Central Alberta, Southern Saskatchewan and
one area of Northern Montana. Right up to the 1940's the Department of
Indian Affairs grouped these Reserves undex various agency names, such
as Crooked Lake, Qu'Appelle and Peace Hills.

West of the Plains Cree was found the Western Woods Cree, some of

whom also practiced the Rain Dance ceremony. Bands that had the Rain
Dance

include

Sunchild, OIChiese (mixed Cree

and

Saulteaux), and

Alexander in Alberta and Waterhen Lake, Loon Lake and Meadow Lake in
Saskatchewan. Curtis (1980, p. 55) has outlined the territory of the
Western Cree as 'Inorth of the prairies and Lake Winnipeg and south of
Peace river, Athabasca lake, and Churchill river; and from Loon river,

a southerly affluent of Peace river, on the West to the shore of Hudson
Bay at the mouth of Nelson and Churchill rivers."

M a p 1. The Locations of the Plains Cree Divisions
1979, p . 13) .

( a f t e r Mandelbaum,

The Saulteaux/Oi ibwa

The French gave the term "Saulteaux," or "Saulteur" for singular, to
the Algonquian speaking people living in the early 1600's near presentday Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. They belong to the larger nation known
as the flOjibwan
or "Ojibway,"meaning "to roast till puckered up," which
referred to the puckered up seams on their moccasins. In the United
States they officially term them "Chippewa,"a popular adaption from the
word
to

O j ibwa,

them

as

and Arnerican Native Studies researchers cornmonly referred
the

"Bungi," meaning

"a

little

bit , " According

to

anthropologist James Howard, the term Bungi "is said to refer to the
intermediate geographic and cultural position of the tribe, between the
Plains Cree on the West and the Woodland Ojibwa on the east." Both Howard
(1965) and Skinner (1919b) labeled the Saulteaux and the Bungi under the
general term "Plains Ojibwa." In their owri language they cal1 themselves
"NahkawiyiniwakH meaning

"Those that

speak differently" from their

eastern Ojibwa brothers (Howard, 1965, p. 5). For the sake of consistency
the term Saulteaux will be used throughout this paper.

The Saulteaux migration brought them West of the Red River into the
prairies between 1800 and 1821 (Hlady, 1960, pp. 31 and 37; Peers, 1994,
pp. 112-139 and Ray, 1972, p. 110). In the north they shared territory
with the Cree along the Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine Rivers while to the
southwest their ranging brought them to the area of the Montana - North
Dakota border. Their eastern border would be the land just West of Lake

Manitoba. There were, rnoreover, isolated bands of Cree and Saulteaux that
ended outside the general range base. In Alberta the O' Chiese Reserve,
northwest of Rocky Mountain House is a mixture of both tribes (Gooderham,
1986, pp. 15-19). In 1917 an isolated band of Cree-Chippewa settled near

Havre, Montana on the Rocky Boy's reservation ( B u r t , 1987, pp. 195-207).

The main focus of this thesis is on the Stall Dancexs at the Pasqua
Reserve, located

in

the

Qu'Appelle

Valley,

Saskatchewan, some

kilometers northeast of Regina. The band membership

consists of
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a

mixture of both Plains Cree and Saulteaux, with the dominant language
spoken being Saulteaux (see Appendix 1) .

An

Introduction to the Rain Dance
The Rain Dance has always been, and continues to be the most

important religious ceremony of the Plains Cree, the Western Woods Cree

and Saulteaux. Mandelbaum (1979, p. 183) called it "the outstanding event
of the cerernonial calender" of the Plains Cree, and Curtis (1980, p. 80)

referred to it as the "principle religious ceremony" for the Western Woods
Cree. Likewise, Howard (1965, p. 104) echoed the belief that the Rain
Dance was the "major yearly ceremony" of the Saulteaux.

Rain Dance Historv
Jenness (1960, p. 317) maintained that the Plains Cree version of
the dance probably originated from the Assiniboin because the two tribes
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were so culturally intertwined and the Assiniboin arrived on Che plains
first. Spier concurred with Jenness based on his analytical comparison
of various tribal dance traits

(1921, p. 521). The Crees, however,

attribute its origin to either We-sa-ka- ckaak (Ahenakew, 1973, pp. 1378)

- a trickster character, or the Thunderbirds (Curtis, 1928, pp.

131-2

and Tarasoff, 1 9 8 0 , p. 90). According to both Howard (1965, p. 104) and
Spier (1921, p. 496) the Saulteaux adopted the ceremony from their
allies, the Plains Cree.

According to Mandelbaum, the Plains Cree called their main religious
ceremony nipakwe-cimuwin or "Thirsting Dancev (1979, p. 183). In English
the Plains Crees cal1 the ceremony the Sun Dance

(a misnomer term)

everywhere except among the Southern Saskatchewan Cree and Saulteaux of
the Qu'Appelle Valley, File Hills and Crooked Lake. In those areas they

started to use the English term "Rain Danceu in the early 1930's on the
advice of a couple of lawyers, Miller and Neff, from Fort Qu'Appelle
(Mandelbaum, 1934, pp. 19 and 28 and persona1 communication with Thomas
Asham, June 22, 1979). The Cree and Saulteaux made the change in the name
to avoid persecution of the ceremony by the Department of Indian Affairs.
According to one Cree Elder " t h e white man never knew it was the same
ceremonyu (Davies, 1959, p. 45). Official correspondence of the Canadian
Indian Department for the 1930 Is and 1940 's does not, however, support
this assumption of their ignorance.
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Howard (1965, p. 104) has stated the North Dakota Saulteaux (Bungi)
called it nipSkwiS'mowin or "Thirsting Dancew (Howard, 1965, p. 1041

,

while Skinner (1919b, p. 3 1 3 ) , writing on the southern Saskatchewan
Saulceaux, used the term Bûngi Nipagwêticimun or "Dance of Abstaining from
~ater."At Sagkeong, the Ojibwa (Saulteaux) use the English term, S u
Dance. Throughout the anthropological literature this ceremony is termed
"Sun DanceNt (Goddard, 1919; Howard, 1952 and Peeso, 1912). To avoid

confusion over the various usages the terrn Rain Dance will be used
exclusively throughout thiç paper since that is the common English word
among the Pasqua Cree and Saulteaux practitioners.

At what point the Cree first commenced Rain Dancing is unknown. They

probably began to perform the ceremony between 1780 and 1800, shortly
after they moved ont0 the plains, and before 1848 (Kane, 1968, p. 303;
Schlesier, 1990, p. 18). It may b e l as argued by Schlesier (1990, p. 11,
that the dance originated as a revitalization movement in "response to
catastrophic events deriving fwom the early European expansion into the
western Great Lakes and Minnesota.

The Cree, however, were thriving

during the turn of the century so their quick acceptance of the ceremony
from the Assiniboin could have been because of its similarity to the
buffalo pound. Both activities shared a remarkable degree of ceremonial
rites and physical similarities.

By the time of the Cree and Saulteaux treaties of 1874 and 1876, a l l
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the Plains bands and some western Woods bands were probably practicing
the Rain Dance ceremony. Although historical documentation is limited,
recorded pre-1 8 7 4 Rain Dances indicate its popularity and geographical
scope throughout the Canadian North-west. The artist-traveler P. Kane
noted the Cree around Fort Carlton, Saskatchewan holding a Rain Dance in
1848, A. Paget mentioned a Cree and Saulteaux ceremony at Ochre or Red
Ochre Hills (east of present-day Swift Current, Saskatchewan) in 1851,
missionary J. McDougall attended a Cree Rain Dance held near Iron Creek
in 1865 (north-west of present-day Wetaskiwin, Alberta) , and the furtrader 1. Cowie wrote about a large Cree, Saulteaux and Assiniboin Rain
Dance held in 1868 West of Gu11 Lake, Saskatchewan (Cowie, 1913, pp. 292303; McDougall, 1971, pp. 74-89; Paget, 1909, pp- 152-4 and Kane, 1968,

p. 3 0 3 ) . Since the Plains Cree migrated from the east to the West,

following the river routes, 1 believe the dance spread £rom the CreeAssiniboin in the south-central part of Saskatchewan northwestwards along
the North Saskatchewan River. The Alberta Stoney (Assiniboin) bands may

have acquired the ceremony from their Peace Hill Cree allies.

The Government of Canada, through the Department of Indian Affairs,
officially persecuted Rain Dance practitioners and attempted to suppress
the Rain dance

from 1882 to 1951.

The f i r s t

recorded Rain Dance

interference by an Indian Agent occurred in 1882 (Canadian Sessional
Papers, 1883). In 1951 government officiais revarnped the Indian Act and
dropped legislation that prohibited flesh-sacrificing and gift-giving
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(Pettipas, 1994, p. 210). The flesh-sacrificing and the gift-giving were
two of the most prominent features of the Rain Dance that the Indian
Department targeted for eradication. Despite the

subjugation of the Cree

and

to

Saulteaux

practitioners,

they

continued

hold

Rain

Dances

throughout Che persecution period (Mandelbaum,1975, p p . 14-15; Pettipas,
1994). At least one Cree or Saulteaux Rain Dance has occurred each year
since 1880 somewhere on the Canadian Plains. There was no general
"revival of the Sun Dance," as O1Brodovich (1969a, p. 80) maintained,
because the Indian Agents were never able to completely prevent the dance
f rom occurring -

From 1900 onward, the practice of Rain Dancing spread from central
and southern Saskatchewan northward and eastward. The territory now
covered by Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dancing is quite extensive, £rom
Buffalo Point on the southeastern Manitoba Saskatchewan border (Landes,
1968, pp. 49-50; Pettipas, 1994, p. 177) to the Sunchild and OIChiese

Reserves (Provincial Museum of Alberta [ P m ] photo, "Sun Dance Site l u ) ,
and Smallboyls Camp at the Alberta Rocky Mountains. The northern lirnits

are the Saddle Lake area in Alberta (Indian Affairs, 1924), Meadow Lake
in Saskatchewan (Glenbow Archives [GA] photo NA 1463-33) and Cross Lake
in the northern part of Manitoba (Personal communication with Lydia Ross,
December 8 , 1996) . To the south the Saulteaux practice the cerernony at
Turtle Mountain in North Dakota and, along with the Cree, at Rocky Boy
in Montana (see map 2 ) .

Map 2. Geographical Scope of Stall Dancing, 1996.

An

Overview of the Rain Dance

The Rain Dance of the Cree and Saulteaux was a ceremony of community
spiritual regeneration and thanksgiving (Ahenakew, 1973, p. 68; Curtis,
1928, p. 80; and Paget, 1909, p. 2 9 ) . A man sponsored it in fulfilment

of a vow that he had made to sorne spiritual being during a period of
extreme anxietyl. Through a vision a helping spirit, such as Sun or
Thunder, came to the would-be Sponsor and gave him the right to conduct
the Rain dance ceremony (Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 183) . He then solicited
four experienced Rain Dance Sponsors to assist him to put on the dance2.

The Cree and Saulteaux conducted the Rain Dance in a circular loàge
constructed of poplar trees. Within it, a central pole acted as both a
conduit to the spiritual realm, and a receptacle for the Thunderbirds to
alight. Around the inner circurnference of the lodge workers constructed
stalls (booths) to house individual dancers and the Sponsor. The ceremony
lasted for three or four days and consisted of many rituals of worship.

To the sound of drumming and singing, participants who had vowed to fast
would dance up and d o m while stationary, blow on whistles and stare at
the Center Pole. Other dance features included the recital of war deeds,
speeches, gift-giving, feasting and flesh-mortifications (Jeffer-son,
1929, pp. 40-9; Mandelbaurn, 1978, pp. 183-197; and Paget, 1909, pp. 2840).

An

Introduction to Stall Dancinq
Stall Dancing is a f o m of worshiping which occurs during the Rain

Dance

in fulfilment of

a vow

to a

transcendent power to

receive

blessings. It occurs solely within the confines of rectangular woodenwoven waist-high structures built around the inside circumference of the
Rain Dance lodge

(see Diagrarns 8 and 11) . The devotees know this

structure in English as a stall, booth or cage, although they usually use

."
the term llstall

Rain Dancers do not cal1 themselves Stall Dancers in English, but
just "dancers participating in the Rain Dance or Sun Dance." For the
purposes of this thesis the term "Stall Dancing" and "Rain Dancing" are
used interchangeably. 1 use the term "Stall Dancerll solely to distinguish
those dancers who dance in stalls as opposed to those who do not. For
example, in

the

Rain

Dances

of

the

Canadian Dakota

and

Siksika

(Blackfoot) the dancers do not dance in stalls. Of al1 the Plains tribes
who performed the Rain Dance the only ones who engaged in Sacrificial

Stall Dancing were the Cree, Saulteaux and Assiniboin ( K e ~ e d y ,
1961, p.
152; L o w i e ,

1975, p . 61; Rodnick, 1938, p. 49). Among the latter groups

a man could participate i n the flesh-sacrifice feature of a Rain Dance
but not actually dance in a stall, or dance in a stall but not engage in
the piercing. Most Stall Dancers, at least at the Pasqua Rain Dances,
never make a vow to ~mdergopiercing.
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How Stall Dancing, within the context of the Rain Dance, began is
unclear- The Cree origin story presented in Appendix 6 provides one
possible explanation- If, however, the Cree adopted the ceremony from the
Assiniboin, was Stall Dancing a customary feature of the ceremony at that
time? According to Mandelbaurn the form of dancing done within the dancing
stalls may have originated £rom the dance style of the members of the
Warrior Society, for they nusually danced in place with a rhythrnic
bending of the knees" (1979, p. 118).

Although women engage in Stall Dancing along with the men, it is
questionable if that was always the case. A 1854 account of an Assiniboin
Rain Dance by Father De Smet makes it clear that wornen were not involved
in dancing in the ceremony (Chittenden and Richardson, 1969, pp. 938-9).
According to one early observer of a Cree Rain Dance (circa 1877) the
practitioners permitted no

women or

children

to

enter

during

the

ceremony. However, women did stay outside and assisted in the singing
(Hardisty, 1946, p. 58) . Such a practice is in keeping with Alexander
Mackenzie's

observations on the role Cree women played in religious

ceremonies. "The women, who are forbidden to enter the place sacred to
these festivals, dance and sing around them, and sometimes beat time to
the music within them, which forms an agreeable contrasttl(Lamb, 1970,

p. 139). Over time, the Cree and Saulteawc altered this practice to one
forbidding women who are menstruating from entering the Rain Dance Lodge
(Tarasoff, 1980, pp. 114-5 and 222). In any case, by 1880, when we have
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Our f irst good detailed descriptions of the Stall Dancers, women were

seen dancing in this capacity (Beillevaire, 1880 and "The Thirst Dance,"
1880, p. 1) -

An Introduction to Sacrificial and Sacred Dancinq
1 believe that applying the term "sacrifice" in association with the

many forms of dance worldwide is possible, although it is probably
slighrly outside the usually accepted notions. Ashby (1988,pp. 3-25) and
Hubert and Mauss (1964, pp. 1-18) have al1 expounded upon the different
definitions of, and

the difficulty

in

trying

to define

the

term

tlsacrifice."
Firth (1963) has pointed out that in the field of religious
studies the term "sacrifice" is commonly associated with a voluntary act
involving immolation. He further explains that normally, sacrifices are
limited to material resources. Gill, on the other hand, has no difficulty
allocating both animal sacrifices and persona1 suffering undertaken by
Rain Daricers under the same heading of sacrifice (1982, pp. 85-7). In
Stall Dancing, the limited resource offered is not so much material as
spiritual and involves one's health, concentration and time.

1

define Sacrificial Dancing as any form of dancing involving

physical renunciation, often undertaken in the fulfilment of a sacred vow
to a spiritual being, in order to gain some significant favor through a

mystical

experience.

It

involves

direct

persona1

contact

with

a

transcendent power. One possible byproduct of Sacrificial Dancing is the

procurement of a vision or what 1 would r e m "a personalized spiritcontact experience." Within the scope of Stall Dancing the participants
consider obtaining a vision to be a great blessing, though it is not the

main purpose of the dancing. Likewise, its absence does not reduce the
devotees' spiritual benefits or the value of the experience.

The difference 1 see between Sacred Dancing and Sacrificial
Dancing is that the latter is a subcategory of the former. 1 view Sacred
Dancing as any form of religious dance in which the dancers view their
participation as a form of worshiping. The term "sacred," 1 define as:
"something that is endowed with power and shown reverence because it
originated from a transcendent being through a direct contact experience."
In reviewing the various purposes for Sacred Dancing, Oesterley, among
others. mentioned

the

idea of honoring supernatural power

through

physical renunciation (1923, pp. 2 5 - 6 ) . Also Hubert and Mauss maintained
that "it is indeed certain that sacrifice always implies a consecracion"
(1964. p. 9). In every Rain Dance that 1 have attended the Stall Dancers

always purify

themselves with a sweetgrass smudge before

dancing.

Furthemore, by taking Webster's definition of sacred to mean "dedicated
or set apart for the service or worship of deityn (1988, p - 1035) then
1 can certainly view Sacrificial Dancing as one form of the Sacred Dance.

Throughout the world many tribal societies practice various f o m s
of Sacrificial Dancing. Such groups include: the Kung bushmen of Botswana
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in Africa (Campbell, 1984, pp.
Amur Region in Asia

91 and 94-5), the Goldi People of the

(Eliade, 1964, p. 73), the Tarahumare Indians of

Mexico (Lurnholtz, 1902, pp. 295 and 333), and the Pentecostal Tobas,
members of the Charo tribe of Paraguay in South America
Geographic Society, 1982, p. 333). Among

(National

the North Arnerican Native

groups, Sacrificial Dancing was both prolif ic and widespread (Laubin,
1977, p. 71). Like al1 such dancing their origins lay in revitalization
movements. Such movements included the ~essianicmovement of the Pacific
Coast Shakers (Barnett, 1972), and the Nativistic Ghost Dance of 1870 and
1890 (Kehoe, 1989; Miller, 1985; Mooney, 1970; and Wallace, 1985, pp.
323-4).

The most widespread activity of Sacrificial Dancing however, was
found in the Rain Dance ceremony that found a home among j u s t about al1
the Plains Tribes (Spier, 1921) . Of al1 those tribes the ceremony was
most

widespread among

the

Plains Cree, especially in Canada. The

following chapter describes the Rain Dance ceremony as practiced by the
Plains Cree and Saulteaux on the Pasqua Reserve between 1977 and 1985.
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Chapter Three: A Description of a Contemporary Pasqua Rain Dance

Introduction
The following generic description of the Rain Dance provides a good
understanding of the role the Stall Dancers played within the ceremony
on

the

Pasqua

Reserve,

and

the

background

information needed

co

comprehend the contextual framework for the symbolic analysis that
follows. This description is based on my field notes for the dances that
occurred during the summers between 1977 and 1985, except 1983 and 1984.
1 describe only one generic cerernony in detail because each dance

1

attended was so similar in process. occurrences and ritual detail that
providing a full account of each dance would be highly repetitive. The
events are described chronologically, beginning with the dancersr vows
and their initial preparations, and then moving on to describe the
concluding four-day ceremony. I include the approximate timing of each
event, but a plus or a minus factor of one hour should be allocated to
compensate for the yearly variances. Although 1 write in the past tense.
the reader should keep in mind that this ceremony continues to be an
annual occurrence among the Pasqua people.

The Vow and Initial Prewarations of the Dancers
For those individuals who took part in the dance their participation
commenced when they made a vow. either to the Creator or a particular
spirit, to personally sacrifice themselves at an upcoming Rain Dance.
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Once an individual made a vow he or she had many preparations to look
after before the dance. These preparations involved buying offerings
(cloth, ribbon and tobacco), packing their dance outfits, and deciding
which dance they were going to attend.

Dancers ' Vow
Individuals may make vows to participate in a Rain Dance at any time
of the year. Some devotees made their vow while attending one of the four
preliminary singing sessions, while others made theirs during the last
Rain Dance they attended. The vow was an intimate promise of some

specific sacrifice that the individual would undertake in the hope that
the Creator, or a particular helping spirit, would in turn reciprocate
by fulfilling their persona1 request for assistance. The vow-maker viewed
such a promise, even if uttered on the spur of the moment, as a binding
contract; one that was never taken lightly. Once they made the vow, the
devotee often informed his farnily and friends so they could lend their
support toward its fulfilrnent.

The reasons for initializing such vows were al1 very personal.
Traditionally, Cree and Saulteaux votaries often made vows in time of
great stress such as when a family member was very il1 or when an
individual confronted imrnediate danger. Some dancers shared their reasons
with me. One lady said she made her vow to "get back to her religious
culture." An Ontario man told me that he made his vow because of a dream,
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while still another related that he vowed to dance as a persona1
thanksgiving fox al1 the blessings Manitou

(the Great Spirit) had

bestowed on him. One Saulteaux man at the 1980 dance had been quite a
heavy drinker until he had a vision by which the spirits instructed him
to turn back to his religion and start participating as a dancer in the
Rain Dance.

The particular type of

sacrificial participation made

in the

fulfilment of their vow varied. Most people promised to dance and fast
for either the entire dance period or on a certain day of the dance.
Others promised to both dance and to undergo a particular type of fleshsacrifice, or just to undergo the flesh-sacrifice cornponent. Still,
others vowed only to fast for a certain length of time during the
ceremony. One young lady at the 1977 dance vowed to dance for only half
a day because she was nursing and did not want to be away from hex baby
for

an

extended

time. Usually, devotees made

a

vow

during

their

attendance at a Rain Dance to participate at the following year's dance.
Some vowed

to dance at

just one dance, while

others promised

to

participate in a number of dances. In the latter cases a cycle of four
dances was the common vow.

Typically, the severity of the sacrifice was in proportion to the
request made. Greater expectations £rom the Creator required greater
sacrifice from the one who made the vow. It was a common belief that the
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more

one

suffered

the better

chance one

had

of

receiving Divine

assistance. To that end the old people of the Pasqua Reserve often
explained to me that dancers blew on whistles so they would suffer more.
As Douglas Shingoose told me, I1sufferingcauses the spirits to take piry
on you" (Personal communication, June 21, 1981)-

Participants at the Pasqua dances that 1 attended vowed to either
participate by Stall Dancing for the entire period of forty-eight hours
(from Friday night to Sunday afternoon), or just for the Friday and
Saturday, or just for the last day, Sunday. Some individuals vowed to
fast but not dance. In the early years (1979-1982) of my attendance at
these dances only a few men vowed to undergo flesh-sacrifice, and most
of those who did, were not also Stall Dancers. Additionally, the fleshsacrifice always involved attachment with ropes and pins to the Center
Pole. By 1996, however, a larger percentage of dancers participated in
the flesh-sacrificing and they often requested to be attached to bison
skulls instead of the Center Pole.

Along with the vow to participate in Rain Dancing by personally
suffering, individuals additionally promised to the Creator, or their
persona1 spirit-helper(s) or guide ( s )

(tutelary spirits), to offer up

material sacrifices. Invariable these consist of tobacco, cloth (the
usual offerings), and ribbons. Some participants offered tobacco and
cloth but not ribbons. The more offering cloths one offered, and the
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greater their quality, the greater their sacrifice was perceived by the
one to whom it was offered. Often dancers purchased broad cloth in strips
of four to six feet. The color of the cloth was related to the spirit
that they intended it for, which was often the same spirit that bestowed
the individual's "Indian name." For example, if your name was "Sky Woman"
then one bought blue cloth. Or, if your name related to the Buffalo
Spirit, you offered brown cloth. The colors of sacrificial offering cloth
varied greatly. The most common however were blue, red, green and white.
Rarely have 1 see black cloth being offered as the majority of people
viewed black as representing the Devil or evil spirits.

Initial Pre~arations
The dancers looked after many details in their preparation for the
actual Rain Dance. They bought sacrificial offering cloths and tobacco,
decided what to Wear while dancing, what camping equipment to bring, who
in the family was going along, and how they were going to get there. The
dancers would make sure they had their sweetgrass braids and dancing
whistle. These two items were not generally supplied by

the dance

officiais and they were necessary items in order to participate fully.
(For detailed information on Rain Dance whistles see Appendix 7 ) . In some
cases individuals received special instructions from their spirit helper
to take along a specific power item (like a spirit Stone), or to

paint

their face in a certain manner, or to Wear a particular piece of
clothing.

Three preparatory Rain Dance meetings led up to the dance proper.
The organizers usually held these ceremonies either at the Sponsor's
house or at the home of one of the four main assistants (known in
Southern Saskatchewan as

"Runners"). Individuals who

had committed

themselves to participate in the upcoming dance as dancers might attend,
however, few dancers did. Each of these preliminary ceremonies consisted
of the pipe ceremony (praying with the pipe), rehearsals of Rain Dance
songs, and a social feast. A t the first gathering they created a baby
Thunderbird by symbolically tying together forty braids of sweetgrass.
Once they wrapped this baby up in cloth, it thereafter constituted part

of the Rain Dance altar. The men officiating at the third ceremony made
certain decisions associated with the dance, including the t i m e and place
of the dance. They normally held the Pasqua Rain Dances over a weekend,

starting on the Thursday, so working people could attend. The officiais
held a fourth, and final, preliminary ceremony on the dance site the
evening of the Camping Day, the day just before the construction of the
Dance Lodge. Some dancers were invariably present at this final singing
ceremony .

It was through word of mouth that the actual date of t h e Rain Dance
spread throughout the Reserve. Those from neighboring cornmunities found
out either from friends on the Reserve or by talking to the Sponsor who
often attended other Rain Danceç prior to the one he would give. A t these
dances he announced the dates of his dance and invited people to attend.
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Sponsors from neighboring Reserves tried not to hold their dances on the
same weekend.

Activities on the F i r s t Dav (Camnina D a v )
The local community calls the first day "Camping Day," because
traditionally that was the time everyone gathered and set up their tents
for the first time at the dance site. The first day of the dance saw the
appearance of the Sponsor at the dance site and the arriva1 of the
dancers. The Sponsor held the fourth and final preliminary singing
ceremony during the evening of this first day.

Dance Location and S ~ o n s o r ~Arrivai
s
Visualize a grassy clearing, with partly wooded hills to the south
and east, a calm majestic lake to the north and poplar groves to the West
(see Diagram 1). In the center of the clearing stand numerous skeletons
of past Rain Dance Lodges in various degrees of disintegration. They act
as silent witnesses to the ceremony's longevity through human sacrifice.
The weather is hot, with the sun shining brightly in a mostly clear sky.
Overhead a couple of white pelicans fly intentionally toward their nests
hidden in bullrushes along the shore. A f l y whizzes past, a light early
aftemoon breeze blows your hair, and the smell of Sumer is in the air.
You feel at one with nature and time matters not. Deep within your sou1
you realize that this spot, far from the hustle and bustle of your city
life, is sacred. This is how 1 have always remembered the Rain Dance site

/-

hm,

Diagram

1. An

Aerial View of

Qu'Appelle Valley, Saskatchewan.

the Pasqua Rain Dance

site of

1980,

on the Pasqua Reserve.

The Pasqua community has used this site for al1 their Rain Dances
for

decades.

This

site

lays

in

the Qu'Appelle

Valley

beside

the

Qu'Appelle Lake, with only a narrow dirt road allowing motor vehicle
access. Besides a couple of weather-beaten outhouses nestling along the
bush-line of the clearing, no outside structures were in sight.

The first person to appear at the dance site had to be the Sponsor.
Behind him walked an entourage of helpers. This group had assembled at
the Sponsor's house and walked the whole way to the dance area. The
Sponsor, walking barefooted, carried the main Rain Dance bundle, while
his assistants (many of whom where likewise barefoot) carried the rest
of the sacred items. Such items consisted of sacrificial Offering Cloths
(that various people had given to him, and the prints he had supplied),
rattles, drums, sweetgrass, altar material, and tobacco. On their way to
the dance site, some seven miles away £rom the Sponsor's house, the party
stopped to pray with the pipe three times. They held the lâst and fourth
prayer ceremony with a pipe at the dance site itself . After the final
preliminary prayer ceremony the Sponsor rnarked the site where they would
construct the Rain Dance Lodge with a piece of sacrificial cloth tied
ont0 a stick. They also planted two other sticks in the ground, fifteen
feet apart, some fifty feet south £rom where the workers would build the
entrance of the Dance Lodge. These markers indicated to the people
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arriving where not to set up their tents or park their vehicles. The
pathway to the lodgesl entrance must always be open to the spirits.

Arrivai of the Dancers
Dance participants and their families usually arrived l a t e in the
afternoon or early evening. some people came in campers and a few had
trailers. Soon the people were busy setting up their tents in a rough
semicircle surrounding the area where the workers would later build the
Dance Lodge.

Around 7 : 0 0 p.m. the Sponsor's helpers commenced setting up a tipi,
The Sponsor had arranged beforehand for a friend to bring the tipi canvas
by truck to the dance site. Often it was a painted tipi, belonging to
either the Sponsor or one of his Runners. The one used in 1978 and 1979
had a thunderbird painted on the back, It was set up by those helpers

present, some twenty feet north of where they would build the northern
wall of the dance structure. They quicky set up the tipi using the
sixteen poles already present. Each tipi pole was between eighteen and
twenty feet long. The Sponsor and his Runners used this tipi to house the
Rain Dance religious paraphernalia and to hold the fourth and final
preliminary ceremony. Until the workers built the Dance Lodge, the
Sponsor remained inside this tipi unless engaged in ritual activities
associated with the construction of the lodge ( s e e Plate 1). In al1 the
Pasqua Reserve Rain Dances that 1 attended this was the only tipi present

in the encampment.

The Fourth Preliminarv Cerernonv
Just after dark, about 9:30 p.m., the fourth singing ceremony was
ready to begin. Everyone in camp was welcome to attend, A Crier stood
just outside the tipi's southern entrante, near where a fire was burning,
and called al1 the people to corne and participate.

People brought their

own dishes and spoons for the anticipated feast and made their way to the
tipi1.

The positioning of the ritual objects inside the tipi was always
the same. The altar consisting of a buffalo skull with its horns wrapped
with red ribbons and resting on a piece of cloth (blue or red in color),
was fourid to the far north. Just in front and slightly to the West of the
altar area, four pipes rested on a wooden rack constructed of two small
forked sticks with a horizontal stick across the VIS. The bowls of the
pipes xeçted on a rock while the stems lay along the horizontal bar at
a right angle (see Diagram 2 and Plate 1).

At the ceremony in 1981 the officiais used four pipes. One pipe,
painted yellow with green stripes (representing a rattiesnake), had a
beaded band around the mid-section. The next pipe was unpainted with an
inch width of beadwork. Pipe number three, green in color, had a crescent
moon carved half way up its stem. It also had four dots along the top,

Religious
paraphernalia

P i p e tender

Diagram 2. T h e i n t e r i o r of the Sponsor's t i p i during the feast event,
Pasqua Reserve, June 18, 1981.

Plate 1 . Ben Pasqua, Sponsor of the Pasqua Rain Dance of June 1937,

seated inside the preliminary tipi. Note the religious paraphernalia to
his

right . Royal

designated.

Saskatchewan Museum,

Regina. No

catalogue number
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going lengthways along the stem, near the bowl. The last pipe had a
golden plaque attached to the stem.

To the right of the pipes were braids of sweetgrass and pouches of

tobacco (see Plate 2). The pipe tender was an elder who sat facing the
pipes, with his back to the doorway. The Sponsor sat to the north West
along with one or two of the Runners. Between the Sponsor's party and the
entrance, on the West side, women and children sat. The women al1 wore
long dresses and sat with their legs together and to the side. This way
of dressing and sitting was customary for this ceremony. The eastern side
was Reserved for male participants.

The number of participants could Vary greatly. At

the Sakimay

preliminary ceremony of June 16, 1977 only eleven people were

present,

while the Pasqua's ceremony of June 22, 1978 had so many people that some
of them sat outside the lodge. At most of the Pasqua Reserve preliminary
singing ceremonies that 1 witnessed, the numbers were such that everyone
could crowd into the tipi.

Closest to the altar, in the northeast, the four Runners sat along
with the Crier and the rest of the men. The assistants pilea pails and
boxes of food in the center of the tipi for the upcoming feast. Between
the food containers and the altar, and slightly to the right, sat those
assistants who would distribute the food. People did not bring any chairs

Plate 2. Religious paraphernalia inside the preliminary tipi, Note the

pipes on the pipe-rack and the hand-drums. Pasqua Rain Dance, June 1937.
Royal Saskatchewan Museum, Regina. No catalogue number assigned.
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because of the limited space and because of the feeling char such items
were non-traditional. Since the Sponsor provided only a few cushions,
several people brought blankets to sit on. Werhead. they hung couple of
kerosene lamps .

The ceremony commenced with the Sponsor irnploring the spirits and
each person present to aid hirn to complete his vow. He covered himself
with a blanket and went about the lodge in a clockwise direction. weeping

and praying. In one hand he held a braid of sweetgrass and piece of
sacrificial cloth. He moved clockwise around the tipi. and stood in front
of each person present in turn, even the children and babies. With each

person he laid one hand on their head and wept. begged them to take pity
on him and asked for their assistance. Once he had prayed over everyone
he returned to his seat.

The next activity was the consecration of the food for the feast.
One young man, acting in the role of £ire tender, brought in coals £rom
the outside fire using a wooden shovel. These coals were placed on the
ground just north of the food containers. The food servers held up the
food containers one by one and passed them over the sweetgrass smoke to
purify them. Then one container was placed in front of each of the four
Runners seated in the northeast quadrant (refer to Diagram 2 on p.

54).

Al1 held up their containers in unison and each said a long prayer to his
particular spirit power to bless the food. Then one assistant took a

small amount of each food available and put this ont0 a plate. He then
fed this food to the fire as an offering to the spirits who were present.

(This is known as "feeding the spirits.") One by one the servers passed
the food containers around in a clockwise direction starting wîth the
Rmners.

As each container went around the receiver took a couple of

spoonfuls and then passed it to the person on their left. The assistants
took care to make sure the containers, which the old men had prayed over,
continued around first, followed by the brown sugar, peaches and a large
helpings of raisin soup, rice and meat stew, bread, and bannock.

It was the Sponsorfs wife, or a wife of one of the Runners, who
supplied the food. Sometimes she received assistance from relatives in
this task but not always. The type of food varied sornewhat from year to
year depending on who prepared it. For exarnple, in 1981 they served fried
bamock, cookies, prunes, macaroni-meat soup, stew and tea. At the 1982
feast we ate crushed chokecherries, canned blueberries, prunes, raisins,
two types of soup, bannock and drank tea. Always the host served berries
of some kind (blueberries or service-berries for example) as certain
spirits, like the bear spirit, loved them. The last item served was
strong black tea. The servers made sure they also put some food in their
own dishes that they had set aside. Since the Sponsor was fasting, he did
not eat nor drink. The food containers continued to circulate until empty
and then the assistants took them and placed them outside the tipi.
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As the containers came around for the third or fourth time the
participants passed them on to the next person without taking any if rhey
did not want any more. The assistants tried to dish out al1 the food.
Participants were allowed to take uneaten food back to their tents to
finish later. Because the food had been blessed, participants could not
throw it out nor feed it to any dogs. Once the feast finished, at about
11:OO

p-m.,most of the women and children left.

The rehearsal of the Rain Dance songs was the next phase of the
ceremony. Some rearrangement of the seating occurred in preparation for
the singing and the drumming. While the Runners stayed in their place to
the northeast most of the young men not serving officially, including
myself, grouped themselves in a circle in front of these old men. Many

of the drumrners would be dancing the next day. Officiais passed out four
to six single-headed hand-drums and drumsticks to these young men. One
of the Sponsor's assistants stood just inside the entrance holding a
rolled-up rawhide deer skin. Sometirnes they used a cowhide if no deer
bide could be secured. The Sponsor stood in the central area holding a
bone Rain Dance whistle in his mouth. He then blew four times on his
whistle, each time for about three seconds. At each of the first three
whistle sounds a man positioned at the entrance of the tipi feigned
throwing the hide toward the drumming group. On the fourth toot he
released the hide and it fell amid the drummers. The drummers soon
unrolled it. Assistants handed out eighteen-inch peeled willow sticks to

those drurnmers who had no hand-drums with which to beat the hide.

The importance of the singer to the functioning of the ceremony
dictated the order in which the men led the singing. The sponsor was the
first to sing, since he was at the top of the ritual hierarchy. The first
Runner followed him, then the second, third and fourth. The first Runner
was more important than the second Runner and so on d o m to the fourth
Runner. For example, if the sponsor was unable to complete his vow
(because of sickness or death) the first Runner had the obligation to
complete if for him. If he could not do it then the second Runner would
step into the sponsor's place.

Before any of the dance leaders sang their set of Rain Dance songs
the pipe assistant had to offer the lead singers the pipe. This step was
important for each lead singers had to initially and ceremonially invoke
the spirits' attendance before reciting their sacred songs. The recipient
used the pipe to pray with and called upon his spirit helpers for
strength and guidance. The pipe ceremony was constant in its procedure.
An unlit pipe was presented to the m a n by the pipe tender. The pipe bowl

had previously been filled with tobacco and passed through a sweetgrass
smudge for purification. The recipient took the pipe and, as the server
applied a match to the bowlls top, he drew a few breaths of smoke from
the pipe. These first few puffs were a necessary component of the ritual
for it was the smoke that carried the prayers to the spirits. Once
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initially lit, the man prayed with the pipe aloud in h i Cree or
Saulteaux language. As he prayed, he turned the

pipe clockwise in

various directions to honor his particular spirit helpers, upwards to pay
homage to the Creator, and downwards to the Earth or Stone Spirit. The
specific direction he pointed the pipe related to the direction that
housed his particular spirit helpers. When he finished his prayer, the
pipe tender again held a match to the bowl. After taking a couple of
puffs the man passed the pipe along to the next person to his left. Each

man took a couple of puffs and pasted it along. They even passed the pipe
to young boys as old as nine. If it went out before the smokers consumed
the tobacco, the pipe tender was there to apply another match. If any
females were present, they never offered them the pipe to smoke as this
was a man's pipe. Once the pipe was finished, the assistant returned it
to the pipe rack after he cleared the ashes from its bowl.

When the Sponsor's pipe ceremony was f inished, he went and joined

the drum group. Then he began to sing, using a rawhide rattle, which he
beat into his hand or ont0 the hide. Most of the drumrners knew the songs
so they joined the Sponsor- Often, m e of the men present, it might be
the Crier, one of the Runners or a male Stall Dance participant, blew on

a bone whistle during the songs. At the preliminary singing ceremony of
1980, 1981 and 1996 1 was the only person to blow on a whistle and only
did so during the songs of the first Runner. In 1982 another young man
took that task upon himself.
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After the Sponsor hhd Sung al1 of his Rain Dance songs, he placed
the rattle on the hide for the next lead singer and got up and returned
to his original seating area in the northwest. Then the pipe was
presented to the first Runner to pray with before leading his set of Rain
Dance songs.

During the changeover of lead singers those men with the hand drums
usually took them outside to hold near the £ i r e so the heat would
increase their tautness. Inside, there was much joking that went on
during these ten minute breaks.

The singing ceremony continued until al1 four of the Runners had a
chance to sing their songs. If there was any food left over £rom the
feast the servers passed it out to the participants at the end of the

singing component . The cerernony ended about 1 :3 0 a.m. Everyone lef t at
that point either get to scme sleep in their tents, or to return home.
The Sponsor and a couple of assistants stayed to sleep in the tipi. The
outside £ire was kept burning al1 night.

Activities on the Second Dav (Lodae Buildins Dav)
The second day of the dance was an extremely busy time for al1
participants.

The

Sponsor

blessed

sacrificial

offerings

that

the

participants brought to him, and the Center Pole of the Dance Lodge was
found, cut d o m and brought into camp. In the late afternoon they
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constructed the Dance Lodge and its dancing stalls. Just prior to sunset
the participants removed the religious items from the Sponsor's tipi to
the Dance Lodge in a special procession led by the Sponsor. Once these
preparations were completed the actual dancing and singing began in the
evening .

The B lesçina of the Sacrificial Offerings
Throughout the day, dance participants periodically visited the
Sponsor in his preliminary tipi in order for him to pray for them and to
bless their sacrificial offerings (refer to Plate 1 on p.

55)

. While a

dancer could present his or her request to the Sponsor anytime prior to
this day, most participants chose this period since it was right before
the commencement of the dance and the Sponsor was both easily accessible

and not too busy. As individuals, or in small groups the dancers went to
the Sponsorts lodge with their sacrificial cloth, tobacco and ribbons to
confer with him privately.

The tipi itself provided some privacy for the interaction between

the Sponsor and the dancer. Invariably, when the dancer entered the tipi
he found the Sponsor either laying down resting or seated talking to one
of his assistants. With a word or motion £rom the Sponsor the dancer
approached and sat in front of him. In 1980 the Sponsor provided a mat

for the devotees to sit on (see Diagram 3 ) . (One constantly had to worry
about the numerous wood ticks) . The dancer handed his or her offerings

paraphernalia

X

Runner

Diagram 3 . The i n t e r i o r of the Sponsor's tipi during t h e lodge building
day, P a s q u a Reserve, June 20, 1 9 8 0 .
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to the Sponsor and explained why he or she had vowed to dance, or
participate in another marner. The Sponsor would ask the dancer

a few

questions for clarification, such as how long he or she vowed to dance
(for the whole time or just part of it), and for additional

background

information. The most common reasons for dancing were to gain assistance
for a family mernber, a sick son or daughter, a dying father or mother,
or to seek help for al1 of Humankind. Once the person explained his or
her reason for dancing, the Sponsor passed the donor's offerings to his
assistant who smudged them with sweetgrass smoke. Before or after the
prayer, the Sponsor might provide some limited counseling or share some
traditional knowledge and wisdom.

Sometimes, the sacrificial offering cloths were left with the
Sponsor while, at others times, the participants took them away when they
left. It al1 depended on the desire of the dancer or the instructions he

or she received from the Sponsor. Usually, dancers took their cloths back
with them so they could hang them within their dancing stalls. Even if
a person was not going to dance or fast he or she still had the right to

take offerings to the Sponsor to get them blessed.

Center Pole Activities
The daylsactivities centered on the construction of the Rain Dance

Lodge starting with obtaining and erecting the Center Pole. Early in the
morning the Sponsor and one or two of his Runners went out into the bush
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t o the

W e s t

the of camp t o s e a r c h f o r an a p p r o p r i a t e balsam poplar t r e e

( p o p u l a s balsamifera) t o serve as t h e Center Pole of

t h e Dance Lodge.

Sometimes t h e s p i r i t s r e v e a l e d i t s l o c a t i o n i n a dream t o t h e Sponsor.
This t r e e had t o be t a 1 1 and s t r a i g h t with two o r t h r e e s t r o n g branches

near its t o p t h a t could serve t o hold t h e ends of t h e r a f t e r p o l e s . Once
the

right

type

of

tree

was

found,

the

officiating

sponsor,

or

his

appointed r i t u a l i s t , o f f e r e d p r a y e r s with a pipe. They b u r n t sweetgrass
a t t h e b a s e of t h e t r e e and t i e d a red o f f e r i n g c l o t h about i t s t r u n k .
The p a r t y then retuxned t o t h e Sponsor's t i p i .

Later

in

the

morning

several

men,

at

the

Sponsor's

request,

constructed a t r i p o d of t h r e e poplar s t i c k s south of where t h e Sponsor's
c i p i was found. The height of t h e t r i p o d was about t h r e e f e e t . Helpers
would r e s t the upper s e c t i o n of t h e Center Pole on t h i s t r i p o d once t h e
men had brought i t i n t o camp ( s e e P l a t e 3 )

.

Around noon t h e Sponsor o r C r i e r c a l l e d s e v e r a l young men t o t h e
t i p i . These young m e n l e f t t h e t i p i c a r r y i n g axes, accompanied by t h e
Sponsor and a few ceremonial officiais, t o cut down t h e t r e e t h a t would

serve a s t h e Center Pole and b r i n g i t i n t o camp. I n a l 1 e i g h t o r nine m e n
were in t h e p a r t y .

Many solemn r i t u a l s w e r e involved i n the p r e p a r a t i o n f o r c u t t i n g
down t h i s s a c r e d t r e e . A t t h e base of the Center Pole t r e e the Sponsor

Plate 3. Men lowering the Center Pole ont0 the waiting tripod at the
Sakimay Rain Dance of June 1965. Koozma Tarasoff's Collection, Ottawa,
CX-6.
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burned sweetgrass in each of the four cardinal directions. The young men
purified the axes one at a time, by passing them slowly through a
sweetgrass smudge, head to handle. Those present made a circle around the
tree and sat down while the Sponsor prayed with the pipe. After he
finished praying, he passed the pipe clockwise around the men who each
took a few puffs. The pipe continued its rounds until they had smoked al1
the tobacco.

The next activity dealt with the cutting down of the tree that would
serve as the Center Pole. The axemen stood beside the tree while the rest

of the party stood nearby watching respectfully. The number of axes
available dictated the number of axemen. However, they never used more
than four axes, with one or two being commonly employed. The Sponsor sang

a special Song accornpanied by his rattle. Three times during the Song the
axemen would feint striking the tree. At the end of the Song their axes

bit wood and the work of cutting down the tree commenced. The axemen took
care to make sure the tree fell to the south, the direction of the home
of the Thunderbird. As one cutter tired out another would take his place.
Soon the big tree crashed d o m and the men commenced to cut away its
branches. Some of these branches wewe later used to construct the
Thunderbirdls nest in the top crotch of the pole. To facilitate the
holding of this nest, three or four upper branches were left sticking out
about two feet. The Sponsor or a R U M ~measured
~
the tree with the axe
to check its length. It needed to be about twenty to twenty-five feet

l o n a . If i t were t o o long t h e n t h e y c u t o f f p a r t of i t s lower end.

Then came t h e job of bauling t h e p o l e i n t o camp. The method v a r i e d
depending on what was a v a i l a b l e f o r t h e job.

I f horses were a v a i l a b l e ,

as t h e y were i n 1 9 7 7 and 1 9 7 9 , t h e y were a p r e f e r r e d and t r a d i t i o n a l
method t o b r i n g home t h e p o l e . U s u a l l y ,

t h e y used a truck t o h a u l t h e

tree i n t o camp, b u t i f none w a s a v a i l a b l e they c a r r i e d i t i n t o camp. T h i s
was t h e method w e used i n 1 9 9 6 .

No m a t t e r which method t h e men used t o g e t the p o l e t o t h e dance
s i t e t h e y s t i l l had t o c a r r y i t o u t of t h e t h i c k bush t o g e t t o t h e road.
To accomplish t h i s t a s k t h e workers c o n s t r u c t e d two o r t h r e e f i v e - f o o t
p o l e s £rom t h e branches lopped off t h e t r e e . They i n s e r t e d t h e s e under
t h e p o l e a t v a r i o u s l e n g t h . Holding thern, t h e young men l i f t e d t h e heavy
p o l e up and c a r r i e d i t t o t h e roadway. They brought t h e p o l e i n t o camp
from t h e

south,

the

direction

from which

the

Thunder

Spirit

always

e n t e r e d t h e dance s i t e (see P l a t e 4 ) . The Center Pole's crux end was l a i d
on t h e w a i t i n g t r i p o d and t h e p o l e ' s b u t t end was r e s t e d on t h e ground
towards t h e southward ( r e f e r back t o P l a t e 3 on p . 6 8 ) .

During t h e mid-afternoon one of t h e Runners c o n s t r u c t e d a Thunderb i r d ' s n e s t i n t h e f o r k s of t h e Center Pole. H e carved t h r e e f i g u r e s out
of t h e b a r k of t h e south s i d e , and t h e n p a i n t e d each. The t h r e e f i g u r e s
carved on t h e p o l e c o n s i s t e d of a c i r c u l a r o r c r e s c e n t moon, a Thunder-

Plate 4. The Center Pole on the ground at the dance site of a June 1895

Rain Dance held between the Battle River and Thirteen Mile Lake in
Saskatchewan. Note the Sponsor's tipi to the right. Photo by Geraldine
Moodie. Glenbow-Alberta Institute, Calgary, NA-2306-4.
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bird, and a buffalo head. Sometimes

(like the dance in 1978) they

substituted the figure of the "Buffalo that walks like a Man" (Kind-oldman-buffalo) for the bison head. Each carved figure

represented the

Master Spirit of that particular spirit grouping and figured prominently
in the Rain Dancers' religious beliefs; for example, the Master Spirit
of Buffalo who the controlled al1 the rest of the buffaloes. The
Sponsor's assistant first caiived the figures with a penknife then removed
the bark. The moon, pzinted yellow, was carved about a foot under the
fork area. The Thunderbird, usually painted blue, was carved about eight

feet from the butt end of the pole.

A

buffalo head, often painted r e d ,

was carved about four and some half feet from the butt end (see Diagram
4 and Plate 5 for another variation).

While the Runner carved the Center Pole, or shortly afterwards,
assistants of the Sponsor attached sacrificial offering banners to the
nest area. Also, they dug a hole to receive the pole. A couple of other
men constructed a nest in the forks of ths tree from some branches that
had been cut off the tree when it was still in the bush. Ribbons were
tied to the nest area that served both symbolically and literally as a
home for the Thunderbird during the ceremony.

To the nest area four to six long pieces of sacrificial cloth were
tied as offerings to the Thunderbird. Each cloth piece was secured at one
end to a three foot long peeled wand. The dance Sponsor supplied these

y e l l o w cresent
moon

red Thunderbird

Center Pole

red buffalo

skull
ground
level

Diagram 4. The carvings and painting on the Center Pole, Pasqua Reserve,
1979- Note the crescent moon, Thunderbird and buffalo skull designs.

Plate 5. Carvings and paintings (Crescent Moon and Thunderbird) on the
Center

Pole of

the

Sakimay Rain Dance Lodge of June

Tarasoff's C o l l e c t i o n , Ottawa,

1967.

Koozrna
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offering banners. Each color stood for an offering to one of the four
Thunderbird Spirits. They in turn each originated from a different
cardinal direction. The color of these banners varied slightly from year
to year but red and white were always present. In 1979 rhey used six

banners colored, white, red, yellow, pink and two blues. At the dance in
1981 there was one white, two blue and one dark red bamer. In 1982 the

colors were light green, red and white. Sometimes, like in 1979, they also tied very long ribbons to the nest area (see Diagram 10 on p.92).

While the assistants were attaching the banners to the Center Pole,
a couple of men dug the hole for the Center Pole to a depth of four feet.
In the bottom of the hole was placed a pouch of tobacco and a sacrificial
offering cloth.

g
Most of the late afternoon was spent in obtaining the poles to
construct the remainder of the Dance Lodge. This hard work required going
by truck to poplar groves up to eight miles in distance £rom camp,

cutting d o m suitable trees and hauling them out of the bush to the
truck. The Sponsor. Runners, and Crier never helped with this work. The
Sponsor did, however, appoinr one man to go along. This man oversaw the
work and made sure that the trees cut d o m were of the appropriate
length. Young men, either who had volunteered or whom they asked to help,
were the ones to go.

From eight to fifteen men aided in this task using

chain saws if available, otherwise they made do with axes.

Meanwhile, back at camp, other men dug che twelve holes for the
upright posts. While the number of upright poles could Vary, between ten
(1982) and thirteen

(1981), the usual number was twelve. One of the

Rumers measured the location for these holes using a rope. Each hole1s
location was an equal distance from the center hole and similarly equal
distance £rom each other. One official used a stick with a rope attached
to it to measure the circurnference. While the lodge's radius varied
slightly from year to year, depending upon the wishes of the Sponsor or
the dictates of the Runner overseeing the construction, it was usually
around twenty feet in length. The helpers used an auger to dig each hole
about two and a half feet deep. A stick was used to measure the depth of
each hole to make sure that there was continuity in theiw depths. The
first hole dug was to the south and then they dug the remaining eleven
in a clockwise rotation. Usually, two men worked as a team on each hole.

By approximately 4:00 p.m. the men had dug the post holes and were
ready to raise the Center Pole into place. Officials fastened lines at
various incemals around the pole. Eight to ten men gathered up the lines
while a couple of others stood by with eight to ten-foot long forked
poles to guide the pole into place (çze Diagram 5). The Sponsor came out
of his tipi and stood north of the tree holding a rattle. Other ceremonial officiais, including the Runners, stood respectfully in a row near

assistant

X

nest
rope

XSponsor

E

t

--

helpers

cloth
banners

support
tripod

)(
hole

Diagram 5. The Center Pole about t o be raised, Pasqua Reserve, June 2 2 ,
1979.
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the tipi. The Sponsor sang a special Song consisting of four verses,
during which those men holding the ropes shook the pole three times (see
Plate 6) . With the completion of the final verse the tree was hauled
upright into its waiting hole (see Plate 7 ) . One man guided the butt end
in, while a couple of others used forked poles to guide the Center Pole
upwards, thus aiding the rope pullers. Sometimes they drove a couple of
stakes between the pole and the edge of the hole to provided additional
support. Finally, with it firmly in place, they removed the ropes from
around the pole with a forked pole.

The raising of the Center Pole was a major event of the day.
Everyone not directly involved with the task stood in front of their
tents to add their prayers as it went up. These women, children and a few
men stood watching in silent respect. When the workers raised the pole,
they too added their shouts of joy.

Once the workers had brought in al1 the posts and railing poles from
the bush, they began erecting the forked posts in their appropriate
holes. Similar to when they had dug the holes, the first post was set up
to the south, marking the eastern entrante, and then the rest added in

a clockwise fashion (see Diagram 6 and Plate 8 ) . Then they laid twelve
long railing poles horizontally between the forks of each of the upright
posts. The builders notched the rafter poles, close to their butt ends,
in preparation for them to rest on the horizontal railing poles. Next the

Plate 6 . Men waiting for the Sponsor to sing the Pole Raising Song at the
Little Pine Reserve Rain Dance, July 1, 1935. Photo by David

Mandelbarn.

Canadian Plains Research, Regina, no catalogue number assigned.

Plate 7. The men raising the Center Pole into place at the Little Pine

Reserve Rain Dance of July 1935. Photo by David Mandelbaum. Canadian
Plains

Research Center, Regina, no catalogue number assigned.
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u p r i g h t posts.
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Plate 8. The erecting of the upright posts for a Pasqua Reserve Rain
Dance Lodge, June 1937. Royal Saskatchewan Museum, Regina, no catalogue

number assigned-
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workers laid the twelve rafter poles, with the butt-end d o m , at a right
angle along the middle of each of the railing poles, The Sponsor, or a
Runner, or both, came out of the tipi with banners made up of long pieces
of sacrificial offering cloths. These they tied ont0 many of the rafter
poles .

The first rafter pole raised in place was the one to the south, then
the second to the west, the third to the north and the fourth to the
east. They raised the remaining eight poles in a clockwise fashion
starting again from the south. Usually with the Pasqua Reserve Rain Dance
Lodges there were twelve rafter poles. However, in the dance in 1978 only
ten were used

(see Diagram

7),

and the ones in 1981 and 1985 used

thirteen. With the aid of a long forked pole, steady hands inserted the
small end of each pole into the Thunderbirdlsnest. This pole was one of
the same ones that they had used to raise the center pole. They pushed
each pole until it extended some three or four feet through the nest.
Soon the workers had the butt ends of the rafters tied to the rail poles
with binder twine (see Plate 9) .

The number of soon-to-beStall Dancers involved in the building work
depended on many factors: their availability, their willingness to help,
their physical condition, their sex and their familiarity to those men
officiating. Only males were involved with the construction of the lodge.
Ceremonial officiais recruited young men, or they volunteered, for var-

P

17 f e e t
upright
posts

Center
Pole

9
f eet

3.5 feet

7

:hes

feet

Diagram 7. The approximate construction dimensions of the Dance Lodge,
Pasqua R e s e r v e , 1980.

Plate 9. The construction method of the Dance Lodge, showing where the
upright post,

railing pole and butt

end of

the r a f t e r pole

join.

Ochapowace Reserve, June 17, 1911. Photo by Alanson S k i n n e r , Museum of

the American Indian, New York, 1654.
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ious tasks whether they were going to dance or not. Any involvemenc by
male dancers was not because they were dancers but because they were
present. Most

healthy men became

involved in at least one of

the

ac~ivitiesdescribed, while some were committed to al1 the tasks. The
activities surrounding the cutting of the Center Pole tree and those
connected with bringing it into camp was by invitation of the Sponsor
only .

The Construction of the Dancina Stalls
Following the construction of the Dance Lodgets framework, the
building of the interior dancing stalls. the making of a £ire to the
south of the entrance and the laying of poplar trees and branches around
the back part of the lodge began simultaneously.

The

Dancing

Stalls

ran

inside

the

lodge

along

the

whole

circumference. In the construction of the dancing stalls the first task
\vas the erection of four foot upright posts some four feet in £rom the
back of the lodge. The workers dug holes with a heavy iron bar that was

pointed at one end. Once the upright poles were in place they lashed
horizontal poles to them at a height of around four feet. This was done
everywhere except in the direction of the lodge's southern entrance. This
framework portrayed an inner circle, with one opening to the south inside
the lodge's circumference. The workers then lashed horizontal poles
between the inner circle, also at a height of four feet, to create the
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partitioning of individual stalls some four to £ive
cornpleted the

basic

framework of

feetl

wide. This

the dancing stalls. Any

further

fabrication was the responsibility of the individual who would dance
there, or workers solicited by them to complete their stalls. The number
of people intending to dance roughly dictated the number of the stalls
fabricated.

Neither the Sponsor nor fernale dancers ever worked on their own
dancing stalls. The Sponsor's stall was the largest and occupied eight
or nine feet in length along the north wall. Some of his assistants
undertook its construction. Also, if an old man was going to dance (as
in 1978), he solicited (in English they even use the t e m "hired") someone
to build his stall. Since the officiais did not allow women dancers to

help in any aspect of the lodge s construction, the women obtained the
assistance of a friend or relative to finish the construction of their
stalls. In return for their efforts the women presented the workers,
(even if they were their own son or brother), with a few presents upon
the stallts completion. Such items might include money, tobacco, dishes
or prints. Workers built stalls for the women along the eastern side of
the lodge, between the Sponsor's stall and the entrante. The men's stalls
mirrored those of the wornen on the West. The woxk of building the dancing
stalls occupied the time right up to the start of the dance.

In constructing the dancing stalls first the workers tied several
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sticks at a right angle, about a foot apart. to the tops of the
horizontal poles outlining the top of the stallls wall. These stakes,
about a foot and a half apart, were erected on the front and to each side

of the stall. Between these upright sticks they interwove leafy poplar
branches or sandbar willow branches

(salix interior). Those workers

building the lodge gathered a large quantity of willows from the area of
the lakeshore for the dancers to use in creating this patchwork. The more
material the worker used, the thicker one could construct the stall's
walls and the greater his tirne cornmitment to the task. (Whenever I danced
in a Rain Dance I like to build rny stall directly West of the center pole
and tried to construct my stallls walls as thickly as possible, thus
providing a high degree of persona1 privacy. See Diagrams 8 and Diagram
11 on

p. 97) . Next the workers lashed a couple of poplar branches.

standing upright some three feet apart in the front of each individual
stall. The people knew these sticks as the llshakers,as they gave the
dancer something to grasp ont0 while dancing, thus causing them to shake.
Often dancers tied their sacrificial offering cloths ont0 these branches
as well.

Usually only one dancer occupied each stall, however, exceptions did
occur. In 1979 1 noticed three women in one stall and at another dance
in 1982 1 saw two women dancing together in one stall. Sometimes.
additional

stalls

were

added

to

these

standard

ones

in

special

circurnstances. On occasion, when the situation warranted it, stall build-

Diagram 8. Construction of my Dancing S t a l l (dimensions approximated),
Pasqua Reserve, June 2 2 , 1975.
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ers built a smaller stall chat extended in front of a

regular stall to

house a child dancer. If the child were a boy then they built the stall
on the western side. They used the opposite side for a girl-child dancer.
At the 1979 dance they built such a stall directly West of the Center
Pole for a little boy who danced on June 242. Also, if there were mors
dancers than stalls available the workers were directed to construct a
second row of stalls in front of the first set. At the Poorman dance of
1979 (July 21) there were so many female dancers that they constructed

another half-row of stalls in the southeast quadrant on the second day
to accommodate them al1 (refer to Diagram 6 on p. 8 1 ) .

The S~onsorlsProcession
The arriva1 of the Sponsor and his religious paraphernalia £rom his
tipi to the Dance Lodge had to occur, according to tradition. before the
Sun had set. This process occurred about 9 : 3 O p.m. The Crier called
various young men to go to the tipi. Inside the tipi the Sponsor and al1
his assistants met these volunteers. The Sponsor gave each person some
item or items ta carry until nothing more remained in the tipi. The
Sponsor led the procession, walking slowly and wailing, carrying the
Thunderbird Bundle. Next came the first Runner carrying the buffalo
skull. and then the other three Runners, al1 holding some religious item.

In a single file behind the main officiais walked everyone else involved.
Anywhere from eight

(1982) to sixteen

(1981) men

took part in this

ritual, but the average number was thirteen. The path traveled was along
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the eastern side of the Dance Lodge. Three times between the tipi and the
Dance Lodge the procession stopped while the Sponsor prayed. As with the
raising of the Center Pole. the camp people stood outside their tents to
pray and watch respectfully in silence.

Once inside the lodge the Sponsor led the party along the West side
to the northern section (see Diagram

9 ) .

Here the Sponsor prayed for the

fourth time before entering his stall. Soon after the Runners also went
into the Sponsor's stall. Those individuals that held altar-related
material passed them to one of the Runners inside the Sponsor's stall.
Each item entered this stall through its entrance on the right side of

the front wall. Soon the Runners inside the sponsor's stall busied
themselves setting up the altar and unwrapping the Rain Dance Bundle. The
altar consisted of the baby Thunderbird Bundle, a buffalo skull and a
specially constructed excavation. The buffalo skull. with its eye sockets
stuffed with sage, was place on a red offering cloth facing south.
Surrounding the skull they inserted four red-painted crooked willow
sticks into the ground (see Plate 1 0 ) . From near the end of the crook a
string ran horizontally back to the staff part. Tied from the end of the
croojc hung an eagle plume feather. In front of the skull they dug a
twelve-inch square hole to a depth of about an inch. Three-inch peeled,
straight pegs were placed upright in this square, one to each corner and
one in the center (çee Plate il). The four outside pegs represented the
four main Thunders. The peg in the center represented the Creator (see

A

N
T
Sponsor's
Tipi

X

twelve m e n in p r o c e s s i o n

>
'y

Diagram 9. The pathway of the Sponsor's procession, Pasqua Reserve, June
20, 1980.

Plate 10. The altar's buffalo skull and associated crooked sticks in a
Hobbema Rain Dance Lodge, 1953. Hugh Dempsey's Collection, Calgary, no
catalogue nuniber assigned.

Plate 11. The altar and the associated religious paraphernalia inside the
Sponsor's stall at the Sakimay Rain Dance of June, 1967. Note the wooden
pegs in each corner of the excavation in front of the buffalo skull.

Koozma Tarasoff's

Collection, Ottawa, 55-5A.
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Plates 10 and Il) . They carefully laid the pipes, tobacco, tobacco board,
sweetgrass and dried sage on the ground to the west-northwest of the
Center Pole. A pipe rack was set up just south of these items. Then the
Sponsor told the men to take the cloth offerings and spread thern about
the lodge over the tops of al1 the stall walls. The helpers also draped
large red cloths over the front of the Sponsor's stall.

Meanwhile, the assistants smudged the lodge and Center Pole- One man
took some sage smudge in a shovel and walked slowly clockwise around the
lodge, starting from the south, smudging the base of

the outside

structure. Another helper brought coals from the outside fire and placed
them in the four cardinal directions at the base of the Center Pole. Onto
the burning coals was placed some sweetgrass. The smudging of the lodge
purified it for the spirits arrival. Sometimes, like at the dance in
1982, a greenish-grey Grandfather Stone was placed beside the Center

Pole.

The Commencement of the Evenina Dancinq
Only a few preparatory activities were now left to accomplish before
the singing could begin. A few of the Sponsor's assistants took the tipi

cover off its poles and draped it over the north part of the lodge's
structure to provide shade and privacy for the Sponsor's stall (see Plate
12) . A couple of assistants tied the ends of long sacrificial of fering

bamers, hanging from the nest area, ont0 the railing poles (see Diagram

Plate 12. T h e Rain Dance Lodge on the Pasqua Reserve, June 1937. Note

Sponsor's painted tipi canvas draped over it. Royal Saskatchewan Museum,
Regina, no catalogue number -assigned.
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10). Other men warmed hand-drums by the fire. The pipe tender offered a

pipe to the Sponsor to pray with, as he would be the first singerMeanwhile, assistants busily pounded in wooden stakes south of the
lodgegs entrance. These stakes mark off an area south of the

entrance

of the lodge that was to be constantly free of spectators and their
vehicles.

This

southern

passageway

provided

the

spirits

with

an

unobstructed chamel to the Dance Lodge.

From just outside the lodgelsentranze the Crier announced in a loud
voice that the dance was about to start and for the dancers to make
themselves ready and to come "home."In the pitch-darkness male and female
dancers made their way to the lodge to take up their positions in the
dancing stalls. Dancers always entered the stalls £rom the outside
section of the lodge, crawling in £ r o m

a break in the back wall.

Likewise, many of the dancers' family members, especially women and
children, went into the lodge to watch the proceedings. They sat in the
southeast section with their backs to the female stalls3.

In the northeast quadrant of the lodge the men established the
singing and drumming area in front of the female Dancing Stalls (see
Plate 1 3 ) . They repeated the ritual with the deer hide that occurred
during the preliminary ceremony. While the Crier blew on a bone whistle
another assistant threw the hide among the seated drummers (see Diagram
11).

Sacrif i c i a l w
C l o t h Banners

Xibbons

r

Center Pol

Diagram 10. Sacrificial cloth banners hanging from the n e s t area, Pasqua
Reserve, 1979.

Plate 13. The drummers in the north-east section and female Stall Dancers
perfoming at a Moosomin Reserve Rain Dance, 1926. Saskatchewan Archives
Board, Regina, R - A 12,144.

Crooked
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Diagram 11. I n t e r i o r of the Dance Lodge, Pasqua R e s e n r e , June

24,

1978.

lûi

Around 1 0 : O O p.m. the dancing aspect of the ceremony began with the
Sponsor leading the singers with his rattle. For this first night of
dancing a few men invariably danced between the Center Pole and the stall
walls on the western side. The tooting of the dance whistles combined
with

the

rhythrnic

drum

beat

and

the

singers'

voices

created

a

distinctively impressive sound that once heard could never bc forgocten
(se2 Plates 14) .

The dancing and singing continued until each of the four Runners,
after the Sponsor, had Sung their set of Rain Dance songs. Not until 2:15
a-m. did the last singer finish. The dancers went back to their tents to
get some sleep. The Sponsor and a couple of other men stayed inside the
lodge and bedded d o m in their stalls. A couple of young men, either
through volunteering or delegation, stayed up al1 night to keep the fire
burning .

Long after the dance had stopped and silence prevailed, as 1 was in
that state between wakefulness and mystic sleep, 1 could still hear the
drumming and whistling in my mind. This music soothed my active mind and
sleep came magically upon me.

Plate 14. Male Stall Dancers inside a Battleford area Rain Dance Lodge.

Two male spectators (to the l e f t ) in front of the stalls' wall are
smoking the pipe. Photo by Geraldine Moodie, June 1895. Glenbow-Alberta
Institute, Calgary, NA-929-6.

Activities on the Third Dav (First Full Dancinu Dav)
The third day of the Rain Dance coincided with the first full
dancing day. The dancing and singing comrnenced early in the morning and
continued with few interruptions until. late in the evening.

Dance Commencement

The Sponsor began the singing of the first set of Rain Dance songs
at five thirty in the morning. One could hear the drums earlier than that
as the d m e r s struck them periodically while they warmed them to check

the tautness. The Crier called the dancers to go to their dancing stalls
as they were to start dancing before the sun came u p .

Dancers dressed in their finest outfits. Wornen wore long ribbon
decorative dresses, moccasins, shawls, beaded chokers and headbands. The
men wore ribbon shirts, bone chokers, moccasins, and beaded belts (see
Plate 1 5 ) . As well, rnany dancers took with them blankets, sweetgrass
braids, eagle feathers, eagle wing fans, and various religious objects
that the spirits endowed with power. These objects, which they made under
the direction of the instructions of various helping spirits, provided
the owner with spiritual and physical protection agaizst harmful magic
or "bad medicine" which discontented enemies might send. Such items also
allowed the dancer to cal1 the spirits to obtain their pity. Objects
taken into the stalls, as well as the outfits, were always supposed to
be smudged first. One or two of the older female dancers had their faces

Plate 15. Male Stall Dancers w e a r i n g beaded and bone chokers inside a

Dance L o d g e

about

1900,

location

Manitoba, Winnipeg, Indians 151.

unknown.

Provincial Archives

of
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Painted. For example, at the 1979 dance my adopted grandmother, Lola
Pasqua, had her cheeks painted with pink circles. The year before, she
had red lines painted in the same spot - The w ~ m e ndanced in their easeern
stalls and the men to the West- Occasionally, the Sponsor danced in h i s
stall to the north.

No regulation barred a pregnant woman from dancing, as noted at a
P o o r m a r , Rain Dance in 1979'.

Nor were there any age restrictions for the

dancers. Sometimes children as young as nine danced and elders as old as
sixty-five danced. Their vow to dance was considered a persona1 matter
Setween the individual and the Creator. If a woman was having her period,
however, they did not allow heu to dance, or even to enter the lodge as

an observer. Menstruating women had power that could r u i n the power of
sacred items.

The number of dancers varied £rom dance to dance and from day to day
within any dance, and

often from morning

to afternoon within any

particular dancing day. Sorne dancers vowea only to dance for one day
(like Sunday), while others participated for an evening and a day (Friday
night and a l 1 day Saturday) . Sometimes a child dancer only danced for
half a day. Occasionally, a dancer did not arrive at the dance until late
in the morning. As well, a few dancers occasionally quit before the dayls
end because of sickness or exhaustion. Many dancers either rested fox
many songs or came and went £rom their stalls for various reasons. In
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1982, during early

Saturday morning.

three men and two women were

observed dancing, while in the aftemoon there were four women and four
men dancing.

At

every Rain Dance that 1 have attended the female dancers

outnumbered the male dancers. We may attribute this to the fact tnat this
was the only paramount activity that they could take a visual role within
the frarnework of the dances' numerous rites. For example, at the dance
in 1977 on the Saturday (July 23) 1 observed twelve female dancers and
five male dancers. The following year six women danced and only two cther
young men besides myself were dancing on the Saturday (June 2 4 ) .

At

Poormanlsdance of 1979 seven men and more than twenty women participated
as dancers.

Usually, each dancer provided his or her own whistle. If someone did
not own a whistle, he or she would borrow one £rom a friend or could
obtain one on a temporary bases from the Sponsor or another dance
official. In return for the use of a whistle the borrower offered a gift
or gifts in exchange. The amount one gave in trade varied, but usually
consisted of tobacco (a pack or two of cigarettes) or some additional
items like sweetgrass braids and cloths, or a combination of al1 the
items. If a dancer had any trouble with his or her whistle, he or she
would let an assistant know and they would exchange it if the old men
were unable to fix it.
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Each whistle was decorated with ribbons, or colored cloth, paint,
or a feather or two (refer back to Plate 15 on p. 104). Most were made
out of eagle bones. However, in the Rain Dance of 1982 1 observed one
young man with a metal whistle and in 1977, and 1978 1 noticed a number
of the dancers using plastic whistles. The owners usually tied a ribbon

or thong ont0 each whistle so they could hang them around their neck when
not in use. (For a full description of Rain Dance whistles see Appendix
7 ) .

From time to time during the morning people still approached the
Sponsor in his stall to have their prints Slessed and prayers said.
Occasionally a couple might take a baby to the Sponsor with an offering
of tobacco, as 1 observed in 1980, so the he might give the infant an
"Indian name." It was the Thunders that provided the name to the Sponsor.

Dancina Stvles and Movemencs
The dancing movement consisted of keeping your feet together and
bobbing up and down by bending the knees in time to the drum beats.
the sound of each drum beat, which

At

coincided with onest downward

movement, the dancer blew upon their whistle that they held in the mouth
with the teeth. As one bobbed up, he or she would take another breath of
air. Al1 the whistles were blown in unison alt ~oughthe tone or pitch
varied. Since these drum beats were quite fast, so also were the up and
down movements. The dancing rhythm never altered

Most dancers hung ont0
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the top horizontal poles of their front wall, while others grasped their
hands around the shaker trees. This was a persona1 choice. At the dance
in 1979, one young man danced with his left hand on the wall while waving
an eagle wing fan in his right: hand. A woman danced with her arms by her
side. Some dancers held ont0 feathers or a sweetgrass braid while
dancing. On certain songs al1 the dancers raised their arms upwards at
a ninety-degree angle, with their palms outstretched toward the Center
Pole, then slowly lowered them. ( 1 never did discover why this occurred.)

1 often chose to dance with my left hand on the top of the stall

wall and my right-hand resting on my hip. 1 copied this style of dancing
for my own after reading Mandelbaumls description (1934, p. 31) of how
Neil Yellow Horse (Sawustatun) danced at the Crooked Lake Rain Dance of
June 23-4, 1934.

The singers sang the first few minutes of every lead singer's
initial Song at a different dxum beat from the remaining songs. The
rattle and drum beat were distinctively slower. During those llwarm-up'l
songs the dancers stayed behind their screens but blew l ~ n gnotes on
their whistles. It was, in my mind, as if the dancers were letting the
singers know they were ready and anxious to commence dancing (even if
they were not) .

When the Song ended the dancers dropped behind their stall walls
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until the music started again. As time passed, however, and the dancers
became more fatigued, many just kept standing during the short intervals,
of about one minute each, between songs. The tirne between lead singers
was about five minutes so during those periods al1 the dancers rested,
talked to their neighbors, smoked or prayed, Washing your face with a wet
cloth was permissible, xhich 1 saw done several times. One could smoke
but not eat or drink, unless it rained. If it rained then it was
considered a blessing from the Thunders who took pity on the dancers by
providing them water to drink.

Often one or two of the older women danced, with or without
whistles, inside the lodge in the womenls section to the southeast even
though there were usually a few stalls available on the eastern side (see
Plate 16). I assume that out of respect for their age and experience they
did not require the confinement of a dancing stall. For exarnple, in 1980
1 noticed

a couple of women in their late fifties or sixties dancing in

front of the stalls without whistles.

Dancins Related Activities

Earlier in the rnorning one of the Sponsor's assistants brought coals
to each dancing stall so the occupant could make a sweetgrass smudge for
purification reasons. The coals were placed just inside the stall with
the wooden shovel. After each placement the helper would walk around the
Center Pole clockwise, to obtain more coals from a fire burning between

Plate 16. A view of the drummers and a female whistle blower dancing in
front of the stalls at a Turtle Mountain Rain Dance ceremony of June
1908.

Photo by

Rev. H. Garrioch.

Winnipeg, Indians 147.

Provincial Archives

of Manitoba,
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the Center Pole and the entrance. Once a dancer had the coals delivered
into the stall he or she would break off some strands of grass from their
sweetgrass braid and place them on the coals. Then, using one's cupped
hands, the person waved the smoke over their ams, upper chest and face
for physical and

spiritual purification purposes.

As

they

srnudged

themselves. they prayed for strength to finish their dancing vow. Several
dancers told me in 1978 that the smell of sweetgrass smoke made them less
thirsty. For myself, 1 never noticed this effect.

The assistants looked after the dancers in their stalls. Early in
the afternoon one of them brought a sage smudge around to each dancer so

they could purify themselves again. Twice during the day an assistant
offered the pipe to each of the male dancers so they could have a couple
of puffs. They also passed out cigarettes to each dancer. On rare
occasions. such as near the end of the 1978 dance. a lodge helper
additionally offered a pipe to the female stall dancers to smoke.

The dancers al1 stared at the Center Pole as they danced. Their
concentration was not supposed to waver, but they were to think on
spiritual matters and pray for a vision. Once or twice a day the Crier
got after the dancers to keep their focus on the Center Pole. "keep your
eyes on the tree, concentrate here.

As

he spoke to them. he walked

slowly about the Center Pole tapping it lightly with his eagle wing fan
to show where their eyes should be fixed.
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Dancers were supposed to dance for every song. If one missed getting
up to dance for too many songs one of the lodge helpers would get after
them. A humourous situation occurred when 1 was dancing at the Sakimay
Rain Dance of 1977. On June 18 three of us non-Native youths danced in
two adjoining stalls. An assistant had passed out some loose tobacco and
a cigarette paper to each dancer. When the song ended, we tried to roll
Our cigarettes, but not being familiar with the process, we were still
at the task when the drumming started again for the next sono.

An o l d

man

came along with a stick and poked us to get up and dance. It became
obvious to us that dancing took a higher priority in his mind than
cigarette rolling.

At most of the dances 1 attended it invariably rained at some time

during the ceremony. The Sponsor, or one of his Rumers collected the
rain water and they offered it to the dancers to drink. The participants
however did not want too much rain (like in 19781, or too much wind (like
at the Sakimay dance of 1977). As in the case of the Sakimay dance, Tomas

Asham would don his yellow "Sun Shirtu and dance and pray with the eagle
wings to request the spirits to bring back the s u m y sky.

If a dancer had to abandon his stall to go to the toilet he or she

was suppose to leave their Rain Dance whistle in the booth so it did not
run the risk of getting contaminated. For a man, he was to keep his head
d o m , walk slowly, and not to look around or talk tc anyone. Even a

glance at a woman who was menstruating could cause weakness. Aftsr gcing
to

the bathroom the dancers would

rub

their hands with sage for

purification. One fellow dancer in 1979 told me that one had to be
careful whenever one left the stall. If someone did not like you, they
might p u t some bad medicine into your stall that could cause you to
become sick o r prevent one's whistle from blowing properly.

Around 1:00 p.m. the non-fasters partook in a feast. This was
similar to the one described earlier for the fourth preliminary singing
ceremony. This event provided the dancers with a good break from dancing.
The length of the "noon" feast vaxied from year to year but generally was

an hour and a half in length. In 1982, for example, it cornmenced at 2:00
p.m. and was over by 3:20 p-m.

Helpers brought the food containers into the lodge and placed them
just south of the Center Pole. Assistants purified each food container
by passing them over a sweetgrass smudge. Various elders prayed over a
food container each t o bless the food. Sometimes four men were picked,
while at other times eight old men were chosen for this honor. They
served those people seated inside the lodge first and then those outside
(see Diagrarn 12).

Sometimes an off icial would make a joke concerning the food at a
particular dancerls expense. He might comment loudly about how good the
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Diagram 12. T h e i n t e r i o r of the Dance Lodge during the Noonday Feast,
Pasqua Reserve, June 2 4 , 1979.

food tasted or how thirsty he got in the hot Sun. At the dance in 1978
the Crier. a jocose man. leaned over my stall wall holding a dish of soup
and asked me in Saulteaw if I wanted co eat. I replied in Cree "maya,"

meaning

%05."

The afternoon and evening consisted of, from the dancers' point of

view. rnostly continuous dancing. This first full day of dancing was the
most difficult. From early morning to evening little activity took place
inside tha lodge, besides the noon feast, to provided dancers with any
extended break £rom dancing. Thar is not to Say, however, that there w a s
inactivity inside the lodge. From time to tirne the Sponsor. or another

man in the north stall, got up to dance holding an eagle wing fan in each
hand. Apparently, if the crooked sticks beside the buffalo skull started
to move it was an indication to the Sponsor that the dancers were very
thirsty and he should get up and dance with the eagle wing fans. From
time to time assistants tied sacrificial cloth offerings around the
Center Pole at a height of five and a half feet. Another assistant burnt
sweetgrass at the base of the Center Pole in each of the four directions.

Also, occasionally an older man would dance with one or both of the
eagle wing fans inside the lodge before making a speech. He would dance
one song facing each of the four directions about the Center Pole. If the
speeches were about some item that was being presented as a gift or
sacrificial offering then the elder held that item up toward the pole

while dancing.

On two separate occasions such speeches involved me. In 1981 1
presented, to those officiating, a block of old fashion Hudson's Bay
tobacco. 1 wanted to have it distributed to the old men in gratitude for
them supporting the dance Sponsor. my grandfather. On the last day (June
21) the Crier, Douglas Shingoose, danced with the tobacco and then gave

the following speech:
We al1 should know this Whiteman by now. Every year he comes alone
to dance and fast. He has brought this tobacco so it can be blessed
here. He wants the old men, especially the visitors, to smoke it.
This is the old style tobacco that we cannot get much anymore. We
should al1 pray for him, as he has corne along way, and does so every
year, to attend this dance and pray with us.

The following year (1982) 1 gave thirty or forty photostated copies

of Cree Rain Dance pictures to Thomas Asham. He was quite interested in
them and to my surprise he danced with them in the Rain Dance Lodge on
June 19. After dancing he gave a speech in which he told the people that
1 had brought the pictures for him and that the spirits of the Indians

in those photographs were present there with them in the Rain Dance
Lodge .

The Sponsor and his four Runners led the first and last cycles of
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the day's Rain Dance songs. Other men present who were known CO own Rain

Dance songs were constantly being presented with a pipe to smoke. The act
of offering these men a pipe equated a formal request for them to led the
singers with their Rain Dance songs. Between these cycles any man
present, whom the officials knew own the helpers offered them a pipe to
smoke, thus requesting them to lead the singing. Frequently, the men were
smoking three or four pipes simultaneously. Often visitors came, like the
Maple Creek group, and the dance officials invited them to sing by
offering their lead singer the pipe. 1 always enjoyed the Maple Creek
singers as they illustrated much

vitality and enthusiasm

in their

singing. Occasionally, female observers who knew the songs would j o i n in
singing from their location in the southeast quadrant. Sometimes, the
drumrners brandished their drum sticks in the air. They told me this was
an attempt to distract the dancers- If however a whistle blower's tooting
was not keeping in time to the drumbeats, an assistant would let h i m or
her know that it was "throwing offu (distracting) the drummers. Usually,

there were £rom six to ten drummers "helping out," although they changed
f requently .

If a dancer wished to quit dancing, he or she would inform olie of

the dance officials. No one was supposed to quit dancing early without
first getting permission £rom the Sponsor or one of the R u n n e r s .

Often

a dancer stopped because Ziis or her vow was completed or the person was
too tired to continue. In either case, the participant followed a
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customary procedure. If it were the case of the vow being completed,
(perhaps the person had vowed to dance only one day), then it was the
dancer who approached an official with the request. In the situations
where a dancer had become fatigued, often the dancerls relative made the
request on behalf of the dancer. The officials granted most requests. 1
do recall, however, in 1980 an older lady who wanted to quit but the
Crier told her no. Instead he instructed her to sit in her stall and just
blow on her whistle.

After the official granted the person permission to quit, then he

instructed the faster to get a cup of water and take it t o one of the
leading officials. This could be the Sponsor, a Runner, or any other
available old man who was activity involved with the dance. The setting
for this meeting might be in the Sponsor's stall, at the northeast
quadrant of the lodge or even by the lodge's entrance. The person
explained to the elder why he or she wanted to quit dancing. The old man
took the water and had it blessed by being passed through a sweetgrass
smudge. He would then Say a prayer for the dancer. Frequently, a few
positive cornments followed and then a statement indicating that the vow
was then completed. "You

have danced well and completed your vow." The

dancer took a sip of the water and then passed the cup to whomever e l s e
was present to his or her left. Each person attending, who was not
fasting, took a sip of the water. The dancer was now free of their vow
and could go and rest and eat.

The dancing and singing finished about 10:OO p . m Traditionally, t h s
celebrants stayed in their stalls to sleep but usually the officiais did
not enforce this custom. Each dancer gathered up their gear and made
their way to t h e i r family's tent. Similar to Friday evening, the Sponsor
and a few of the o l d e r men slept in the Dance Lodge. Care was taken to
keep the £ i r e buming al1 night as tradition demanded that it could not
go out.

At the dance in 1985 five singers with two hand-drums went about the
camp, from tent to tent, after the lodge ceremonies had finished (June
22) , singing various social Pow-wow songs . 1 had not seen this ritual

before or after at any dance 1 have attended6. It was custornary for the
head of the tenting-family to offering these singers a gift, some
foodstuff being the usual item-

Activities on the Fourth Day (Final Dav)
The last day of the Rain Dance was always considered the mosr
spectacular, drawing large numbers of people to observe the highlights

of the ceremonies. Such dramatic events included the flesh-offering
dancers, the Mask dancers, the gift-giving, many speeches and a final

communal feast. For the dance participants it represented the completion
of their vow and further spiritual enlightenment.

Dance Commencement

The final daytsactivities commenced early with the Sponsor saying
prayers with the pipe around five thirty in the morning. Soon the camp
people could hear the drums warming up in the cool morning air and the
Crier amouncing for the dancers to corne to the lodge.

Some dancers were new, others were ones who had been going steady
since Friday evening. One by one they took their places in the dancing
stalls just as the first set of Rain Dance songs began. The number of
dancers this last day was normally higher than the day before. As usual,
the women dancers outnumbered the men two to one. Since the early morning
was still cool, most of the women danced with shawls or blankets wrapped
about them. The men wore light jackets.

The lodge assistant was busy dispensing the coals. After he had
smudged the Center Pole at the four cardinal four-base areas, he turned
his attention to the dancers. Shovel-load by shovel-load, he brought to
each dancerst stall coals so they could burn their sweetgrass and make
smudges for themselves. The first coal placement was to the stall to the
right of the entrance and then the procedure continued in a clockwise
f ashion.

A number of special activities took place inside the lodge during

the morning. These included the dancing of the flesh-sacrificers, the

12:

Mask or Clown dancersf performance and the gift-giving. While not al1 the

stall dancers were directly involved with these various enterprises, they
nevertheless affected them. Each major activity inside the lodge provided
a pleasant diversion from the routine activities. Such distractions,
however, further constituted a test to ones9 ability to concentrate upon
the Center Pole and spiritual thoughts.

Sacrificial Flesh-Offerinss
The first major activity of the day involved the dancing of those
individuals who had vowed to undergo sacrificial flesh-offering. Such
occurrences brought m a n y camp people t o the lodgelsentrance to watch the
proceedings. Usually these indiviàuals were also Stall Dancers, but not
always. The number who participated in this form of sacrifice was always
small, and it did not take much time. By the late morning they were al1
completed. Two men participated in 1978, three in 1979 and one each year
for 1977, 1981 and 1982. Four underwent this ordeal in 1985 and Sakimay
Reserve had one person complete it in 1977.

This style of Sacrificial Dancing involved having two wooden pins
inserted in the s k i n of the upper chest area, one on each side (see Plate
17). A couple of older men did the piercing using a rnetal awl. The man

knelt d o m , facing the Center Pole on the West side, while assistants
held a blanket up in f r o n t of h i m so the female observers did not see the
piercing being done. They tied ropes to the pins and then attached the

Plate 17. A Native

man

(probably Takoots), participating in flesh-

sacrificing about the Center Pole. Photo taken in 1884, probably on June
7, by

F.

D. Wilson

of a Rain Dance

on the

Passpasschase Reserve.

Provincial Archives of Alberta, Edmonton, B 1004.

ropes to the upper part of the Center Pole. The recipient supplied both
the pins and the rope (both of which they smudged before use). When the
drumming and singing began the individual would pull back on the ropes
and dance back and

fxont

whistle, on the West side of the lodge.

the Center Pole, blowing

men

his

he danced back, he would go

as far as the ropes allowed. In some cases the officials released the
dancer after a couple of songs. Other dancers, however, had vowed to try
to break free of the bonds themselves. In those situations, the dancers
danced backwards on the fourth Song bard enough to cause the skin

tear

The Mask Dancers
Soon after the Flesh-sacrificers had finished, around 9:30 a.m., the
Wihcikokanuk, as the Cree called them, or Mask Dancers made their
appearance known to the people in the camp by the sound of their whistleblowing. They entered the camp from the east, blowing on bone whistles.

The old man leading the group was their dance Sponsor. He carried a cloth
sack but did not Wear a Wihcikokan outfit. Following behind him were
twelve other male Wihcikokanuk, one of which as indicated by his height
was just a boy.

Each dancer dressed in a tattered outfit constructed of burlap,
cotton pieces, flour sacks, canvas or

old clothes. Their outfits

consisted of a mask and shirt but a number of them also had breechcloths
and moccasins. Each mask had cutaway holes for their eyes and mouth. Some
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masks had fringes along the top or bottorn while others had tufts of grass
or pieces of cloth tied up to represent a nose or ears. Painted designs
were present on a few of the masks or shirts. A few had a piece of
sacrificial cloth tied ont0 a stick that they attached to their backs.
Except the last dancer, each clown carried a staff made £rom a poplar
branch with some leaves still attached- They would lean on these staffs
as they walked as if they were old men. The last dancers, called
sapotcikan ("one who packs the gutsN), had a hump on his back and carried
a crudely constructed bow and featherless arrow.

Quickly a crowd of people formed and followed them as they made
their way

to the Dance Lodge. They circled about the Dance Lodge

clockwise once and then entered it. The dancer usually entered the lodge
backwards. On the instructions of the head WihcikokZn they circled in the
lodge counter clockwise, until they had formed a semicircle inside the
lodge with the opening to the southern entrance.

When the drummers and singers started the Wihcikokanuk comrnenced
dancing and blowing on their whistles in very humourous manners (see
Plate 18). They danced facing away from the Center Pole, which was the
opposite direction £rom the n o m , using the same dance movements as the
Stall Dancers, that being an up and d o m motion with the bending of the
knees, by which, the dancers '

feet never leave the ground. How much

laughter they received varied depending upon the acting ability of the

Plate 18. WihcikokZnuk Dancing inside a R a i n Dance Lodge during the
Turtle Mountain ceremony of June 1908. Note their staffs with cloth
banners attached. Provincial Archives of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Indians 150.
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Wihcikokanuk to do humorous actions. One clown danced bent over shaking
his rear end at the Center Pole. This caused a general outburst of
laughter from the spectators. When the singing and drumrning stopped the
mask dancers just kept on dancing as if they could still hear the music.

Finally they would stop and acted surprised that the singing had been
over for a couple of minutes.

After that Song the Rain Dance servers offered a pipe to the clowns.
The Sponsor of the WihcikokZnsim5win (Wihtiko-like Dance) accepted the
pipe on their behalf. He took a few puffs from the sacred pipe then
passed it counterclockwise to each of the other dancers. Sometimes,
instead of smoking the pipe normally, they would hold it up with the bowl
part to their mouths and pretend they were smoking it that way.

Some antics of

the Wihcikokanuk

inside the

lodge were

txuly

impressive and humourous. One of the Wihcikokan was seen poking at the
fire with his stick. Then he tried to pick up a live coal. With surprise

he quickly dropped it upon discovering it was hot. Again he tried only
to repeat the actions.

During one of the dancing lulls a female dancer and one of the
interior male spectators threw some dollar bills down beside the fire
just south of the Center Pole. One of the Rain dance officiais also threw
a pack of cigarettes down in that same general area. The lead Wihcikokan
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acted very afraid of the money and the tobacco. He would poke at i t with
his

stick as if he were trying to understand its nature. Another

Wihcikokan joined the first in examining the items offered. The latter
clown picked up a bill but then quickly dropped it as if it were too hot
to handle. Finally the Wihcikokan who carried the bow came up and shot
his arrow at each item from a distance of about one foot. After hitting
the items with his arrow the leader put each object into his pouch.

Occasionally, someone would approach one of the Wihcikokan while
they were in the lodge with offerings of sacrificial cloth and tobacco
and request prayers for a sick relative. 1 knew an older woman, one of
the dancers, who did this. Since everything the Wihcikokanuk did or said
was backwards, when one addressed them, he or she was supposed to make
their request likewise inverted - "My son is doing very well, do not pray
for him." The meaning of course was the son was very sick and the asker
was requesting the Wihcikokanuk intercede to spiritually for him.

After the WihcikokZnuk had danced four songs they gathered up their
of ferings of tobacco and money and exited the lodge, going counterclockwise about the Center Pole and backward out of the lodge. As they
made their way out, one of the mask dancers would periodically bump into
one of his comrades and they would both jump back quickly in surprise and
fear, much to the merriment of the onlookers. Another Wihcikokan pointed
to the moccasins on an old man seated on the West side. That meant he

wanted them but the old man would not give them up.

The acquiring of food goods was the next main activity of the
Wihcikokanuk. As they left the Dance Lodge, people ran back to their
tents to prepare a gift of

food for the mask dancers. From past

experiences the old people feared that if they did not offer them some
gift they would trash your tent. The people put the food, such as bread,
pop, meat, or other items into bags and hung them on sticks in from of
each tent.

Starting from the northwest corner of the circle of tents, and going
clockwise, the Wihcikokanuk danced in front of each tent to acquire the
food (see Diagram 13). They would stand in a semicircle about the stick
holding the bag and when the music started in the lodge they would dance
and blow on their whistles. The Wihcikokân with the bow attempted to hit
the bag of foodstuffs with his arrow after the Song ended (see Plate 19).
Once the shooter hit the sack their leader gathered it up and they would
continue to the next tent in line. If the shooter missed the bag, which
was not often since he was shooting from about a foot away, they had to
depart without the gift. Since they had already offered the food to these
spirit beings the donor could not take them back so anyone else present
could claim the donation.

Everywhere the Wihcikokanuk went in camp so did throngs of children

e
Path Traveled B y The
In Camp

S

Diagram 13. The movement of the WihcikokZnuk dancers, Pasqua Reserve,
June 26, 1978.

Plate 19. Wihcikokanuk or Clown Dancers performing on the Saddle Lake

Reserve in 1933. Note the Wihcikokari with a bow and arrows. GlenbowAlberta Institute, Calgary, NA-783-2.

and youth to observe their activities. Occasionally, kids would crowa

them too close and they would hear the clown's leader scream in English
I1Leave them

alone,

donlt bother

themat1Several

times

it was

the

Wihcikokanuk themselves who took action. One mask dancer went after a
sixteen-year-old young woman with his staff - al1 in fun. With a burst
of speed and a scream she quickly ran away to a safer observing distance.
At one site one of the Wihcikokan kicked ashes from the fireplace into
an open tent.

Once they had cornpleted going around the tenting area to obtain
their gifts of food, the Wihcikokanuk departed the camp site toward the
east, the direction from which they entered the encampment. The dance
leader stayed back for a few minutes, at the edge of the camp circle, to
make

sure nobody

followed them

into the

bush.

In the woods

the

Wihcikokânuk divided their collected spoils and had their own private
feast. When they departed, they left their outfits, any associated cloth
offerings, in the bush in a "clean" place (away £rom human activity and
contamination), as offerings to their patron spirit.

T h e Gi f t -Givinq
As

soon as the Wihicikokànuk had left camp, shortly after ten in the

morning, preparations comrnenced for various families to give away gifts.
Usually these families were members of the sponsoring band or dance
participants. The gifts were usually presented to visitors, dance partic-

Plate 20. Female Stall Dancers performing in their stalls and the giftgiving items piled high inside the lodge at a Sweetgrass Reserve Rain
Dance of July 1966. Photo by David Mandelbaum.
Board, Regina, R-A 25797(2).

Saskatchewan Archives
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ipants, and dance officials. Rain Dance officials oversaw the activities
and decided in what order the families would have their particular
session. Only one family went at a time.

Male family members brought the gifts into t h e lodge and stacked

them j u s t south of the Center Pole. They consisted of cloths, blankets,
dishes, towels, or packs of tobacco

(see Plate 20) . As well, they

frequently gave away cash.

The family would line up in the southwest quadrant alone a northsouth latitude. T h e oldest man present stood to the farthest north and
the youngest person stood to the farthest south. Religious protocol
allowed none of the female members of the family to stand north of the
Center Pole (see Diagram 14). If it were a family of a Stall Dancer, the
dancer left his or her stall, from the rear, and joined the family inside
the interior part of the lodge. Since the family consisted of everyone
directly related to the head of the household who was present in camp
their numbers could range as high as f ifteen to twenty members.

The eldest women of the family unit involved elicited one ceremonial
official, usually an old man or the Crier, to officiate. In return the
matron gave him a small present or some cash. He began by first touching
the Center Pole with an eagle wing fan then went on to narrate a long
speech in which he praised the family and explained why they were giving

Rain Dance Lodge

J'center

I

Pole

gift-recipient

I

/ \ /

gift-givers

Diagram 14. The interior of the Dance Lodge during the gift-givingevent,
Pasqua R e s e r v e , June 2 4 , 1979.
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gifts away. If one or two of the Stall Dancers were part of t h e family,
they would receive special mention of their sacrifice.

After the speech the drumming and singing began and the family
danced where they stood, staring at the Center Pole. If any of the women
present had small children or babies they would place them on the ground
before begiming to dance. If a woman danced holding anything in her
hands it was considered by the spirits as if she were offering that item
(even a child) to them as an offering.

Usually the oldest women of the family unit decided what people were
to receive a gift. The man officiating would shout their names out. When
the Crier called one's name, he or she would

enter the lodge and shake

hands with each family member in turn, starting at the south and going
northward. Male

recipients walked along

the entire line of

family

members, but it was different for female receivers They could only go
north as far as the Center Pole. At that point, the family males would
stretch their hands out to ease the handshaking. One of the givers handed
each person a gift or advised them to take one from the pile (see Plate
21). The receiver left the lodge along the southwest side. Then the Crier

shouted out the next person's name and they repeated the handshaking
process.

The gift-giving went on for the rest of the morning with from ten

Plate 21. Gift-giving inside the Dance Lodge of the Sweetgrass R e s e r v e

Rain Dance of July 1966. Note the C r i e r to the left. Photo by David
Mandelbaum. Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina, R-A 25814.

Plate 2 2 , A seated crowd watching a 1936 Sweetgrass Reserve Rain Dance
in

Saskatchewan. The seating locations were similar for the Noon-day

feast. Tbis ceremony was Charles Fine Day's

eighth and the last Rain

Dance that he sponsored. Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina, R-A 8720.
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to fifteen families participating- Since no singing or drumrning occurred
during most of the gift-giving, the silence allowed the dancers a chance
to get some much needed rest from their whistle-blowing.

Afternoon Dancins Activities
Shortly after one-thirty in the aftemoon preparations began for the
"noon feast" (see Plate 2 2 ) . This event w a s a repeat of the feast held
the day before (Saturday) but with many more participants. To the dancers
it represented an hour of uninterrupted rest. Many dancers took the
opportunity to sleep. By approximately 2 : 3 0 p.m. the feast was over and
the regular dancing and singing continued. A few more giveaways occurred
in the afternoon, with the usual accompaniment of long speeches.

By three otclock, many dancers, some who had been dancing for

twenty-eight to thirty hours, were showing signs of their great physical
ordeal. Some no longer rose to dance, and others were seen struggling to
get up when the drumming started and a few no longer even bothered to
drop down behind their screen wall at the end of a Song. One or two of
the dancers might have quit their dancing and drunk the blessed water.

Sornetimes dance participants reported receiving special dreams while
sleeping in their stalls or visions while dancing. While Sacrificial
Stall Dancers might have visions anytime during the dance, it was in the
closing few hours that most of the visions occurred. Not every dancer
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received a vision but there always was at least one who did. The Pasqua
people believed that anyone who obtained a vision received blessings for
al1 those people present. Some dancers recounted seeing a Thunderbird
sitting in the nest at the top of the Center Pole. Others saw various
spirits entering and leaving the lodge. One Stall Dancer in 1996 told me
that he saw the lodge full of spirits, spirits that had no arms and no
faces. These spirits. he maintained. walked about the lodge some four
feet off the ground.

Occasionally a person other than a dancer saw a vision. For example
at the 1981 dance a boy sitting by the fire inside the lodge, between
eleven o'clock and midnight on the Saturday night, saw a little man
walking toward him from the other side of the fire. When he saw this
lrleprechaun-likeperson" (Ma-ma-kwZ-së-suk)he got scared and ran back
to his tent and told his father. The elders viewed this incident as a
good thing.

If one had a dream or vision and was unsure of what it meant he or

she could take some tobacco to the Sponsor who would interpret its
relevancy. Another option the visionary had was to approach a known sweat
lodge leader with tobacco. In the sweat lodge the spirits would explain
the dream's meaning .

Dance Cornoletion

At 4:30 p . m . preparations began for the completion of the dance. The
pipes were cleaned out and they distributed the extra tobacco and
Kimikinnick to the men observing on the West side and the drumrners. The
assistants likewise gave away the braids of sweetgrass that the headman
had used to create the baby Thunderbird. They gathered up and piled the
offering cloths that the men had draped over the top of the dancing
stalls just north of the Center Pole. The Sponsor would take these
offerings into the bush to a clean area for the spirits to claim the day
after the dance was over. Helpers also untied the long Center Pole's
banners tied to the railing posts, thus allowing them to blow free. They
tore d o m al1 the brushwork surrounding the back of the lodge and removed
the tipi covering off the north wall.

These activities were

well

noted

by

the

Stall

Dancers. The

completion of their dancing vow was in sight. They then danced with
renewed vigor and concentration.

The final lead singer w a s the dance Sponsor. Before him, each of the
four Runners had Sung their Rain Dance songs. The last Song of the dance
occurred about 6:lS p.m. t

was

a special song comprising of forty

verses. The Crier toLd everyone in the lodge to get up and dance,
drummers excluded, for this final song. He stood near the Center Pole
dancing while holding up little peeled sticks (see Plate 2 3 ) . One at a

Plate 23. The forty sticks, associated with the last dance Song, at the
base of the Center Pole of the Sakimay Rain Dance Lodge of June 25, 1967.
Koozma Tarasoff's Collection, Ottawa, 55-16A.
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time he dropped them by the base of the Cenrer Pole, counting off the
dance verses. The end of the Song marked the completion of the dance.

Immediately afterwards, the Sponsor went wailing up to the Center
Pole and leaned his forehead against it. After him, each Runner in turn
approached the pole solemnly and circled it clockwise, touching it with
their right hand before departing the lodge. One by one the rest of the
people inside the lodge sirnilarly followed the Sponsor's lead in exiting,
first the old men, then the younger men. The women left last in no
particular order. Many prayed aloud as they circled the pole and exited.
The dancers al1 came out of their stalls and went into the lodgels

interior to touch the Center Pole reverently before exiting.

Dance Af t ermath
The Sponsor hosted a final feast, lasting about one hour, inside the
Dance Lodge for al1 the participants. The people attending the feast
followed

no

ritualized

seating

arrangements

since

the

dance

was

officially over. Wcrnen could sit on the West side and men on the east.
It was up to thern where they wanted to sit. People were in high spirits,

their vows completed and food was at hand. At the 1982 feast the food
consisted of berries, oranges. crackers, rice and chicken soup. cake,
bread, fruit and tea.

The feast was soon over and people got busy taking down their tents

Plate 24. An old Rain Dance Lodge left t o the elements, Pasqua Reserve,
1937. Royal Saskatchewan Museum, Regina, no catalogue number assigned.
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and prepared to depart. Many tents were already missing by this time, as

those people who had a long way to travel left camp right after the last
Song. Lola Pasqua frequently told me that the first person to leave the
site after the dance finished carried with them special blessings from
the spirits. The celebrants said their final farewells and t h e n one by

one the vehicles left the dance grounds carrying the participants back
home and to their former lives (see Plate 24).

Another Rain D a c e

was over. Souls were spiritually renewed, bonds

reestablished, new friendships made, and memories gathered. The time had
corne for me also to take my leave and return to another time and space.

When I looked back on the valley on my way out, 1 saw the Dance
Lodge, with its cloth banners blowing in the wind, standing augustly in
the clearing for the elements to claim as their own. As 1 turned to

continue my journey, my eyes caught a glimpse of movement as two white
pelicans flew silently overhead, toward the lake they knew as home.
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Chapter Four: Interpretation of Stall Dancing and Related Activities

Introduction
To obtain a clear picture of the Stall Dancers' role within the Rain
Dance ceremony one needs to be cognitive of the symbolic nature of the
associated dancing activities and of the symbolism that permeated certain
rituals. In this chapter 1 analyze the fmction and purpose of the Center
Pole and the symbolism of both the Dance Lodge and the dancing booths.
1

likewise explore the

spiritual purpose

and

secular furiction of

sacrificial Stall Dancing.

The Function and Pur~oseof the Center Pole
The Center Pole, often called "Grandfather," was

an extremely

important component of the Rain Dance, particularly to the Sacrificial
Stall Dancers (Wolfe, 1988, p. 63) .

A

great deal of prescribed ritual

surrounded its acquisition and erection; scouts search for it as if ic
were an enemy, they counted coups upon it, prayers were said before it,
the devotees greeted its "capture" and erection with jubilation, they
hung offerings upon it, symbols were carved into it, a nest crowned it,
and sweetgrass smoke purified it (Mandelbaurn, 1979, pp. 186-190).

The Center Pole, Sacrificial Stall Dancers and the Thunderbird
Each section of the Center Pole, as illustrated by the figures drawn
and painted on it, represented a different level of the Crees1 cosrnology.
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The region above the pole was considered the home of the Creator. The
upper section stood for the sky realm, the home of celestial spirits like
the stars, sun and moon. The middle region represented the space between
the stars and the earth where the Thunders dwelt. The bottom section
symbolized Che earthly plane where the buffalo roamed.

Furthermore, the Center Pole served symbolically and literally as

a temporary home for the Master Spirit of the Thunderbird. Since the
Thunderbird acted as an intercessor between the people and the Great
Spirit, a nest was prepared in the treels fork to house this spiritual
being (Davies, 1959, p. 34) . Dance assistants were constantly burning
sweetgrass smudges at the base of the Center Pole to purify the tree and
remove any traces of human contamination.

The Thunderbird was drawn to the dance location by drumming (which
imitated the ThuEder sound), singing (which involved songs that called
the Thunderbird home), prâyers (many of which invoked the Thunderbirdls
pity), the baby-Thunderbird (which the Sponsor had cared for, up to that
tirne), and the dancers1 whistle-blowing (that imitated the cries of baby
Thunderbirds). The Stall Dancers, by their actions, played the role of
baby Thunderbirds crying for their mother to corne and alleviate their
thirst.

Sometimes, hearing

the pleading

of

its Young,

(the Stall

Dancers), the Thunderbird f e l t pity and brought r a i n l . The rain served not
only to quench the dancers' thirst but assisted the grass to grow which
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in turn brought herds of buffalo to the Cree and Saulreaux terrirories

(Abenakew, 1973, p. 137; Dusenberry, 1962, p. 223; and Howard, 1965, p 107).

The Thunderbird spirit came from the south, the direction of its
home and the direction that the entrance of the lodge faced (Dusenberry,
1962, p. 202; and Hallowell, 1934, p. 394). The dance officiais took care

to make sure this southern passageway, via the lodgelsentrance, was free
of obstructions so the spirits could freely enter during the dance and
leave upon its com2letion. Once the Thunderbird had entered the lodge,
she saw the nest in the crotch of the Center Pole and therefore alighted
there, staying for the remainder of the dance (Howard, 1964, p. 106).
Some dancers saw this transcendent Being occupying the nest ir, their
dance visions (Dusenberry, 1962, p. 209) .

The Center Pole. Sacrificial Stall Dancers and ~hamanism

The Center Pole however was more than just a temporary home for the
Thunderbird. In essence, i t acted as a power conduit comecting the
spiritual realm with that of the temporal domain. The pole was considered

a living entity (Goddard, 1919, p. 306 and Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 231).
Through this pole the benevolent spirits transferred transcendent power
to the dance participants.

Shamans throughout

the world

referred

to

a

similar

symbolic
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passageway known as the axis Muridi, the "Tree of life." Shamans often
metaphysically conceived cf it as the "World Tree." Vastokas (1977,p.

94)

maintained that its concept was "the heart of shamanistic ideology and
iconography." This conduit tree, standing in the center of the universe,
connected three distinctive regions of the cosmic world: the lower or
Underworld, the middle region or Earth, and the upper or Sky World. Arnong
sorne Siberian societies, (such as the Goldie, the Dolgan and the Tungus),
the tree symbolized continua1 universal regeneration. By the means of
this tree the shamanlssoul, while he was in a trance, could traverse the
three regions of this alternate reality. These traveling sharnans were
often associated with the movements of a bird. Inuit Shamans, for
example, traditionally flew on their journey to the other world like a
bird, with their arms outstretched. In drawings of this World Tree
shamans often depicted a bird sitting among its upper branches or perched
on its crown (Eliade, 1964, pp. 270-2 and 289; Vastokas, 1977, p. 94).

While anthropologists have noted the relationship of the Center Pole
to the World Tree among the Sioux (Brown, 1971, p. 74 and Neihardt, 1961,

p. 187), only Dusenberry has made a sirnilar cornparison for the Plains
Cree, and he m a d e that only in passing (1962, p. 210). Evidence exists,

in terms of both beliefs and actions, that the Cree and the Saulteaux
supported the notion that the Rain Dance LodgetsCenter Pole represented
both a power conduit and this shamanic World Tree.
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They could tap transcendent power. being neither negative nor
positive, for benef icial or detrimental purposes. Since the Cree and
Saulteaux considered the Center Pole to be endowed with great power, they
therefore always treated it with the utmost respect and vigilance. In
this way its power could cause no harm. They took care not to touch it
except during certain prescribed times. and then only with ritualized
actions. The only time 1 ever saw the Center Pole touched without a
ritual (after its arriva1 in the encampment) was during its raising. If
the pole started to slide as they erected it, some workers might grab it
to steady the process. This action they saw as an emergency. If the
Center Pole did not go up properly. they believed that they had offended
the spirits and bad fortune would surely corne. The Center Pole scouts
(known as wolves) who searched for the tree to serve as the Center Pole

traditionally conducted their activities in a similar marner to scouting
for enemies (Mandelbaum. 1979, p p 186-7 and Skinner. 1919a. p p . 288 and
290). They sought the

sacred tree. like a powerful and potentially

dangerous foe, with ritualized activities to ensure its appropriate
treatment. In raising the Center Pole into place the assistants used
ropes and long poles to guide it into place. In addition. whenever a
dance official wanted to draw power £rom the tree, he touched it gently

with the tips of his eagle wing fan. This was done before speech-making
and when assisting the dancers to become empowered with strength. The
only times the Center Pole was physically touched during the dance was
when a dancer or an off icial was seeking extra spiritual rejuvenation.
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Occasionally, a man leaned his forehead against the Center Pole ana
prayed. This was customary for those undergoinq the flesh-sacrifice, the
Sponsor and one or two of the Runners.

Fasting, concentration, repetitive movements and drurnming are al1
techniques used by shamans throughout the world to enter an altered state
on consciousness, where the sou1 was free to travel the world Tree to an
alternate reality (Townsend, 1997, p. 431) . The Stall Dancers, while
steadily staring at the Center Pole, also underwent such a transferal
process . Through association with the transcendent power of the Center
Pole the dancers themselves became transposed £rom being mere actors in
an

orthodox

drama, into metamorphosed

sacred beings

receptive

to

spiritual blessings on behalf of their people. As one Saulteaux (Tornmy
Anequad)

explained :

The drums, the whistles, the chanting, the sweet-grass incense,
fasting, the Thunderbird's nest, the ritual and ceremony are used
to create the proper atmosphere

. . .

to help the person under vow

who participates . . . to attain cosmic consciousness (Canadian
Native Society Newsletter, 1960, p. 3).

O f t e r i the

Rain Dancers saw variouç spirits in their altered state

of consciousness. At the Pasqua Rain Dance of 1996, 1 interviewed one
Saulteaux flesh-sacrificer and Stall Dancer from the Shesegwaning Reserve
in Ontario (who requested anonymity). While dancing in the lodge, he

maintained that he could transfer himself into an alternate reality by
which he traveled forward and backward in tirne. He told me that entered
this realm through a tiny hole in space found to the West. In this
'Ifourth reality," as he termed it, he spoke to the spirits of the dead,
yet related they did not allow him to stay to long in that world or he
would get stuck there.

Researchers have overlooked many affinities between aspects of the
Rain

Dance and

shamanistic practices.

Various

shamanistic

rituals

(Eliade. 1964, pp. 148, 290 and 299). such as attempts to control the
weather, the wearing of symbolic and magical masks, the role of healing,
and the performance of rnystical feats were al1 found among the dancers

in the Rain Dance. However, neither the Rain Dance Sponsor nor the Stall
Dancers may be literally considered shamans. despite the similarities in
experiences. The main thing that distinguishes the Rain Dance Sponsor or
the Sacrificial Stall Dancers from a shaman is that the sharnan could
enter alternate states of consciousness at will (Eliade, 1964, p. 298;
Townsend, 1988, p. 75 and

1997, p. 4 3 2 ) . There were other differences.

The sharnan, for example. often dealt with retrieving lost souls from the

land of the dead, worked at healing one individual at a time, had helping
spirits and could control the spirit contacted (Townsend, 1997, p. 432).

The Symbolism of the Dance J 1 o d ~and
e

Danclna

To the Plains Cree and Saulteaux, the Rain Dance Lodge symbolized
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the universe as revealed to them through their creation s t o r y . The lodge,
being round, suggested the holistic and cyclical conceptual views of t h e
Crees. Being in the center of the encampment, it further served to focus
the devotees' attention to this central unifying notion. The lodge's
Center Pole represented the center of that world and likewise served as
a conduit to tap into transcendent powers. Each person in the lodge faced
the center, the source of power, in a consolidated circle that symbolized
social and spiritual epality before the Creator. According to Joe
Douquette of the Mistawasis Reserve, "The tree [Center Pole] . . . is
there to lead people to look up, to look up to Godn(quoted in Kehoe and
Kehoe, 1977, p. 91).

The tipi canvas, chat the helpers took off the preliminary tipi and
draped over the north part of the lodge, represented the extending
sheltering power and protection of the spirits to the participants
through their medium, the Sponsor. It was the sponsor whom the devotees
tumed to as their spiritual advisor and mediator of their supplications
to the various spirit powers.

In addition, the Dance Lodge served to separate the sacred from the
profane . Its very construction focused and prepared the believers for
stepping outside the bounds of normality into an enriching esoteric
world. Although the whole dance site was considered a place of power
various sections possessed different degrees of sacredness. The region
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with the least power was the circular camp area, being more secular in
nature. The people considered the Dance Lodge as the most sacred because
it was there that helping spirits contacted thern. Numerous restrictions
and rnany ritual activities illustrated this power association with the
Dance Lodge that were absent for the tent-camping area. They included the
need for participants to smudge themselves before entering the lodge and
the prohibition of taking fire out of the lodge- While children w e r z free
to play in the camping area, dance officials regulated their activities
inside the lodge and discouraged any frivolity £rom occurring even near
it. Also dance officials did not allow dogs, considered unclean, near the
Dance Lodge. They could, however, be kept around the tent area.

Besides the Center Pole the people saw the altar area inside the
Sponsor's stall as the most sacred space inside the Dance Lodge. While
the Center Pole served as a power conduit, the altar acted as a "rnagnet,
"

drawing the spirits to contact the Sponsor.

The dancing stalls thernselves, additionally served to divide the

lodges' sacred space by separating those individuals who were fasting and
dancing from the non-dancers. By the nature of their construction they
provided privacy for the individual to concentrate on spiritual matters
without the distractions of the many mundane activities that constantly
occurred. These stalls represented both security and safety for the
dancers from external negative forces.
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The rituals comected with the Stall Dancers deliberately serve to
associate their performance with a liminal sphere of existence by which
they might focus on the sacred. Al1 the preparatory activities serve to
set the participants' minds to a state of readiness for entering into
another world of existence. These preparatory activities include the
fourth preliminary singing ceremony, the gathering of the sacrificial
cloths, having their offerings blessed, preparing ones1 dancing outfit,
and gathering together the items to use in the dancing stalls. The Crier,
calling for the dancers to corne "home," marked their exit from their
normal mundane reality to a spiritual liminal experience- Once they enter
the dancing lodge they passed into a timeless, spaceless realm, to
participate in a ceremony that has been occurring unchanged for almost
two hundred years .

The S~iritualPumose of Sacrificial Stall Dancinq
Among the beliefs that the Rain Dance reaffirmed, was the oriçin
myth of the Cree. Each Rain Dance ceremony was not only a reenactment of
the ceremony We-sa-ka-cha'ksaw in the buffalo skull (see Appendix 6 1 ,
but further supported the world creation myth by paying homage to the
Creator, and His agents of creation2: the Earth, the Thunderbirds and Fire
(see Appendix 8) . Moreover, the Cree ensured their own survival , and that
of the world, through their annual reenactment of Creation through the
Rain Dance ceremony. They likewise avoided the Creator's wrath (fire,
wind and earthquakes) that He promised to the disobedient, by worshiping

through dancing and offering the gifts (fire, pipe, sweetgrass) that He
gave provided for them (Bloomfield, 1934, p. 5 and Dusenberry, 1962. p.
66) . The Stall Dancers, therefore, were directly tied into the origin

myth and associated their activities in time and space with the entire
cycle of Trickster stories (Hallowell, 1960, pp. 27-01 -

Additionally, the cerernony provided an opportunity for the dancers
to fulfil their obligation to its fundamental function of spiritually and

literally renewing the world. The Creator promised the Cree that if they
followed his teachings and were cornpliant to his laws they would "find
everlasting happiness and the good lifen

(Dusenberry, 1962, p. 6 6 ) .

Through dance and prayer they were assured of rain and the Creator's
blessings for both "man and animal" (Ahenakew, 1973. p. 138). Thus, the
practice of Rain Dancing fulfilled a spiritual covenant made between the
Creator and His agents (Thunderbird,We-sa-ka ckalk)on the one hand, and
His agents and Humankind on the other.

Also, Rain Dancing served the purpose of reinforcing Cree and
Saulteaw traditional beliefs and ceremonial practices. No

activities,

beliefs or practices associated with the Rain Dance exist that cannot be
similarly found practiced outside the confines of that ceremony within
the Cree and Saulteaux religious system. The Rain Dance, however, played
the unique role of combining al1 those beliefs and practices into one
ceremony that each person engaged in for their own spiritual growth plus

contributing to the spiritual health of the entire band.

Dusenberry (1962, pp. 221-2) compiled a lisc of twenty beliefs chat
the Montana Cree contained within the Rain Dance ceremony. These included
the belief in a Creator, the four main spirits, Sweetgrass Man, the
Thunderbirds, Sun and Mother Earth, the Sweat Lodge, the Buffalo Spirit,
visions, sacrificial dancing, fasting, praying to First Man, the use of
offering cloths, weeping, use

of

bundles, drumming, use

of

sage,

praying, berry offerings to the Bear spirit and the taboo preventing
menstruating

women

from

participating.

Adam

Sakewew

(recorded in

Bloomfield, 1934, p. 13) , of the Çweetgrass Reserve in Saskatchewan,
stated in 1925 that the four main spirits associated with the ceremony
were the Sun, Thunderbird, Buffalo and Wind. This list of the major
spirits

is

more

in

keeping

with

the

beliefs

of

the

Qu'Appelle

practitioners. Furthermore, the notion of the Mother Earth spirit that

the Montana Cree have, may be a recent belief. None of the earlier
Canadian Cree elders (pre-1935) spoke of such a spirit (according to the
available published literature) . Concerning the Pasqua Rain Dances the
following beliefs and practices should be added to Dusenberry's list: the
use of whistling to contact the spirits; the use of offering poles; the
practice of flesh-sacrifices; the belief in the Moon Spirit; the us+ of
other material offers such as ribbons, wooden sticks, and tobacco; the
utilization of

a

Grandfather

Stone; the

incorporation of

certain

additional persona1 power items like shields and masks; the reverence to
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Grandfather Tree

(the Center Pole) ;

the practice of

face painting

according to spirit instructions; the activities and belief

in the

Wihcikokanuk; the activities of the gift-giving ritual; and the practice
of feascing with the spirits. Of note was the Rain Dances' constant use
of the four basic elements (earth, water, fire and air). so fundamental

in both Cree and Saulteaux belief systems.

S~iritualRole of Stall Dancinq Within the Rain Dance

The essential elements of the Rain Dance were the Sponsor's vow and
the offering of sacrifices. both through his fasting and the donation of
material goods. usually in the form of prints. As OIBrodovich (1969a. p.
97 and 1969b. p. 86) pointed out, the Stall Dancing, singing. prayers.

(and, 1 might add, the Center Pole), were integral elements to the Rain
Dance ceremony. but not necessary features needed for the Sponsor to
fulfil his vow to the spirits. A few written accomts recorded occasions
when a man, who had vowed to sponsor a Rain Dance, found hirnself in a
position where he was unable to follow through and therefore put up a
Smoking Tipi ceremony instead (Tarasoff , 1980, p. 101). For example in
June of 1898 the Indian Agent, J. P. Wright prevented Shesheep of Crooked

Lake Agency from holding a Rain Dance. However, since the band members

had already given him sacrificial cloths, he offered them up at a Smoking
Tipi ceremony in lieu of the Rain Dance (Indian Affairs, 1898). Moreover,
at the Pasqua Rain Dance of 1981 when the Sponsor was having trouble

getting enough old men to help with the singing. he seriously considered
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putting up a Smoking tipi ceremony instead. However, since the situation
irnproved, he did not have to cancel the Rain Dance.

The Stall Dancers themselves also made a valuable contribution

CO

the dances' spiritual components. Each dancer reflected the attributes,
and many activities of the Sponsor. In both cases the person made a vow

to a spirit to suffer through fasting and the offering of wealth to
obtain a certain boon. Community members expected both the Sponsor and
the dancers to pray for others and to illustrate certain spiritual attributes: showing kindness, generosity, responsibility and sobriety. The
main difference was one of responsibility. The Sponsor vowed to fast and
to present offerings on behalf of the band. The individual dancers also
made "offerings of themselves," through fasting, dancing, and sometimes

the offering of flesh, al1 on behalf of a friend or family meder.

The purpose of the Rain Dancing revolved around three key elernents:

protection, health and acquisition of power. By Stall Dancing a person
could obtain a vision by which the spirits might bless him or her with
physical and spiritual protection from harm, restore health and ensure
long life. It was also a way for the dancer to restore their spiritual
equilibrium. In a Christian context this would be equated with the
forgiveness of sins. By dancing as penance for past wrongdoing the
performer was left feeling spiritually whole and in balance both with
himself or herself and the world around. This interconnectedness is the
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true symbolic nature of Native dancing. As Barsh (1986, p. 195) related:
It has been said that the rhythm of the drum represents the human
heartbeat, and the dance merely amplifies the underlying biological
and spiritual unity of the dancers and spectators. The drum and
dance affirm human unity with the rest of the living world, with the
motion and rhythm of the planets. Yet each of the dancers dances
alone . . . There is a metaphor here for the paradoxical cohesion
of indigenous society: tied by species, blood and family, moving in
harmony, yet uniquely individual and individually f r e e .

The Cree and Saulteaux reinforced and maintained the spiritual role
of Stall Dancing through physical and emotional separation of dancers
from the non-dancers. Dance officials explained to the dancers the
various taboos associated with their participation, especially the ones
related to sexual intercourse. These taboos the elders reinforced in
their speeches. In Cree and Saulteaux society it was normal for taboos
to be imposed whenever a process of transformation occurred3 or an
activity

undertaken that had detrimental potential because of linkage

with transcendent power. Taboos existed to protect the society's rnembers
from spiritual, physiological and physical harm.

In this case the

transformation involved the dancersl spiritual conversion and taboos
existed to protect them in their spiritually vulnerable state. Hence,
male dancers took the great care whenever they left their stalls to go
to the toilet. Likewise the Pasqua dancers traditionally slept in their
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stalls a t night, a practice t h a t continues currently arnong many groups,
like the Hobbema people. Even if a dancer returned to his or her tent in
the evening, copulatory abstinence was a requirement. The Cree and
Saulteaw believed that to have intercourse during one's dancing period

was spiritually detrimental. Such an act weakens the spirit by drawing
out vital energy and could prevent the person from obtaining a direct
spirit-contact experience.

Secular Function of Sacrificial Stall Dancinq
Participation at Rain Dances provided the Cree and Saulteaux with
pride and identity in being Native through an association with their
heritage (Mandelbaum, 1975, p.

14).

status and prestige within the

comrnunity, an increased sense of self-worth, and a feeling of social
bonding with their fellow practitioners. As Berger (1985, p. 176) pointed
out: "Native Peoples everywhere insist that their own culture is still the
vital force in their lives; the one-fixed point in a changing world is
their identity as Natives."
These outcornes were similar to what Jorgensen found in his mid-1960's

study of the Shoshone-Ute Sun Dancers (1974, pp. 2 7 4 - 2 5 0 ) .

At

1

the Pasqua Rain Dances at least half of the fifteen Stall Dancers

talked to told me that they started dancing as a way of morally

improving their lives. Some were trying to prevent drug or alcohol abuse
and for others it was to reestablish farnily values, or to obtain a sense
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of

accornplishment .

In each case, the participants

maintained

that

following this traditional cultural practice helped them stay sober, take
responsibility for their lives and assist in increasing their self-esteem
by concentrating on positive thoughts.

Those

people

who

went

to

Rain

Dances

see

themselves

as

traditionalists, following the old ways because they have value. Often

my Native grandparents told me that at the Rain Dance "we pray for
everyone and ask the Creator to bless everyone with good health and long
life."

As

Pettipas pointed out, Rain Dancing has the power to "reaffim

their cultural identity within a positive frameworkH (1994, p. 2 2 9 ) .

People attended and participated in the Rain Dances for spiritual
rejuvenation and to make or reestablish social and kinship ties (Cuthand,
1978, p. 39). Many participants, especially the dancers, established

concrete bonds because of their shared experiences. The participants also
developed and maintained community cohesiveness through the sharing in
fasting, dancing and feasting.

Much time is spent at Rain Dances by t h e olaer people relating
stories from their past. They told stories about spiritual encounters
that they or their ancestors had, stories about past Rain Dance events
and stories concerning legendary beings. Such storytelling tied the
present with the past and served to continue the tribal oral traditions

frorn one generation to the next. As one listened to these old stories.
one was made to feel part of that continuing traditional history.
Someday. the listeners too, would be relating similar stories to cheir
grandchildren around the carnpfires of future Rain Dances.

Those that practiced the "tradition way," saw Rain Dancing as a

means to acquire prestige. m i l e these results were not usually paramourit
in their minds, they did exist . I rernember once wearing my bear claw
necklace at sorne Native traditional gathering at a location near Winnipeg
and an older Saulteaux lady asked me what special things 1 had done that
allowed me the right to Wear such an item. 1 told her that 1 had danced
in eight Rain Dances. She replied, "That would do it."

Although secular reasons existed for Rain Dance participants, the
main function of the ceremony was for healing, both spiritually and

physically. Another important aspect of the dance was the passing on of
traditional spiritual teachings to strength both individuals and cheir
community. The
Creator's

spirits served primarily as models

qualities. The

spirits'

to

teachings provided

reflect

the

means

for

a

individuals to acquire spiritual qualities that emulated those of the
Creator. Although the Rain Dance underwent rnany superficial changes, as
illustrated in the next chapter, the beliefs and values associated with
it remained intact and continued to furnish life-enriching elernents to
the culture of the Cree and the Saulteaux.
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Cnapter Five: Historical Changes in Stall Dancing £rom 1880-1976

Introduction
A cornprehensive historical examination of the activities connected

with

Cree

and Saulteaux Rain Dancers. either within a particular

geographical group. or between two or more groups. is unfortunately
impossible. There is just not enough written records to make such a
viable cornparison. The need in this area for "ethnosalvagers" to gather
from the practitioners traditional oral history is both evident and
imperative. Sufficient documentation is available. however, to note a
number of areas where change has definitely occurred. and to make some
general comparative statements concerning Stall Dancing practices among
the Cree and Saulteaw between 1880 and 1976.

The changes associated with Rain Dancers that 1 reviewed are the
flesh-sacrifice feature. the martial cornponents, dance times and dates,
sacrificial offerings, dress and adornment, the use of power items. rain
rnaking, miraculous water procurement and the role of non-Native people
as Stall Dancers. 1 have chosen these areas because they form the bulk

of

the data available with which past researchers have not dealt.

Additionally, they represent key areas of cultural change and adaptation.

Flesh-Sacrifices
Historically flesh-offering was very popular among the Saulteaux and
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Plains Cree but not the Western Woods Cree1. Such offerings involved che
chopping off a finger joint, cutting off pieces of flesh or burning the
flesh with red-hot irons. Other popular methods employed were
officiais to tether

for

young men to the Center pole by means of wooden or

bone pins inserted into their flesh or to attach the lines to horses,
dogs, guns, or buffalo skulls. Occasionally, women had their arms slashed
by a knife as a form of sacrificial offering to the spirits (Charette,
1980, p. 139; Jefferson, 1929, pp. 45-6; Lane, 1887, p. 25; Mandelbaum,
1979, pp. 193 and 229; McDougall, 1971, p. 87; Paget, 1909, pp. 36-39 and
Wolfe, 1988, p p - 62-31.

Largely, the flesh-sacrifice feature w a s al1 but abandoned (at least
openly) by the first decade of the twentieth centuxy because of the 1895
legislative ban on uself-torture" (Pettipas, 1994, pp. 9 5 - 6 1 . Very few
Rain Dances between 1900 and 1955 included this feature. One such dance
occurred in 1901 on the Cowessess Reserve in Saskatchewan (Tarsoff, 1980,
p. 13), and another at Buffalo Point in Manitoba in 1921 (Pettipas, 1994,

p. 185). In some areas, like at Rocky Boy's, where the flesh-sacrificing
feature had been a major

feature until 1894, the Cree have never

rekindled i t (Dusenberry, 1962, p . 215 and Humreville, 1899, p. 333) .
Also, only a few of the Hobbema traditionalists 1 talked to in the early
1980's heard of it being practiced on their four Resenres. At some point
in the 1960's the Rain Dance practitioners, probably the Saulteaux,
revived the rite largely in Southern Saskatchewan (Tarsoff , 1980, p.
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217).

First the Cree and Saulteaux started the Center Pole flesh-

sacrificing, then the bison skull pulling aspect. To date they have noc
reinitiated the use of horses, g u n s , dogs or the finger joint chopping.

Martial Com~onents
The performance of various martial related activities by

the

different warriors' societies traditionally was an important functional
element in the Rain Dances, most notable among those of the Upstream
people and one which has now a l 1 but disappeared. Gone are the elaborate
mock battles staged just outside the camp's perimeter. the recounting of
war coups inside the Dance Lodge. and the flamboyant societies' dance
performances in their centrally positioned lodges (Ooh-ne-pah-qua-seemoo-we-kah-mik, 1882, p. 4; The Thirst Dance, 1883, p.3; Cameron, 1950,
pp.149; Hardisty, 1946, p. 60; Jefferson, 1929, p. 47; Lane, 1887, p. 24
and McDougall, 1971, p. 82).

The function of the warriorsr societies and that of the martial
related activity associated with the Rain Dance has been one not well
understood by casual observers, government representatives, the police.
or missionaries. The fusion of perceived pugnacious activities within a
religious ceremony was beyond the cornprehension of the English-speaking
Christian authority figures who viewed the martial features as prolonging
"old customs of bravado" that "encouraged initiated braves to commit
crimes" (Turner, 1950, Vol. 2 , p. 43 i ) . Superintendent Steele of the
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North-West Mounted Police believed the Rain Dance ceremony prevented the
Natives £ r o m "becoming civilized" and saw the recounting of war deeds as
particularly contemptible. "The mischief was enhanced by the practice of
the older men of 'couriting their coups,' relating to the assembled
warriors their real or imaginary feats of valour in war" (quoted in
Turner, 1950, Vol. 2, p. 431).

In the societies of the Plains Cree and Saulteaux of the last
century, before an individual, especially a man, could take a public
action that might be considered grandiose, innovative or dangerous. he
had to prove he had the right to do so. This feature was a protection

mechanism for the band members' safety against unorthodox behavior. This
"right" could originate from the instructions of a spirit or experiences
that illustrated the application of power from one's spirit helpers
(Mandelbaum, 1979, p.

197).

A

successful war exploit verified the

fulfilment of such an application. After all, the warriors would not have
been successful it was not for the protecting power of the spirits. Thus
we find martial-related a:ztivities,such as the recounting of war deeds,
traditionally associated with many ritualized activities connected with
the Rain Dance. This interconnectedness between religious and military
rites involved such aspects as scouting for the Center Pole, the scouts1
activities upon returning to camp, taking someone's tipi covering to
shelter the Dance Lodge, bringing firewood into the lodge. and the
authorization of young women (married or unmarried) to accompany men on
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hoxseback to bring in the center pole and the lodge construction material

(Cameron, 1950, pp. 148-9; Goddard, 1919, p. 304; Mandelbaum, 1934, p 40; 1979, pp. 186-7, 195-7 and 248-9 and Skinner, 1514b, p. 5 2 0 ) . Members
of the warriors' society were furthermore the ones who traditionally
illus~rated their

generosity

and

lack

of

attachment

to

material

possessions by donating gifts to those in need. Here, however, it was the
donation of the gifts that gave the men an opportunity to recount their
war

exploits publicly and it was the gift-recipients who needed to

explain why they had a right to take the objects (Jefferson, 1929. P. 48
and Mandelbaurn, 1979, pp. 195-7, 244 and 247-9).

At what point the Cree discontinued the various martial-related
activities at Rain Dances is unknown. Since the written records are
silent on these points researchers must collect oral history to fil1 the
gaps (if such information still exists) . We do k n o w ,

from Mandelbaum,

that in 1935 the Cree still used the recounting of coups as proof of
one's right to perform a certain action but his field notes did not
mention the collective recounting that was such a dominant feature of the
dance in the late 1800's (1934; 1935; 1979, pp. 195-7 and 248-9). Also,
the performances by any of the Warriors' societies at Rain Dances were
probably obsolete long before his fieldwork. Any written accounts of such
activities predate the turn of the century (The Sun Dance, 1883, p. 1 and
The Thirst Dance, 1884, p. 3).
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Tne number of male Stall Dancers that might have traditionally
participated in any of the martial activities during the Rain Dances is
impossible to tell. None of the early observers comment on such a
correlation. Given that the Cree had at least eight different Warrior
Societies, one per band2. it is likely that some dancers were likewise
members of the various societies and probably participated in the sham
batcle activities or dance performances that they held before the actual

Stall Dancing commenced (Fromhold, 1981, p. 419; Lowie, 1954, p p 8-9 and
Mandelbaum, 1979, pp. 111 and 117). It is further possible that some of
them engaged in the various recounting of war exploits that occurred
during the Rain Dance.

Contemporarily, from what 1 have witnessed, the only martial-related
activity that occurs is associated with the returning Center Pole scouts
at Hobbema Rain Dances. Whether or not any of the scouts picked also
intended on dancing, is relative to that particular dance.

Time and Date Alterations
The length of time Stall Dancers danced has changed over time.
Mandelbaumts Cree traditionalists told him that in earlier times dancers
danced for four days, but by 1935 they only danced a maximum of two days
and two nights (1979, p. 193). Tarasoff received similar information from
his

Saulteaw

abbreviation

informants thirty years

later

(1980, p.

219).

This

was as a direct result of pressure from the Indian Agents
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and rnissionaries against the Crees and Saulteaux £rom being absent £ r o m
their Reserve or even practicing the dance at al1 (Davies, 1959, p.

45).

The days of the week during which the Cree and Saulteaux held their

Rain Dances have also changed over time. Both Pettipas (1994, p. 221) and
OIBrodovich (1969, p. 85) have pointed out that chey held ceremonies on
weekends to accommodate the dominant societyfswork week. They did not,
however, indicate if

that had

always been the practice.

From the

examination of the dates of thirty-one known Cree or Saulteaux Rain
Dances between 1880 and 1933 1 noted only one dance being held on a
Sunday. That dance, held by non-treaty Indians and Métis, occurred at
Rocky

Mountain

House

in

1929

(Bavin, 1929; Rocky

Mountain

House

Mountaineer, 1929, pp. 9 and 1 5 ) . The practitioners strictly avoided
Sunday so as not to cause conflict with the powerful clergy on the
Reserves who viewed Sundays as a day of rest. Since many Rain Dancers
were additionally practicing church members, not holding Rain Dances on
sundays allowed them not to miss the Sunday services (Mandelbaum, 1934,
p. 38) . This practice, of not having their celebrations on Sundays,
continued to dominate right into the 1950's. It was not until the 1960's
that Rain Dances started to occur regularly over the weekend. This change
probably occurred

to meet

the needs of

the dance participants as

employment for band members was on the increase.

Sacrificial Offerinas
The types of sacrificial offerings presented to the various spirit
powers associated with either the Rain Dance or individual parcicipancs
have changed dramatically from the early 1800 ' s (except for tobacco).
Cloth and ribbons have become the dominant offerings, replacing dogs and
persona1 possessions.

On

rare occasions the Cree and Saulteaux practiced animal sacrifices

as offerings to the various spirits (over and above the traditional
ceremonial dog feasts) . Someone wishing to make such an offering first
killed a white dog and then attached its body. or just its skin, to the
Center Pole. One writer noted such an occurrence at the Rain Dance on the
Piapot Reserve in 1895 (Trant, 1909) . This animal sacrifice was a very
old

Saulteaux, and

then Cree, Mitewiwin-style offering which

they

transported ont0 to the plains after migrating from the eastern woodlands
(Coleman, 1937, pp. 36

&

48; Hind, 1859, p. 260; 1971, Vol. II, p. 119;

Hood, 1967, p. 12; Mandelbaum, 1979, p . 310 and Skinner, 1912, p. 65).
The Cree and Saulteaux have not practiced this dog sacrificing for a very
long time, as none of the old people 1 questioned about it recalled this
custom.

Before the arriva1 of a plentiful supply of trade cloth the Cree and
Saulteaux used decorated tanned skins, valuable persona1 items, and
offering sticks as gifts to the spirits within the Rain Dance. Such

persona1 items might include guns, bows and arrows, pieces of clothing,
small bells or scalps. They also made offerings of tobacco, painted
buffalo hide strips, strings of beads, bear-claws and teeth and feathers
(Beillevaire, 1880; Hardisty, 1946, p. 58; Hind, 1859, p. 259; Jefferson,
1929, p. 44; Mandelbaum, 1979, pp. 227, 229; Lane, 1887, p. 23 and
OIBrodovich,1969a, p. 81) .

McDougall (1971, pp. 88-9) noticed the Crees using cloth offerings
in their Rain Dances as early as 1865 and they have continued to be the
dominant sacrificial offerings up to the present. As Andrew Kay (n.d.1
stated, "the print is a powerful offering." Although observers have also
noted calicoes, woolens and linen used as offerings, broad, or stroud
cloth, obtained £rom the traders was the most common material used
because of its expense and the popularity of the rich blue and red colors
(Cameron, 1950, p. 148; Dusenberry, 1962, p. 208; Gowanlock, 1976, p. 191
Gunn, 1908, p. 33; 1976, p. 42 and Lane 1887, p. 23). By the 1960's the

Cree were beginning to use other material for their offerings besides the
red and blue broad cloth. Cotton cloth, in a variety of colors like
orange, pi&,

turquoise, white, yellow, lavender, green, became quite

popular as offering materials.

Sometimes the Cree and Saulteaux drew figures on the offerings to
represent various spirits such as the Thunderbird or the Buffalo. Rain
Dance observers have noted this practice occurring throughout al1 area
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where the Cree and Çaulteaux practiced their Rain Dances (except in the
United States) from the early 1880's to the late 1960ts, (Goddard, 1919,
p. 303; Mandelbaum, 1934, p. 29; Ooh-ne-pah-qua-see-moo-we-kah-mik,
1882,
p. 4; Peeso, 1912, p. 56 and Tarasoff's Collection, CX-31

&

27-16). This

practice may have been a carry-over from the painting of the tutelary
spirit designs on the ownersl tipi coverings.

It is often impossible to tell from early written descriptions and
old photographs that depict sacrificial offerings if the cloths described
or shown originated from the dancers, or from either the Sponsor and his
assistants, or individual non-dancers. We may be safe in assuming,
however, that the cloth banners tied to the Center Pole originated from
the Sponsor and those offerings tied to shaker branches within the
stalls, or ones tied to poles beside the tents, belonged to the Stall
Dancers .

The use of ribbons possibly originated as a substitute for prints.
Andrew Kay (n.d.) told a story about a lady who did not have any prints
to offer so she tied ribbons to her daughter and sent her into the Dance
Lodge. At what period they began to use ribbons is unclear from the
available literature but it must have been in the early decades of the
twentieth century.

Often 1 have heard £rom Rain Dance leaders, both £rom Hobbema-
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SrnallboylsCamp area and Southern Saskatchewan, that in the old days the
sacrificial cloth offerings used to be left hanging on the Dance Lodge.
This practice changed as early as 1911, at least in some areas like
Hobbema, (Goddard, 1919, p. 306), because of Non-Natives taking the
offerings for persona1 reasons. By

the 1960's it was

the dominant

practice to remove the sacrificial offerings from the Dance Lodge shortly
after the cornpletion of the ceremony. Tarasoff (1980, p.

222)

noted this

cusLorn at the 1967 Sakimay Rain Dance he attended and OIBrodovich (1969,
p. 79) observed it also the following year on the Sweetgrass Reserve.
Contemporary Rain Dance sponsors take the sacrificial offerings into a
clear area in the bush where people cannot disturb them, usually on the
day after the ceremony finishes.

Dress and Adornment of the Dancers
Over the last hundred years rnany changes occurred in the clothing
and adornment worn by Stall Dancers. These changes reflected both the
times and the regional variations in which the Rain Dances occurred.

From 1880 to the early 19001s dancers often wore

tamed hide

clothing decorated with glass beads or quills in mostly floral designs.
Such clothing included moccasins, dresses, war shirts, and breech cloths.
In addition the male Stall Dancers frequently wore military society
out£it pieces and Grass Dance pieces while dancing (Beillevaire, 1880 ;
see also

Fromhold, 1981; Johnson, 1972 and

Lowie, 1954).

Popular

adomment items worn by the male dancers, include blankets around their
waist or shoulders, eagle feathers in their hair, badger or beaver fur
hats, felt hats, weasel or martin hair ties, conch shell necklaces,
grizzly bear claws on a folder fur or cloth piece, and beaded or bons
chokers (Koch, 1977, pp. 44-5). The women's dresses were often sleeveless
and hung just belong the knees. Usually the women wore their hair in
braids with the middle part area painted with red vermilion (Cameron,
1925, p. 3 7 and Mandelbaum, 1979, pp. 83 and

85).

One late nineteenth

century writer observed the woman dancers wearing brass rings on their
fingers and thimbles hanging from their ears (Gowanlock, 1976, p. 42) .
Many dancers frequently used black umbrellas to keep the s u off them
while they were in their stalls (GA photos, NA 929-6; PMA photo, B-1004).

The first quarter of the twentieth century saw a dramatic decrease
in the use of tanned leather and a comparable increase in the use of

European shirts, dresses, and pants. Such a change occurred because of
the pressure from both the missionaries and agency officiais for the

people to adopt European dress (Indian Af fairs, 1908, p. 2) . In 1914
parliament passed an amendment to Section 149 of the Indian Act that
prohibited Native people f rom participating "in any show, exhibition,
performance, stampede or pageant

in aboriginal costume without the

consent of the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs or his authorized
agentW(Statuesof Canada, 1914, Vol. 1

&

2, p. 227). However some cloth

leggings and the occasional loin cloth were still woxn, as were beaded

Plate 25. Dance participants posing in decorative beadwork outside the

lodge at a Cochin area
Hippalyte,

Rain Dance in 1913. Photo by M a b e ï Devlin of St.

Saskatchewan. Saskatchewan Archives

papers, VII-90.

Board, Regina,

Innes
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rnoccasins, hair pieces, cuffs and a large array of beaded ornaments (see
Plate 25)

(GM: AP

95, AP

1601, AP 2133; Goddard, 1919, pp. 302-3;

Saskatchewan Archives Board photo, (SA) Innes Papers VII-90). Also fur
hats, often decorated with feathers or ribbons, continued to be popular
(GM AP 693, AP 1310, AP 1353, AP 1572; Provincial Museum of Alberta #H

72.1.4; SA photos, A 4768; A 9443(8)).

For the Hobbema Rain Dance of 1923, an Edmonton Journal article
reported the male dancers "stripped naked except for a loin cloth" wore
feathers, chains, strips of beadwork and strings of beads. " T h e women
dancers were al1 adorned with sashes, necklaces, bands of teeth and bands
of beads." Most of the dancers held an eagle feather in theix hand while

dancing (Sun Dance of the Crees, 1923, p. 3 ) . At a Moosomin Rain Dance
in 1926 one women wore a sweetgrass braid in her hair and another tied

a p i e c e of sage in hers (Saskatchewan Archives photo, R-A 12,144).

For the 1930's we have a couple of detailed descriptions of what
some Saskatchewan Stall Dancers wore. At the Crooked Lake Rain Dance of
1934 Mandelbaum observed that each dancer had at least two feathers in
their hair. The women wore dresses, beaded head bands, beaded collar and
ties, shell earrings, braided hair and one woman was seen wearing an
eagle-tail feathered bonnet. The outfits for t h e men consisted of beaded
moccasins, blankets about their hips, porcupine headdresses, beaded hide
shirts, leggings, fur neck pieces, brass studded head bands, braided
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sweetgrass

caps,

shell earrings, a

fringed

cloth

shirt, corduroy

trousers, a beaded collar, a beaded pouch slung across the shoulder and
a beaded horse head cover worn as a vest and one man wore a sweetgrass
cap (1934, pp. 29 and 31-33). Mandelbaum also noted that the dancers
dressed similarly at the Little Pine Reserve Rain Dance the following
year. The men often wore a few extra items like beaded cuffs and arrn
bands, a kerchief on the head or a sloping feather bonnet (Mandelbaum,
1935, III, pp. 12-13). Many dancers at both ceremonies held eagle feather
fans, and braids of sweetgrass, and one man at Crooked Lake held a pipe
(Mandelbaum, 1934, p. 33).

At

the Pasqua Rain Dance of 1937 one male

dancer wore a feathered headdress and a couple of female dancers wore
beaded

vests

(Dunk,

1937). News

reporters further noted porcupine

headdresses and eagle feathers among the male dancers at Hobbema for 1938
(1,000 Indians, 1938, p. 14). The wearing of kerchiefs on the head or
about the neck were comrnon in the 1930 s for both men and women (Royal
Saskatchewan Museum photo, 1937 {unnumbered); Saskatchewan Archives Board
pnoto, R-A 8720).

The 1930fs,1940's and 1950's saw a continuation in the wearing of
items that they had handed d o m £rom one generation to the next. Examples

of

such

items

included

bear

claw

necklaces,

dancing

trailers,

headdresses, badger fur hats, hair braid ornaments, shell necklaces,
breast pieces, shell earrings , decorative headbands, stroud and lightCotton shirts, cloth leggings, beaded and non-beaded moccasins, beaded

cuffs, Cotton and velveteen dresses3.

Due to an almost general lack of detailed Rain Dance accounts during
the 1940's descriptions of the Stall Dancers' wearing apparel is very
limited. However, particulars for the late 1950's for the North Dakota
Saulteaux exist. Howard attended a Rain Dance near Rolla in 1958 and
wrote about the dancers' dress;
They may Wear a beaded headband, armbands, beaded harness, belt

necklaces, etc.. but this is not required. Some dancers Wear items
belonging to their Grass dance costumes, only the roach headdress
being taboo. Women dancers usually Wear long "Indian Stylen dresses
decorated with snuff can jingles. beaded headbands, and belts (1965,
p. 109).
As well, Howard mentioned that the men wore their hair loose and some

dancers attached a variation of, what we

cal1 "dream catchers" today, to

their outfits. It consisted of a small wooded hoop with yarn strung
inside representing a "spider web" (1965, pp. 7 and 5 ~ 5 ) ~ .

For 1960. Wuttunee (1962, p. 22) described what the dancers w o r e
during a Red Pheasant Reserve dance.
The women wore their hair in braids and bandeaux of beads. About
their shoulders they draped shawls of silk of various hues. The men
looked splendidly handsome dressed in very bright shirts with cuffs
and a m bands of beads. Some had on shimmering velvet with shiny

sequins and wore soft white sea shells about their throats.

For the Montana Cree Rain Dances of the mid-1960's Dusenberry

observed the dancers looking "neat and clean, but none of them dress in
anything except their ordinary clothing" (1962, p. 204) . This "Sundaybest" type of dressing was similarity noticed for male Stall Dancers on
the Sweetgrass Reserve in Saskatchewan (see Plate 26). The women, on the
other hand, wore many items of Native design at that dance. They wore
long dresses with beaded belts, kerchiefs around their neck, headbands,
and at least one had on decorative beaded headpieces. Most of them wore
their hair tied in braids

(see Plate 2 7 ) . This marked contrast in

dressing might reflect a perceived gender-value difference or a variance
in identity requirements (see Kaiser, 1990, pp. 3 2 6 - 8 ) .

According to my CO-daricers at the Pasqua Reserve (1977 to 1985) the
wearing of ribbon shirts and dresses became very popular in the early
1970 ' S. Since then a steady increase in wearing "Native-style outf its"

has taken place- Such items include cloth leggings, decorated blankets,
beaded moccasins, dresses and shirts decorated with ribbons, decorated
shawls, beaded belts and beaded or bone jewelry

(GM:

AP 1503, AP 1504,

AP 1628 and AP 1750) .

It has always been the case that some clothing and adornment pieces
were reserved strictly for wearing at Rain Dances while other pieces were

Plate 2 6 -

Male Stall Dancers wearing non-Native clothing during the

Sweetgrass Reserve Rain Dance of July 1966. The central dancer has his
face and neck painted. Photo by David Mandelbaum. Saskatchewan Archives

Board, Regina, R-A 25808.

Plate 27. Fernale S t a l l Dancers with mostly braided hair dancing at a

Sweetgrass Reserve Rain Dance, July 1966. Photo By David Mandelbaum.
Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina, R-A 25805.
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worn at a variety of other ceremonies such as Pow-wows, the Big Dog
Dance. the Giveaway Dance, the Buffalo Dance or Mitewiwin5. The difference
lay in either the various instructions dictated by

the spirits or

persona1 preference. Just before putting them on dance participants
always smudged with sweetgrass smoke al1 special clothing items that they
intended to Wear. What items were considered "special"was at the dancers'
discretion (GM:AP 24678).

The contrast between the lack of "Native-style outfits" among the
male dancers of the mid-1960's and the frequent use of ribbon shirts and
beaded jewelry wore by their counterparts in the 1970's is particularly
noteworthy. Dusenberry (1962, pp. 204-5)theorized that for the Montana
Cree of the 1960's the wearing of "white man's clothes in the Sun Dance

may very well suggest that they are not returning to the past, but rather
their religious experience is entirely compatible with their present role
in white civilization-" In contrast, the manner in which the Canadian
dance participants of the 1970's dressed in Native-style outfits could
possibly be a way of visually expressing their self-identification as
Native Peop>e and of illustrating a returning to "traditional" values. It

might also be an attempt to display a nonconformity as a tool to counter
assimilation. Storm (1987, pp. 115-6) discovered that "rigid definition
of any grouprs dress generally increases when that group is threatened."
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q

Face painting was customary for al1 Plains Cree. Woods Cree and
Saulteaux Stall Dancers right up to the 1960's (~urtis.1928, p G w ,
24;

84;

1908. p. 37; Howard, 1962. pp. 260-1; 1965. p. 109; Lane. 1887, p .

Mandelbaum.

1880, p

1934,

pp. 29-30; 1935, III. p. 12; The Thirst Dance,

1; The Thirst Dance, 1883, p. 3 and Paget, 1909, p. 3 8 ) . ~ f t e r

that the practice waned. with only a few of the older people still doing
it. probably because fewer people were continuing to follow the old ways

and receive visions.

The earliest description of painting on Stall Dancers cornes £rom
Hardisty (1946, p. 58). a fur trader. He witnessed an Edmonton Rain Dance
in the late 1870's and saw the male dancers with their bodies and faces
painted in alternate streaks of white and yellow paint.

It was not until sorne forty years later. however, that we have
detailed descriptions on Stall Dancers' face paintings. An Edmonton
Bulletin article of 1920 reported a description of a Sponsor's face
painting and a description of the dress of some of the male dancers for

a Hobbema Rain Dance (Last Sun Dance, 1920, p. 13 ) .
Their bodies were painted a saffron yellow and designs of the rnoon.

or horses, or possible just streaks in black across the cheeks. A
few had s h o m special ingenuity in decorating their faces. First
they had been painted yellow. then the cheeks had been highly
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rouged, and then in one instance, black spots had been painted al1
over the face giving the impression of having on a closely dotted
veil. Another had dotted j u s t the lower half of his face, and al1
were decorated in some marner peculiar to themselves.

For another Hobbema Rain Dance, which occurred three years later
( 1 9 2 3 ) , the

Edmonton Journal reported that the fernale dancers at a

Hobbema Rain Dance had yellow lines painted down each cheek. The men were
"painted with yellow pigment or smeared with some yellow clay-like
substance" (probably yellow ochre) , and their "faces were painted with
white and black spots, or smeaxed with ochre" (Sun Dance of the Crees,
1923, p. 3) .

The main source of information on dancers' face painting designs for
the 1930's cornes from Mandelbaum (see Diagram 15). For 1934-5 he recorded
a variety of geometrical designs painted on the faces and bodies of the

Stall Dances: circles, black marks, zig zag and straight lines. At the
Crooked Lake Rain Dance of 1934 one lady dancer had a thunderbird figure
drawn on each cheek. Neil Yellow Horse had black spots, the size of
quarters, painted on his face, legs and feet. Another dancer painted both
his face and chest with similar dots. William Smoker wore white spots on
each cheek and Sam had red streaks across his forehead and down to the
mid-cheek area. On his cheeks he painted red spots (Mandelbaum, 1934, pp.
31-33). At the Little Pine dance of 1935 Mandelbaum noted that William

underbird
sign

green
circles

whole
face
painted
red

ed
ircles

ightning

esign

yellow
bars

black
circles

Diagram 15. Face painting designs of Stall Dancers from 1934 and 1935.
The top six are designs of female dancers and t h e lower three are designs

of male dancers6.
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Sap with his lower face painted white (Mandelbaum, 1935, III, p. 12) . The
film of the Pasqua Rain Dance of 1937 shows both men and woman dancers
with face paint. Likewise one older man, probably a m e r , had his face
outlined with white dots, possibly to represent rain drops ( D u n k , 1937).
The Edmonton Journal (1,000 Indians, 1938, p. 13) published a photograph
of a female Stall Dancer at a Hobbema Rain Dance (1938), who had both
horizontal lines and rows of dots across each cheek.

A couple of mid-century face painting descriptions exist. For the

Montana Cree in the late 1950's Dusenberry (1962, pp. 205-6) mentioned
that al1 the dancers painted their faces with either vertical lines down
the cheeks or dabs of red. At a Red Pheasant Rain Dance in 1960 Wuttunee
(1962, p. 2 2 ) , a Cree from that area, observed that "both men and women
had their faces covered with painted symmetrical lines . . .

and bright

patches of pink and red." At the Sweetgrass Rain Dance of 1966 many men,
and a few of the women, had their faces painted (refer to Plates 26 and
27 on pp. 180 and 181). One lady had a large disc painted on each cheek,
while the men's desiqns consisted of lines, solid blocks and ovals on the
upper cheek areas.

Mandelbaum (1979, p. 194) stated that the dancers painted their
faces according to instructions received from the spirits. Often these
spirit images appeared on the Center Pole while the devotees were dancing
(Peeso, 1912, p. 56 and

Tarasoff, 1980, p. 116). According to Dusenberry

:a:
the Montana Cree in the late 1950's painted their faces for protection
and to increase both their spiritual resolve and strength. "When sorneone
gets tired and needs help, he may get it by using special paint. In using
the paint, though, the person has to pray for help. Younger people
receive instructions in such paint from their elders" (1962,p. 2 0 6 ) .

Among the Plains Cree earth pigments were traditionally the most
popular material for paints. Skinner ( 1 9 1 4 ~p.
~ 81) stated:
The favorite paints in olden times were derived from clay found in
cutbanks. White, yellow, red, and black were the colors usually
obtained. The pigment was collected, pulverized and mixed with
water, and formed into little cakes which were baked in a fire made

from buffalo dung until they were red hot.

They were then retrieved

and cooled, and afterwards were kept in small bags.
Grease was first applied to the region of the face where they intended
to spread the paint. Then the dancer applied the paint using his or her
finger with the aid of a mirror.

Although

the Cree and Saulteaw used

colours syrnbolically, a

specific color did not always represent the same thing to each person who
applied it. Since the colours and the designs originated in vision, some
discrepancy of color symbolism prevailed. Generally, the Crees favored
red ochre that represented spiritual qualities or the spiritual world
(Curtis, 1928, p. 84 and Mandelbaurn, 1979, p. 87) They used blue for the
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sky or daylight, water spirits and water bird spirits. Yellow represented
places up high (upper sky, the moon and sun), and the powers of the sky.
Green stood for the earth and things connected with it like trees and
grass. Brown paint they used for the sky and often to color certain
mammals like the buffalo. White represented winter or snow and black
often stood for nighttime, death or indicated strength (Jefferson, 1929,
p. 89 and Mandelbaum, 1979, P. 245). Sometimes, colours were associated
with a specific power spirit. For example, each of the

four main

Thunderbirds was associated with a set color (Dusenberry, 1962, p. 208
and Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 236) -

Use of Power Items

Until at least the 19601s,it was quite comrnon for Stall Dancers to
take items into the lodge with them that they believed to have special
protective powers, or could help them to obtain a direct spirit contact
experience (Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 194). Black (1977, p. 147) def ined the
Saulteaux concept of power as "a relation between a person and his
environment, including but not limited to, other people.f'They attached
sone of these power items to their person, while others were worn on the
head, or held in their hand while dancing. Occasionally, the dancer may
have attached the item to his or her dancing whistle. The majority,
however, they laid reverently on the ground beside their feet (Howard,
1965,

p. 109). Al1 such sacred items originated £rom a spirit who

promised

the

recipient

protection

and

spiritual

aid

when

facing
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challenges of wordily or spiritual interactions. The dancers smudged each
item with sweetgrass smoke before taking them into the stall.

The

spirits

most

often

associated

with

the

Rain

Dancers'

paraphernalia were the Buffalo, Thunderbird, and Bear (GM: AP 217 and AP
1586; Howard, 1962, p. 259 and Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 183). Other spirits,

which have provided power items for use during the Rain Dance were the
Pigeon, First Man, Sparrow Hawk, Kind Old Man, Earth, Owl and Star

(GM:

AP 369, 707, 1059, 920, 915, 1824 and 1040) . Examples of such sacred
power

items would include Thunderbird images, Thunderbird bundles,

Thunderbird Sashes, bird-claw necklace, Buffalo Spirit necklaces and
breast pieces, and Buf fa10 Headdresses7.

Frequently dancers brought sacred stones into their stalls and
placed them beside them while dancing to acquire their power (Howard,
1965, p. 109 and Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 194). Many of these stones had
their own

unique names: Holy Stone, Buffalo Stone, Thunder Stone, Old

Man Stone and Spirit stonee. The Cree and Saulteaux considered these
stones as

gifts from either the Thunders or the Buffalo spirit and they

believed that the stones could talk with them through their dreams(GM:

AP

1040; Smith, 1995, pp. 87-8). Their various functions included

protecting the owner Erom lightning, curing, naming and forecasting the
weatherg. Some dancers kept a small Thunder Stone in their mouth while
dancing so they would not get thirsty (GM: AP 7 3 8 ) , wnile others may have
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kept them close by to protect them from lightning strikesIc (Densmore,
1929, p. 113; Jemess, 1935, p. 4 and Smith, 1994, p. 8 8 ) .

Sometimes the Sponsor had a dream in which the spirit gave him
specific instruction for the dancers. At the 1935 Sun Dance on the Little
Pine Reserve the Sponsor's spirits told him (Sap) to tell the dancers to
put fresh wild roses in their head bands, one on each side. However,
Mandelbaum (1935, p. 42) related that only a few of the women actually
complied with these instructions.

There have been many "sightings" by anthropologists of Stall Dancers
and their associated power items. Mandelbaum observed Brown wearing Fine
D a y t s raven hide on his head, and Fox wearing a loon hide on his, while
they danced in Little Pine Resenre Rain Dance of 1935 (Mandelbaum, 1935,
III, pp. il

&

13). In 1962 Howard observed the Sponsor, dancing in his

booth at a Turtle Mountain Rain Dance, wearing a red metal Thunderbird
image attached to his headband (1962, p. 259). At another dance, held
near Rolla, North Dakota in 1958, he observed Joseph Great-walker wearing
a "sucking doctor" rattle about bis neck. Great-walker told Howard (1965,

p. 109) that ~shouldanyone faint during the dance he could 'doctor' them
with it by tapping it on their chest." Dusenberry saw Montana Cree
dancers wearing eagle-dom feathers in their hair. Apparently, the
spirits told them to Wear them (1962, p. 206). Sometimes, like at Turtle
Mountain, dancexs were presented with eagle feathers upon successfully

Plate 28. Male Stall Dances Dancing at an Onion Lake Rain Dance in the
l89O1s nineties. Note central dancer wearing a Wihcikokan mask. Picture

reversed. Glenbow-Alberta Institute, Calgary, NA-1223-14.

completing their vow (Howard, 1965, p. 109) .

The Wearina of Wihcikokanuk or Clown Dance Outfits

Occasionally a Stall Dancer wore special clothing noted for power
associated with the Contrary or Clown Society in order to gain additional
power £rom the spirits associated with that society. The dancer might
Wear an entire Wihcikokan outfit or, more frequontly just the mask (see
Plate 28). On occasion the masks were not worn but just hung in front of
the dancerfs booth as observed by Howard (1952, p. 261) at the Turtle
Mountain Saulteaux Rain Dance of 1952. Sometimes they were worn because
the person dancing was a WihcikokZn Society member, while at other times
the person was just trying to enhance their spiritual powers. The Cree
noted WihcikokZnuk niasks for their ability to entice Thunderbirds, to aid
in obtaining game while huting, and for their curing abiiities (Glenbow
Museum, AP 1280 and Mandelbaum, 1935, III, p. 26) .

The

Wihcikokan outfit

moccasins,

and

participants

consisted

occasionally a

also

used

bone

of

a

breechcloth

whistles,

mask,
or

staffs,

shirt, leggings,

cap.

Sometimes

clubs

or

the

rattles.

Information on material used in the construction of early nineteenth
century WihcikokZn outfits is lacking. Thomas Asham told me that the Cree
originally made them out of old and unpainted tipi coverings or from deer
or moose hides. The Glenbow Museum has many examples of outfits from
around 1970 (see Appendix 5). These masks were mostly of the hood style,
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with slits or oval holes cut out for the mouth and eyes. They made them
from two pieces of heavy, greyish-colored canvas with fringes sown along
either side. Usually they contained a sewn-on tubular canvas or cloth
nose and often had "horn" appendages mounted at the top.

Many masks had black-painted facial features, while others had
either straight lines or zig zagged lines representing lightning. A few
had paint around the face area, especially red around the mouth and eye
holes. Other colors used were orange, blue and mauve. Sometimes they
additionally hung feathers from the top region. The shirts, leggings,
breechcloths, caps and moccasins were similarity constructed of grey
canvas or blanket cloth. Usually the shirts were short sleeves with the
bottom edges fringed, as were the sides of the leggings and rnoccasins.
Occasionally, the owner painted in black a figure or just the bust on the
front of the shirt, with lines radiating from the head area.I1

Identity of the frequency, geographical scope and temporal use of
Wihcikokan masks by Stall Dancers is difficult because of lack of
documented evidence. References suggest it have been a persistent and
common practice until at least 1935 in Canada, and the 1960's in the
United States

(Howard, 1952, p.

Mandelbaum, 1935, III, pp. 21

&

261

and

1965,

pp.

109

&

111

and

26) . Field interviews with Rain Dance

elders need to occur to get an accurate picture of how common the
practice was in Canada after 1935. 1 have, however, observed stall
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1950's and 1960's museums and collectors bought up many sacred objects.
Another more fundamental reason revolved around the decrease in the
practice and beliefs that led to the creation of such spirit-instructed
items. Until

recently, young people rarely practiced the ciistorn of

fasting for a vision1'. This has been changing since the beginning of this
decade and many Cree and Saulteaux youth are turning to traditional
practices for spiritual fulfilment. It will be interesting to see what
effect it has on the future creation of new power items.

Rain Makinu
- and Miraculous Water Procurement
One purpose of the Rain Dance was to make it rain to refreshen the
earth (Wolfe, 1988, p. 63). Older Cree and Saulteaux Sponsors, officiais
and Stall Dancers often tell stories about how certain elders had the
power to make it rain on request, thus giving the dancers water to drink.
Additionally, many written accounts cover this topic in the literature
(Davies, 1959, pp. 31-3; Dusenberry, 1962, p. 186; Goddard, 1919, p. 304;
Jefferson, 1929, pp. 48-9; Mandelbaurn, 1979, p. 194 and Wuttunee, 1962,
p. 20). Regarding one Rain Dance held near Battleford, Saskatchewan in
1880, the Saskatchewan Herald reported the following: "Saturday afternoon
one dancer "made medicine" for rain. A couple of hours afterwards the
clouds gathered and a regular al1 day rain set int8 (The Thirst Dance,
1880, p. 1) . A similar occurrence happened at an Edmonton Rain Dance in
1882. The weather w a s so hot that two of the dancers quit, so tht
Sponsor, Wah-see-koo-toos-qun( S h i ~ i n g
Elbow) of Egg Lake near Victoria,
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used his power to bring rain for the thirsty dancers on the 5th of J u l y .

The Edmonton Bulletin reported that at noontime the pledger:
started smoking and pointing with his pipe stem to three sides of
the sky. There was not a cloud at the time but he said that it would
rain tnat afternoon, and before six olclock a smart shower came up,
which revived the thirsty ones" (Ooh-ne-pah-qua-see-moo-we-kah-mik,
1882, p.

4).

Sometimes, even non-Native perçons requested the Sponsor to bring
rain. Around 1909, the Indian agent of the Little Pine Reserve asked Che
Rain Dance Sponsor, Moving Spirit, to bring rain, which he did (Ahenakew,
1973, pp. 70-1). Also during the 1930's the demand for the Cree and

Saulteaux to use their power over the elements extended beyond the
Reserve cornmunitiesf borders as drought stricken farmers in Southern
Saskatchewan requested assistance (Tarasoff, 1980, pp. 98-9).

Miraculous water procurement was another Rain Dance feature that
affected the Stall Dancers yet the practitioners have

not witnessed it

since the 1950's. Old people still tell stories of seeing dance leaders
magically produce water for the dancers to drink. Lola Pasqua witnessed
such an occurrence twenty-five years ago. She stated an old man, who had
rnuch power, picked up a poplar branch during the Rain Dance and shook the
leaves at those people who were dancing. From the leaves sprinkles of
water came out that refreshed the dancers (Personal communication with

Lola Pasqua, June 26, 1978).

Mandelbaum related that sometimes the

"pledger or one of his

assistants might blow water through his whistle or tap the Center Pole
for waterl1 so that the dancers might get a drink (1979, p. 195) . Fine
Day, £rom Sweetgrass Reserve, told Mandelbaum in 1935 about a Wihcikokan

mask that had the power to bring rain all the time, if the user followed
the propzr instructions provided by the spirit.
Julius l1Tcanacl1Kennedy has it [the mask] now. He got it from his
father. That is a lucky one. We used it at my last Sun Dance. We
point it and one hour later it rained. When the mask is first put
on, the wearer must look up at the nest and then slowly let his eyes
follow the pole d o m to the bottom. He does this four times. Then
he looks around, back and forth from.side to side four times. A half
hour later there was a light rain. The dancers caught enough in
their pails to drink (Mandelbaum, 1935, III, p. 26).

Like power items, the ability to bring rain clouds or produce water
on request originated £rom the spirits, particularly the Thunder spirits
who controlled the weather. While weather control at Rain Dances still
persists, the miraculous procurement of water from the Center Pole (to
my knowledge) may be an activity imprisoned in a more magical past.

Non-Native Stall Dancers
Although non-Native people have been observers of Cree and Saultea-a
Rain Dances since the mid-1860's (McDougall, 1971, pp. 74-89),it was not
until 1885 that w e have a record of any of them actually participating
in any capacity in the ceremony. In the early summer (May) of that year
Wandering Spirit invited William Cameron and Stanley Simpson, captives
in Big Bear's camp, to help in placing the rafter poles on their Dance
Lodge. Cameron later recalled, "we tackled the job with a will and whooped
as long and as wildly as did any of the redskins as the rafters went home"
(1950, p. 150) .

It was not until the late 19501s,however, that non-Native people
participated as Stall Dancers in any Cree or Saulteaux Rain Dance- The
first recorded non-Native person to take part in a Cree or Saulteaux Rain
Dance as a Sacrificial Stall Dancer was the anthropologist James Howard
who participated to help a friend. The Saulteaux dance took place near
Rolla, North Dakota in June of 1958. Recalling his experience, he stated:
As a participant in the dance 1 can attest to the songs Icarrying
the dancer along. Through their help the long hours passed quickly
and the pangs of hunger and thirst because bearable. My greatest
dif ficulty was in holding the whistle in my mouth the last two
hours. By this time it seemed to have acquired the weight of a
telephone pole ( 1 9 6 5 , p. 109) .

in their ceremonies reinforces the belief that their way of worshiping
has validity outside their own cultural sphere. The acceptance of nonNative people into the religious collective body at the Rain Dance
cerernony illustrated the equality that they hoped would be reciprocated
when their individual mernbers partake of

social and spiritual funccions

outside the Reserve boundaries in prevailing European society.

No culture can survive without modifications. The alterations that
the Cree and Saulteawc Rain Dance underwent. and their acceptance by

comunity rnembers, allowed for the continuation of the more fundamental
elements. those being the spiritual value that underscored the very
nature of "traditional culture." The changes associated with fleshsacrifice, martial activities. dress and adornment and the use of power
items led to regional variances of Stall Dancing activicies that 1 review
in the next chapter.
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Chapter Six: Contemporary cornparison of Stall Dancing from 1977-1996
Introduction
This chapter presents differences and similarities between the
Pasqua Reserve Stall Dancing activities and beliefs and those of several
other Cree arid Saulteawc contemporary Rain Dances. The other Rain Dances
witnessed Cook place at Sagkeeng. Poorman Reserve, Sakimay Reserve,
SmallboylsCamp and Hobbema. While such a cornparison, (between the dance
activities of eight Rain Dances at Pasqua over a 19-year period and one
ceremony at Sagkeeng (Saulteaux), one at the Cree PoormanlsReserve, one
at Srnallboyls Camp of Crees, one at the Saulteaux Sakimay Resewe and two
at the Cree on Hobbema), lacks fair comparability, it does, however,
provide some valuable new ethnographic comparative data of such practices
from 1977 to 1996. Although the differences between the ceremonies were
numerous, 1 believe they revolved mostly around minor ritual details
rather than components of substance.

Similarities and Differences Amons Al1 Stall Dancers
Before 1 begin discussing the differences between the Stall Dancers
at the various Rain Dances 1 attended 1 will provide a brief ovewiew of
the similarities. The affinity between the dancing activities of Pasqua
Rain Dance and those in other regions (Sagkeengfs,Hobbema's, Smallboy's,
Sakimay's and Poormanls)covered what 1 would cal1 the core elements. At
al1 ceremonies the dancers fasted, blew on bone whistles, danced in
stalls, stared at the Center Pole, offered sacrificial cloth,

took part
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in the giveaways and the participants were regulated by gender along
east-west boundaries.

At Smallboytscamp most of the activities of the Rain Dance overall,
and the Stall Dancing in particular, were the same as for Hobbema's
ceremonies. The dance activities at the Sakimay and Poorman Resenres were
almost identical to those at Pasquats. The dance assistants brought
smudges to purify the dancers, officials passed out cigarettes to the
dancers and they offered the male dancers the pipe to smoke. In al1 areas
the singers and drummers sat to the north or north-northeast of the
Center Pole, used drums, a rattle and a beating hide. Except at Sagkeeng,
the closure of the ceremony was the same, the dancers filed out after
touching

the

Center

Pole. At

most

dances

the

officials

gave

the

participants a communal feast upon the cerernonylscompletion (see Chart
B on p, 204).

Historical evidence suggests the existence of at least two different
styles of Rain Dances among the Cree and Saulteaux that account for the
differences between the Rain Dance styles of the Upstream People versus
the Downstream People (see Appendix 9). 1 do not base this separation of
ceremonial styles on tribal division (Cree versus Saulteaux), band make-

up

or

former

Indian

Agency

locations, but

rather

on

the

larger

territorial divisions: Upstream People versus the Downstream People. Many
main differences among the Stall Dancing activities reflected this larger
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of Sagkeeng Stall Dancers participating in the ceremony of Ju=e

7-9,

1996

was approximately eighty people, consisting of about fifty women and
thirty men. At Pasqua's the number of dancers, between the years

1977

and

1984, averaged eleven. By 1996 the number of dancers at Pasqua jumped to

nineteen.

There was also a distinction in the type of cornmitment required of
the dancers of the two ceremonies. At Pasqua Rain Dance one could vow to
dance any length of time he or she wished. At Sagkeeng any dancex
participating had to dance for the entire length of the cerernony.
Further, their role in the dance was elaborated upon at the beginning of
the dance by an elder. He spoke to the Sagkeeng dancers in English for
fifteen minutes about their upcoming sacrificial dancing, what the Rain
Dance meant, and the purpose of the Center Pole in particular. At
Pasqua's ceremonies no equivalent introductory speech tooM place and any
speeches that they made in the lodge the speaker spoke in Cree or
Saulteaux.

On the second and third day of dancing those Sagkeeng dancers who
could fit into the stalls did so, the rest, maybe 30%, danced in front
of the stalls. Many dancers held their cloth offerings on banners while
they danced. Most of the dancers wore pieces of sage stuck into a red
cloth headband. These practices were not done at Pasqua.
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One unique situation that I saw at Sagkeeng was a woman in her early
fifties dancing with four red painted willow crooks tied around her neck.
These wands were of the same design and number of the crooked sticks that
the Runriers planted before the buffalo skull at the altar of al1 Cree and
Saulteaux Rain Dances. The Cree and Saulteaux believed these sticks were
associated with the Master Spirit of the buffalo and the Montana Cree's
knew them as "Buffalo Head sticks" (Dusenberry, 1962, pp. 202-3 and GM:AP
626). From speaking to the lady's sister, 1 learned that the spirits had

instructed her to make these wands in a dream. The dance officials told
her to Wear them while she danced and they were also going to let her
know what to do with them afterwards.

In the early evening of the second last day at Sagkeeng officials
instructed the Stall Dancers to approach the Center Pole two at a time.
A

male dancer approached one side of the pole while a female dancer did

similarly on the other side. Each dancer leaned their forehead against
the pole and prayed while the assistance brushed their heads and bodies
with eagle wing feather fans. The assistant first repeatedly touched the
pole with the tip of the fan then brushed the dancer lightly, with rapid
downward strokes . They took this procedure to transfer power and strength
£rom the Center Pole, thus helping them to endure the great physical and
mental strain of continuous dancing. At the Pasqua Rain Dance the only
time the Stall Dancer leaned against the Center Pole was at the end of
the ceremony.
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Flesh-sacrificing at Sagkeeng was a major event that involved
between a third and a half of al1 the Stall Dancers. The vast majcrity
of the males chose to drag buffalo skulls clockwise around the outside
of the Dance Lodge. The number of skulls used and the number of laps made
about the lodge varied, depending on what the person had vowed to do.
Each man, or women, dragged from one to eight skulls at a time, with the
average number being four. Many of these skulls were painted. If the
devotee was dragging more than one skull, the assistants tied them
together in a row. Two lines attached the lead skull to wooden pins
inserted into the skin of the individual's upper back- Although a few
women dragged skulls (one of whom dragged eight), they, like some men,
mostly underwent piercing which involved being attached by lines to the
Center Pole.

1 noted slight differences in the procedure at the two Rain Dances

with the Center Pole flesh-sacrificing. At Sagkeeng the practitioners
always pulled free of the pins while at Pasqua the officiais often
released them manually after a few songs. Further noted at Pasqua's in
1996 was one man who wore a WihcikokZn outfit while undergoing the flesh-

sacrifice. As he danced in front of the pole, al1 the female stall
dancers turned around and danced backward. This was because the song that
the

singers sang was a

contrary song. Why

only the women

danced

backwards, I was unable to discover. This procedure 1 had not seen before
at any of the Pasqua Rain Dances.
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At the Pasqua Rain Dances the greatest number of individuals who
underwent flesh-sacrifice at any given ceremony up to 1984 was four and
it was always done in connection with the person being attached to che
Center

Pole. At

the

1996 dance, however,

1

observed more

flesh-

sacrificers (eight or nine individuals) than 1 saw before, and many of
them

underwent

it

in association with

dragging buffalo skulls. 1

attribute these changes in the Pasqua Reservers flesh-sacrifice feature
to influences £rom southern Manitoba and Ontario dancers. A few of the
dancers at the ceremony on the Pasqua Reserve in 1996 were £rom Ontario
and Manitoba Reserves where buffalo skull dragging is quite popular.
Furthemore, there has been some visiting of the Pasqua dance off icial
to Manitoban Reserve Rain Dances. Upon

invitation, the Sponsor of

Pasqua1s Rain Dance in 1996 and another old man from that Reserve,
attended part of the Sagkeeng Rain Dance on June 8 and 9, 1996. This had
not been the Sponsor's first visit to an eastern dance.

The closing ritual at Sagkeeng was quite different from anything 1
had seen at the Pasqua dances. They instructed al1 the dancers to corne
out of their stalls and form a circle just south of the Dance Lodge.
There they danced the last Song with the drummers standing in the middle.

Differences Between Pasaua and Hobbema
One main dif ference noticed at the Hobbema Rain Dances were the
number of dancers. Hobbema had twice the nutnber of Stall Dancers partic-
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Chart B. Sirnilarities and Differences Among Stall Dancers of Variocs
Conternporary Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dances

D
Dance Features

Sakimay

Sag-

Poorman Hobbema
boy' s

keeng

gender separation
dance in stalls

mos t

blow on whist les
stare at Center Pole
offer cloth

&

ribbon

participate in the

danced both days

some

wore sage in hair

prayed at Center

( Pole

during dance

performed skull-

recent

pulling

ly
-

piercing about

1 Center

Pole

closing rites held
outside of the Dance
Lodge

held a communal
feast after dance

some

some
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ipating than at any of Pasqua's dances. During the first main dancing day
at the Rain Dance of 1979 on the Montana Reserve 1 counted fifteen males
and twenty-four fernales dancing. At the Louis Bull Rain Dance, which also
occurred in 1979, the dancers numbered twenty females and eleven males.

Some aspects of the dancing activities were also similar in nature.
At Hobbema the dancers had to dance for the entire length of the ceremony
and sleep in their stalls. At the Montana Reserve's ceremony 1 observed
that many dancers tied cloth offerings to branches set up behind their
tents- Both at Louis Bull and Montana Rain Dances, many men held eagle
fans while they danced, while the women held ont0 pieces of cloth, tied
to the front horizontal railing of their stall- At the Louis Bull dance
on July 11 two young women danced with little branches in their mouths
for a couple of hours until the assistants provided whistles for them.

The closing rites at Hobbema were different from those held at
Pasqua's as well. The dancers came out of their stalls for the last Song
and there was no feast afterwards for the dance participants.

Inter-tribal Dance Differences
1 was fortunate enough to witness three other Cree or Saulteaux Rain

Dances. The first was on the Sakimay Reserve near Grenfell, Saskatchewan
in 1977. At this dance 1 participated in al1 its activities, from helping
to cut d o m the Center Pole to assisting in removing the sacrificial
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Spirit, and blue and green for Mother Earth. Black was never used as it
represented the Christian Devil. Band members knew sacrificial cloth as
"GodVs Cloth." At the end of the dance the dancers could take their
offerings home with them if they left tobacco in its place.

The most intriguing aspects of Smallboy's group were their Christian
orientated beliefs associated with Stall Dancing and the lodge structure.
Stall Dancers viewed their fasting and dancing as repentance for their
sins. The devotees got hungry and thirsty in relationship to the number
of sins he or she had cornrnitted. If, for some reason, a dancer iooked
away frorn the Center Pole while dancing then he or she was supposed
immediately to drop d o m behind the stall wall. That missed dance would,
however, not count (in the eyes of the Creator) toward the devotee's
penance2, even if the Song was almost completed.

Three or four Smallboy Camp participants told me that the Center
Pole of the Dance Lodge represented the cross J e s u s died on,' the branches
in its fork stood for the manger He was born in, and the buffalo skull

at the altar symbolized the cow that was present in the manger where He

was born. The sweetgrass symbolized the straw in Jesus' manger, the
crooked sticks at the altar stood for the shepherdlsstaffs, and the pipe
rack represented the wooden cradle that Mary put Jesus in after his
birth. Also the twelve rafter poles represented the twelve disciples of
Jesus and the

forty-verse Song at

the completion of

the

ceremony

represented the forty days Jesus fasted in the deserti.

The Sakimay Reserve Saulteaux Rain Dance of 1977 was interesting in
that two men CO-sponsored the ceremony, a rare but heaxd of practice'.
Only a few dancers participated. On the first full dancing day only four
men (three of which were non-Native persons, including myself) and four
women danced. The number of female dancers rose to ten on the last day
with the influx of those dancers who had vowed to dance only on the
Sunday. The dances'

overall attendance also mirrored the low dance

participation. While one of the Sponsors maintained that the lack of
community support was because of "heavy drinking" on the Reserve, it may
also have been a reflection of the lack of knowledge about the ceremony.
Frorn interviews that Tarasoff (1980, pp. 196-204) conducted in the rnid1960's with Sakimay band members, there was evidently a high degree of

confusion and ignorance over the purpose of the Rain Dance and the role
played by the Stall Dancers.

The differences in minor ceremonial practices and beliefs at the
various Rain Dances originate from separate directions given by the
spirits to diverse dance officiais and influences, both from European
culture and each otherrs dances. These differences have not, however,
affected the underlying purpose of the ceremony; that being the unifying
of community members as they worship the Creator and attempt to grow
spiritually by following the teachings of His spirits.

Chart
C.
Pasqua
Chronologically)

Major Events

Reserve

Approx.
Time

P

Rain

Dance

Main

Activities

Activities

Pre-Dance Period

c
Sponsor's Cornmitment

Preliminary Singing
Sessions

v
Participants' Vows

Sponsor vows to be the host of a Rain Dance.
Sponsor solicits four elders (Runners) to assist him.
Sponsor and Runners hold the first preliminary singing
session.
Sponsor and Runners hold the second preliminary singing
session.

Spring
mythe

Sponsor and Runners hold the third preliminary singing
session.

( Individuah vow to participate in the upcoming dance.

Camping Day

The Sponsor and
Participants Arrive

Sponsor and his entourage carry the religious material to the
Dance site. They stop to pray three times en route.
Sponsor and entourage pray with pipe at the dance site. The
sponsor marks the Center Pole's future location.
Dance participants arrive and set up their tents.
Sponsor's assistants set up the Preliminary tipi. Sponsor and
a few assistants move in with the religious material.

The Fourth Singing
Session

The fourth Singing Session starts. The Crier invites al1
persons in camp to attend.
Sponsor prays and invokes the spirits and each person
present to assist him to put up the dance.
Food sewed to al1 non-fasters afier the Sponsor and Runners
prayed and pwified it.
Sponsor prays with pipe and it is passed around to the men
present.
Deer hide purified and unraveied, willow sticks and handdrums passed out to dnimmers.

Rain Dance Songs Sung by Dance officials accompanied by
drumming and rattling.

1- 1:30 a-m.

Participants partake of the leftover food.
The Sponsor sleeps in the tipi with a few &ends and the fire
is keep burning dl night.

Lodge Building Day

The Center Pole
Activities

The Sponsor locates the poplar tree that will serve as the
Lodge's Center Pole.
-

-

-

-

-

-

Workers construct the tripod for Center Pole in front of
Sponsor's tipi.
Sponsor and assistants go to tree. Sweetgrass burnt at its
base and Sponsor prays with the pipe.

The axes are purified. The Sponsor sings \.Mt.bis rattle
while the axemen feint swinging at tree three times. The tree
is cut down so it fdls to the south. The lower branches
cleared away.
-

-~

~

-

-

--

-

Center Pole brought to Dance Lodge site by men and is laid
on a tripod.
They construct a Thunderbird's nest in the forks of the tree
and a Runner cames and paints designs on its tnink. Cloth
Banners attached to nest area.
Hole for the Center Pole is dug.
Dance Offering are
Blessed

Dance participants bring their offerings to Sponsor to bless.

Construction of the
Dance Lodge

Young men obtain the poles that wili be used to construct the
Dance Lodge.
Workers dig the post holes.
Center Pole is raised into place by men afier Sponsor sings a
special Song accompanied by his rattle. Observers pray and
shout happily.

The upright posts are planted, then they lay the side railings.
The rafier poles are raised into the crotch of the Center Pole
afier banners are attached.
Poplar branches are laid around the back of the lodge.
Male workers construct the Dancing Stalls.
A Runner prepares the altar area in the Sponsor's booth.
A fire is built just south of lodge's entrante.

The Sponsorts
Procession

The Sponsor leads men in procession carrying the religious
items fiom the tipi. Camp observers pray.
Sponsor and Runners set up the altar.
Lodge and Center Pole are smudged and the Sponsor's tipi
canvas is placed over the lodge's northem wall.

The Dance Lodge
Activities Commence

The Sponsor prays with pipe and drum area is set up with the
hide and hand-drums to the northeast.
---

-

-

Sponsor leads the dnunmers in the first set of Rain Dance
songs.
Dancers enter their Stalls fiom the rear and commence
dancing and blowing on their whistles.
Dancing and singing continue until al1 Runners have sung
their sets of Rain Dance songs.
Dancers r e m to their tents to sleep. The Sponsor sIeeps in
his stall.
The f i e is kept buming throughout the night.
First Full Dancing
D ~ Y
Dancing Commences
interior Activities

The Sponsor prays with pipe while the dnunmers warm up
their drums.
The Sponsor starts his set of Rain Dance songs and dancers
enter their stalls and commence dancing.
A lodge assistant smudges the Center Pole, lodge's exterior

and brings coals to the dancers.
-

Runners and other elders give occasional speeches inside the
lodge.
The Noon Feast

Food for feast is brought into the lodge and is prayed over by
the Sponsor and Runners.
The singing stops for the noon feast and dancers rest in their
stalls. Non-fasters are fed. The food containers circulate in a
clockwise direction.

Dancing Continues

Dancing and singing resume.

Singing and dancing stop for the night. Dancers r e m to
their tents to sleep. The Sponsor sleeps in his stall.
Fire kept burning throughout the night.

Final Day

1 The Dancing

--t

Sponsor prays with the pipe then starts singing his set of
Rain Dance songs.

Commences
5:30-6 a.m.

1 Dancers enter theu stalls and commence dancing and
blowing on their whistles.

6: 15 am.

A lodge assistant smudges the Center Pole and brings coals

for the dancers.
The Piercing

7-8:30 am.

A number of men dance pierced before the Center Pole.

Activities of the

9:30 a.m.

Wihcikokhuk enter the dance site blowing on whistles.

9:40 a.m.

Wihcikokbuk enter the Dance Lodge backward. They dance
a few songs, smoke the pipe and play with the lire
--

p
p

-

The Wihcikokhuk circulate clockwise throughout the
tenting area. dancing in front of gifis. Their archer shoots
gifts with an arrow before they are collected.
.

1

~

--

-

The Gifi-giving
Sessions

Families give gifis inside the Dance Lodge. Each farnily
dances pnor to the Crier caliing the receivers to the lodge.
Receivers shake hands with al1 donors.

The ~ o o ~ezist
n

Helpers bring food for the feast into the lodge and the
Sponsor and Runners pray over it.
The singing stops for the noon feast and the dancers rest in
their stalls. Non-fasters are fed. The food containers circulate
in a clockwise direction.

Gifi-giving Sessions
Continue

Family gift-giving resumes. A Crier gives a speech for each
donating family.

The Dance
Termination

Preparations for dance's end are undertaken: they distribute
extra tobacco and sweetgrass braids, the banners are untied
bom the Center Pole,the prints are coliected fiom stalls'
wdls, the brushwork is taken d o m from the back of the
lodge and they remove the tipi covering kom the back of the
lodge.

The Sponsor sings a special Song of40 verses while
everyone inside the lodge dances. The verse are counted off
with little sticks.
Al1 the lodge participants pray at the Center Pole before
leaving. The Sponsor and runners are first, then the other
men and lastly the women.

The Final Feast

6:40 p.m-

The food for the feast is brought into the lodge and is prayed
over by the Sponsor and Runners. The people seat
themselves in the lodge with their utensils.
-

The Esiting From the
Dance Site

6:50-7: 15
pm.

A h a 1 feast for the dance participants occurs. There are no
designated seating arrangements.

7:30-8 p.m.

The participants pack up their tents and leave the dance site.

The Day After

The Sponsor and his assistants remove al1 the Cloth
Offerings fkom the lodge and place them in a clean area in
the bush.

The Post-Dance
Activities

Surprisingly, the women contribute significantly to the ceremony's
longevity, especially when we consider the limitations placed on their
roles by the traditional Cree and Saulteaux religious practices and
beliefs. Through their efforts, bath in the background and by turning up
in large numbers to Stall Dance (see Appendix I O ) , the success of the
Rain Dance is assured each yearl. Women provided all the feast food,
collected most of the giveaway items, and generally supported the men's
activities both materially and spiritually.

Regarding the interpretation of the ceremony, the Dance Lodgels
Center Pole provided a temporawy home for the Thunderbird while she
watched over the practitioners. It additionally served as a power conduit
that allowed the devotees to tap into spiritual energy provided by the
Creator. The

lodge

itself

symbolized

the

cosmology

and

reminded

participants of the spiritual teachings associated with various creation
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stories. It furthermore extended protection to the dance participants by
segregating

them

from

the

non-fasters

during

their

spiritual

transformation-

For the Stall Dancers their activities at the Rain Dance gave them
interna1 peace and a sense of harmony with both nature and with their
fellow human beings. This rite of intensification fulfilled the dancers
socially, spiritually and physically. Dancing and fasting gave them a
reference point on a persona1 spiritual level and heightened their sense
of identification as Native people. Each summer the Rain Dance ceremony
opened another patnway to their traditional past that allowed them to
step within its timeless boundaries to experience a mystical ceremony by
which they tapped into transcendent power on both an individual and
communal Ievel. The participants came away from the experience with
spiritual blessings and the knowledge that they obtained boons for
themselves and their less fortunate friends and relatives, This annual
reaffirmation of their self-identity gave the participants a supportive
coping mechanism that enables them to resume their former social roles
with renewed vigor and purpose.

For the Stall Dancers, and al1 the rest of the participants, the

Rain Dance served primarily as a method for healing the world, their
loved ones and themselves. This has always been, and continues to be, the
fundamental purpose of the Rain Dance. However, the Rain Dance also

served as a teaching tool, used to pass on traditional knowledge and
assisted community members to grow and to development their spiri~ual
qualities. Through observation. participation, listening to stories and
the application of natural self-healing practices

(yelling, crying,

sweating. dreaming) participants learned numerous spiritual attributes.
These included how to be humble. how to show respect, to be generous, to
sacrifice, and the

value of friendship.

From the late 1800's to the mid-19701s,some activities c o ~ e c t e d
with the Rain Dance underwent changes and adaptations because of European
influence and inter-tribal diffusion. These changes were reflected in the
dancers' dress. adornment and face painting diminishment. Similarly,
there was a reduction in the use of power items by the participants. The
days of the week when they held the ceremony became important and there
was an increase in non-Native persons participating as Stalî Dancers.
Furchermore. we noted the eradication of the activities associated with
the various dance societies and the recounting of war deeds. Although the

Rain Dance participants suffered years of persecution by the Department
of Indian Affairs officials and missionaries. they nevertheless came
through vibrant and whole. Despite these mostly nonessential changes the
activities and beliefs of the Cree and Saulteaux Stall Dancers have
remained stable over the past hundred years and 1 see no reason to
suspect that any major changes would occur in the near future. For the
Cree and Saulteaux it has always been, and will continue to be for many
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decades yet to come. a major focus for

maintaining their traditional

values and practices.

While the pracrices of al1 Cree and Saulteaux Stall Dancers had many
comrnon features, (such as fasting, the blowing on a bone whistle while
staring at the Center Pole and dancing while stationary in a specially
constructed booth), a number of interesting variations existed among
contemporary practitioners. These differences were, in some instances,
reflective of the historically unfolding regional differences between the
Upstrearn Cree and the Downstream Cree Rain Dances. They also represented
external influences such as different instructions from the spirits. 1
noted the large number of Stall Dancers at both Sagkeeng and Hobbema, as
compared with those at Pasqua. Additionally, at Pasqua and Sakimay the
dancers chose the length of their dancing, while at Sagkeeng and Hobbema
dance officiais required the participants to dance al1 day, each day of

the ceremony. While Hobbema lacked any aspect of flesh-sacrificing,
Sagkeeng was particularly remarkable for the large number of dancers that
underwent that f eature, especially as it related to skull-pulling. The
inroads

that

the

Sagkeeng

women

made

in

participating

in

this

traditionally male-dominated feature may represent just the beginning of
other gender-cultural changes within the society. The central diffsrence
between the Stall Dancexs at Pasqua and Smallboyfs Camp lay in religious
beliefs. Participants in the latter Rain Dances associated many of their
activities and much

of

the

Dance Lodge's

features with

Christian

The Future of Stall Dancinq

The increase in participants at Pasqua's Reserve over the last
decade suggests the practice of Stall Dancing is growing. The fact that
the Rain Dance ceremony has continued to flourish and expand into new
geographical locations indicates the continuing needs for Native People
to seek spiritual gratification and self-identification through their
traditional ceremonial practices and values. These trends in the number
of participants and the expanding locations shows the great need for

cultural communal worshiping among the Cree and

Saulteaux.

Perhaps one reason for the popularity of the ceremony is found
within its positive messages of hope. The participants leave with a sense

of spiritual fulfilrnent, physical well-being, unity of purpose, and hope
for the future. It is this positive attribute that the Canadian Royal
Commission saw as particularly beneficial for the healing and advancement

of Native societies.
Aboriginal People need to free themselves of the anger and fear that
surges up in any human being or collective in response to insult and
injury, and extend forgiveness to the representatives of the society
that has wronged them. In this respect the sacred ceremonies and
spiritual tradition of diverse nations can be very instructive,
preparing people to let go of negative feelings that can Sap the
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energy needed for more positive pursuits (Canada, Royal Commission
on Aboriginal People, Vol. 1, p. 8 .

The Rain Dance has also increasingly become a vehicle for che

cultivation of constructive social and spiritual interactions between
Native and non-Native people. Often at the Rain Dances that 1 attended
1 heard the Pasqua Old People Say "These dances aren't

just for the

Indians. Anyone can join in if they are sincere and believe ." The Cree
would point out, as Big Bear's son, Little Bear (Imasees), did in Montana
in 1894, and Chief Samson of Hobbema did in 1938 (1,000 Indians Stage
Colorful Sun Dance Fete, 1938, p. 14 and Thirst Dance and the Making of
Braves, 1894, p. 12), that al1 perçons, both non-Native and Native people,
worship the same Creator, they just do it in different ways. As Georae
Bernard Shaw once stated "there is only one religion though there are a
hundred versions of i t w

(1949, p. vi) . The percentage of non-Native

people, both men and women, who have been dancing at Cree and Saulteaux
Rain Dancers has been steadily climbing since the 1970's. 1 anticipate
further augmentation in the years to corne as more non-Native people turn
to Native spirituality looking for solutions to a morally bankrupt
society and an environmentally polluted world.

Recommendation for Further Research
Many areas need further research before we can begin fully to
comprehend the role and impact that Rain Dancing plays within the culture
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and society of the Cree and Saulteaux. Presently there is a lack of
traditional recorded oral history and personal perspectives concerning
the ceremony. Pettipas has done an excellent

job of

recording the

suppression of the Rain Dance from written recoràs. However, researchers
could still gather much oral history from those practitioners who lived
through its subjugation in the 1930's and 1940's by Indian agents,
missionaries, and school teachers. Tribal historians or ethnohistorians
could

collect Rain Dances

stories by

the

hundreds so

that

future

generations would have a better sense of their history and che importance
this ceremony played in their ancestors' lives.

Many areas concerning the changes that have occurred within the Rain
Dance still need further research. When, for example, did the Cree
discontinue various martial related activities, like the mock battles and
the recounting of war deeds, at their Rain Dances. How has the perception
of the Stall Dancers' role changed in the last 100 years? How often, and
under what circumstances, did Stall Dancers Wear Wihcikokan masks?

There is also a need to record in descriptive detail the Rain Dances
practiced arnong other groups (like on the Saddle Lake, Star Blanket and
Waywayseecappo Reserves), similar to what 1 have done for the Pasqua
People. For example, no descriptions exist in the literature on the
Saskatchewan Assiniboin or the Canadian Sioux Rain Dances. Interested
parties should gather descriptions of their contemporary ceremonies that
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could

provide a base for a more in depth comparison of the dances among

the various regions. The history of the decline of Rain Dancing on some
Reserves (such as Sakimay, Saddle Lake, and Roseau River3),and the spread
of such practices to others (such as at Cross Lake, Peguis4, Sagkeeng ana
Côté5), would

also serve as a

valuable contribution to our overall

understanding of the dancesr development, cultural impact and diffusion.

As 1 think back on al1 my experiences at the Pasqua Rain Dances and
my

interactions with Native friends and family,

1

am both sad and

thankful. Lola, Thomas and many others are now gone, yet the mernories 1
have of our times together, and the teachings they shared, remain strong
within me as I continue to grow spiritually.

Appendix 1. The Pasqua People
The Pasqua Reserve was named after an early prominent chief, Pasquah
or Paskwdw, (from the French term Pisqua Ilthe prairiesu) , a signer of
Treaty Four at QufAppelle Lakes on September 15, 1874. While the chief
was Cree, his

followers, who were from the Leech Lake area, were

Saulteaux. Pasquah had taken over as chief after his father's passing.
According to one source his facher was The Fox, a well-known Cree chief,
who the Earl of Southesk met in 1859 near Fort Qu'Appelle. Another source
listed his father as Chief Mahkesis

(Mahkaysis), who died in 1872.

Pasquah was born about 1825 and died on March 15, 1889 £rom tuberculosis
(Dictionary of Canadian Biography, 1982, p. 674-5 and Russell,

1975.

p.

242).

The Pasqua Band

first settled on

their Reserve

(#79)

in the

Qu'Appelle Valley, Southern Saskatchewan, in the fa11 of 1876 (refer to
Map

2

on p.

36) -

In December of

1881

Indian Affairs

listed

the

population as 218 souls, made up of both Plains Cree and Saulteaux
members and probably a few Assiniboins (Department of Indian Affairs,
1970, p. 24 and Mandelbaum, 1935, III, p. 24). In 1958 they had a
population of 281, up nineteen people from three years earlier. In 1970
the Department of lndian Affairs listed the bands1 population as 512
(Department of Indian Affairs, 1970, p.

24).

The bands that settled in the Qu'Appelle Valley, especially the
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Pasqua

and

Piapot

People. had

always

been

heavily

involved

with

sponsoring Rain Dances. This activity continued. as far as they were
able. once they settled on their Reserve and came under the controlling
power of the Indian agent. Along with the four bands at Hobbema, t h e
Qu'Appelle, Crooked Lake and File Hills Cree and Saulteaux were the
leading advocates for trying to retain and maintain the right to conduct
the

ceremony

against

the

official

Indian

Departmentsf policy

of

suppression. Today the Pasqua People continue to practice this age-old
traditional ceremony with respect. sincerity and devotion.
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Appendix 2 . Archiva1 Material and Ethnological Collections Consulced
Archiva1 Material Consulted
Archives, Glenbow-Alberta Institute, Calgary, Alberta

Bavin.

Sergeant

E.

W.

(1929. June

27).

Report, "CtlDivision. Unpublished

Alberta

Provincial

Police

raw data. Calgary, Glenbow-

Alberta Institute Archives, File BJ A 333B-2800.

Fraser, William

A.

(1963).

Plains

Cree, Assiniboine and

Saulteaux

(Plains) Bands, 1874-84. Unpublished paper, catalogue # M 4 3 7 9 ,
Calgary, Glenbow-Alberta Institute Archives.

Grant, W.

S.

(1944).

[Hobbema Indian Agent's

Diaries] ,

vol.

22.

Unpublished raw data, catalogue no. BE 3 1-H682A. Calgary, Glenbow
Archives.

National Archives of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario

Indian Affairs. (1896). Record Group 10. Black Series, Volume 3825. File
60,511-1.Letter from A. McDonald to A. E . Forget, July 16. Ottawa,
National Archives of Canada.

. (1898). Record Group 10, Black Series, Volume 3825,

File

60,511-1. Letter £rom J. P. Wright to A. E. Forgot, June 23. Ottawa,
National Archives of Canada.

.

(1908). Record Group IO, Black Series, Volume 3826, File

60,511-2, p.2, Letter £rom J. McKerina to the Secretary Generai,
February 1, Ottawa, National Archives of Canada.

-

(1924). Record Group 10, Black Series, Volume 3827, F i l e

60,511-4B. Letter from Buckley and Glanville to Albert Stoney, July
19. Ottawa, National Archives of Canada.

Provincial Archives of Alberta

Archie, L. T. Colored Sticks. (n-d.).Transcription of a tape interview,
A H 72.77.1. Raw data. Edmonton, Provincial Archives of Alberta.

Kay, Andrew. (n-d.).Rain Dances and Crees on a Warpath. Transcription

of a taped interview, AH 72.85.1. Raw data. Edmonton, Provincial
Archives of Alberta.

Machiskinic, Joe. (n.d. )

. [On Various Cree Dances] . Transcription of a

taped interview, AH 77.1.5. Raw data. Edmonton, Provincial Archives
of Alberta.

Tobacco, Lawrence. (1972). [Sun Dance and Old-time Games] . Unpublished
raw data, tape transcript, AH 72.51.1. Edmonton, Provincial Archives
of Alberta.
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Provincial Archives of Manitoba
,

Rev.

H.

Garrioch.

(1908).

(The Sun Dance

of

the

Chippewal .

Unpublished raw data, George H. Gunn Collection, Provincial Arcnives
of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MG9 A78-2, Box 5 , file 37.

Randall Brown's

Collection

Beillevaire, Hippolyte. (1880, August) . Raw data, unpublished letter to
Jean Marie. Randall 5. Brown's Collection, Calgary.

Brown, Randall J.

(1977-1996). Rain

Dance field notes. Randal1 J.

Brown' s Collection, Calgary.

Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina

Mandelbaum, David G. (1934). [Field notes of the Crooked Lake Sun Dance].
Unpublished raw data, Randall J. Brown's Collection, Calgary and the
Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina.

(1935).

[Field notes

of

the Little

Pine

Sun Dance] .

Unpublished raw data, Randall J. Brown's Collection, Calgary and
Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina.

Ethnoloaical Collections Consulted
Canadian Museum of Civilization, Ottawa, Ontario.
Glenbow Museum, Glenbow-Alberta Institute, Calgary.
Manitoba Museum, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Provincial Museum of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta.
Royal Saskatchewan Museum, Regina, Saskatchewan.
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Appendix 3 . List of Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dances That 1 Have Atïenaea
1.

Hobbema, Alberta, 1973

2.

Sakimay Reserve, Saskatchewan, June 16-19, 1977.

3.

Pasqua Reserve, Saskatchewan, July 21-24, 1977.

4.

Pasqua Reserve, Saskatchewan, June 23-26, 1978.

5-

Pasqua Reserve, Saskatchewan, J u n e 21-24, 1979.

6.

SrnallboylsCamp, Alberta, June 28-July 1, 1979.

7.

Montana Reserve, Alberta, July 5-8, 1979.

8.

Louis Bull Reserve, Alberta, July 9-12, 1979.

9.

Poorman Reserve, Saskatchewan, J u l y 19-22, 1979.

10. Pasqua Reserve, Saskatchewan, J u n e 19-22, 1980.

11. Pasqua Reserve, Saskatchewan, J u n e 18-21, 1981.
12. Pasqua Reserve, Saskatchewan, J u n e 17-20, 1982.
13. Pasqua Reserve, Saskatchewan, J u n e 20-23, 1985.
14.

Sagkeeng Reserve, Manitoba, June 6-9, 1996.

15. Pasqua Reserve, Saskatchewan, June 27-30, 1996

Appendix 4. Location of Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dance photographs
~rnericanMuseum of Natural History, New York
Battleford National Historic Park, Battleford
Canadian Museum of Civilization, Ottawa
Canadian Plains Research Centre, Regina
Glenbow-Alberta Archives, Calgary
Henri Bancardl s (private) Collection, Paris

Koozma Tarasoff' s (private) Collection, Ottawa
Manitoba Museum, Wimipeg
Manitoba Provincial Archives, Winnipeg
Museum of the American Indians, New York
Provincial Archives of Alberta, Edmonton

Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa
Randall J. Brown' s (private) Collection, Calgary
Royal Saskatchewan Museum, Regina
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Museum, Regina
Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina and Saskatoon

P i p e s and Pipe Apparatuses:
282, 417, 625, 1017, 1127, 1636, 1785, 1804 and 1805.

D r u m s , D r u r n m i n g H i d e s and Song Sticks:
209, 3 4 7 , 728, 1812, 1635 and 1789.

Altar Related O b j e c t s :
626, 713, 1358, 1590, 1591, 1626, 1787, 1794, 2457, 2591 and 2604.

Flesh-sacrifice R e l a t e d Material

:

1 6 3 , 436, 971 and 1752.

Fans and Feathers:
14, 277, 395, 362, 363, 452, 627, 636, 957, 966, 1311, 1502, 1507, 1762,
1809, 1818, 1819 and 2469.

Tobacco B o a r d s and F i r e Tongs:
1616, 287, 1621, 1734 and 1788.

Wihcikokanuk O u t f i t s and Dance Related Objects:
699, 700, 701, 702, 940, 941, 950, 1014, 1280, 1290, 1768, 1772, 2637,
1282, 1287, 1288, 1289, 1292, 1489, 1596, 1599, 1764, 1765, 1780, 1783,
1781, 1782, 1333, 1352, 2461, 949, 1016, 1024, 1039, 1040 and 1751.

Paint and Medicine Bags:
23, 880, 1080, 1314, 1422, 1594, 1605, 1632, 1743 and 2 5 9 2 .
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Appendix 6 . A P l a i n s Cree S t o r y f o r t h e O r i g i n of t h e Rain Dance
"We-sa-ka-chalk was

always c u r i o u s ,

and he went

on t h r o u g h the

crowd, though he had t o elbow h i s way a t t i m e s . F i n a l l y , he came t o the
l o d g e , and looked i n t o i f . On e i t h e r s i d e , he could s e e s m a l l s t a l l s ,
each one j u s t l a r g e enough t o h o l d one d a n c e r , and from t h e s e s t a l l s ,
men, women advanced as soon a s t h e s i n g i n g began. They were d r e s s e d in

t h e i r b e s t garments, w i t h beadwork and f e a t h e r s , t h e i r f a c e s p a i n t e d with
gay c o l o u r s ; t h e y looked v e r y f i n e t o We-sa-kq-chalk. H e watched them a s
they danced solemnly t o t h e s i n g i n g and the drums, w i t h o u t l e a p i n g o r any
exaggerated s t e p s ,

blowing

l i ~ t l ew h i s t l e s

as t h e y moved.

They were

deeply s e r i o u s .

Between
beautiful

the

robe,

two

lines

of

stalls,

at

the

and on i t a p a i n t e d b u f f a l o

far e n d ,

skull.

there

was

a

The s i n g e r s were

s e a t e d b e f o r e t h i s , a g r e a t drum i n t h e i r rnidst. One who was e v i d e n t l y
a c t i n g i n a s p e c i a l c a p a c i t y would pray a t t i m e s , o r would ask one of the
o l d men t o pray. They expressed in eloquent words t h e i r p r a y e r s t o Manito

f o r h e a l t h and peace and f o r l o v e towards t h e i r

f e l l o w men.

They

prayed above a l 1 f o r r a i n t o r e f r e s h t h e l a n d , t o b r i n g l i f e a g a i n t h a t
had l a i n dormant
beast.

And

al1 w i n t e r ,

al1 t h e s e needs,

that

t h e r e might be p l e n t y f o r man and

they presented

e a r n e s t l y and

humbly

in

general i n t e r c e s s o r y p r a y e r .

We-sa-ka-chafk was most i n t e r e s t e d . H e pushed h i s head f a t h e r in t o
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the entrance so that he could see better, and he became so a~sorbedz h a c
gradually the chanting lulled hirn and he fell asleep in that position.

ünder the spell of the dancing and the drums it had a l 1 seemed
sublime to him; when he wakened, it was only absurd. He found that it was
not a dance-lodge into which he had thrust his head. but an old buffalo
skull. and that those who had appeared as human dancers were in reality
ants that had made their home in and around the old skull.

Added to his humiliation there was pain, for the ants had bitten his
face and it was too swollen to withdraw £rom the buffalo skull. He had
to leave with the skull over his own head, and his appearance was so
alarming chat man and beast fled at his approach, and no one would stay
and help him. A11 the while the ants continued their feast. and his Stace
became more and more pitiful. Then a great thunderstom broke, a flash
of lighting struck a tree beside him, and We-sa-ka-chalkwas thrown
violently to the ground. It was a mishap that proved fortunate. for he
fell against a Stone that smashed the buffalo skull into fragments. He
was free.

In relief and satisfaction, We-sa-ka-chalkstayed where he had
fallen. pondering the misfortune. until a moment of insight brought hirn
to his feet in awe "1 known he declared, "that the Ma-ni-to does not
perform such deeds without meaning. He hears the smallest bird cry; he

--3

~

5

hears the prayers of man when he goes on the chase. This vision reqiilred
some form of worship.

What 1 believe 1 witnessed was a dance in honor of Ma-ni-to and for
the purpose of asking blessings to meet the needs of man and beast. 1 saw
the dancers in their stalls, the painted skull, the singers, and the
leaders of the dancers and as 1 saw it, let the ceremony b e -

The Thunderbird with his flash of lightning released me from my
predicament. It is by his agency as the ruler of the air, that Man-ni-CO
waters the earth. in response of man's appeal. Only rain then can slacken
the thirst of those who dance, as a sign of faith that the Ma-ni-to will
send rain in response to prayer.

I suffered distress, though it was not £rom a dangerous source. So

must man sustain trails to open himself to the store of mercy that is in
Ma-ni-to. In days to corne. when the earth is well-peopled. at the time
of year when the leaves are first out. let mankind as a whole perform
this great act of prayer. the dance that shall be known as Ne-pa-k-wa-semo-win (All-night-ThirstDance)

(Ahenakew, 1973. pp. 137-8).

Appendix 7. Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dance Whistles
Introduction
According

to

Long

Henry

Kay

from

the

Poormanls Reserve

in

Saskatchewan they called a Rain Dance whistle in Cree "pee-pee-kwun."
These whistles were almost mandatory items for al1 Stall Dancers, for
they, according to Dusenberry. carry the dancersl prayers to the Creator
(1962,p. 204). One of the main reasons that whistles were blown at Rain

Dances was to attract the attention of the spirits. For the Crees and
Saulteaux have always believed that whistling served as a means of
communicating with spirits. Thomas Asham also told me that when a person
dies they hear a whistling sound as the spirits arrived to take the sou1
away (Personal communication. June 19, 1982).

At some Sun Dances, like the 1996 Sagkeeng ceremony, they expected
dancers to provide their own whistles. At other Rain Dances 1 have
attended, at Hobbema and in Southern Saskatchewan, if the dancer did not
own one then they could buy or rent a whistle from the Sponsor or one of
the

Runners. One

lady who

danced

for the

last

few years

on

the

Waywayseecappo Saulteaux Reserve told me she never used a whistle as one
had never been presented to her (Personal communication with an anonymous
Winnipeg Stall Dancer, October 2. 1996). In the late 1800rs occasionally
male dancers used war whistles as Rain Dance whistles (GM: AP 1070; A?
1083).
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Dance participants often stored their whistles in cloth wrâppings
or a tin cigar box (AP 478, AP 826; AP 2471; Devonian artifact R. IO!.
Sorne Rain Dance Sponsors kept their extra whistles (for the dancers) in
with other related ceremonial paraphernalia in a special cloth wrappeà
bundle (GM: AP 971C). Usually this box would not be kept in the orner's

house, but placed in a shed or another outside structure. The whistle
owner took care to make sure they did not expose the whistles to women
during their menstruation period. as their power during that time coüld
cause the whistle to malfunction. When many of those whistles did not
work properly during the Rain Dance on the Sakimay Reserve in 1977 Thomas
Asham, who was one of the Sponsors, attributed their failure to the other
Sponsor who had kept them in his house al1 winter, "where rnenstruating
wornen wentn (Personal communication, June 23, 1977).

idhistle Material
In the nineteenth century Rain Dance whistles were

invariably

constructed from the wing or femur bone of a large bird such as the
eagle, Crane or goose (Cameron, 1950, p. 150; Mandelbaum, 1979, p p . 193
and

Paget,

1909, p.

34)

.

or

a

loon

(Landes. 1968, p.

50).

~ h e

Saskatchewan and Alberta Plains Cree frequently used the leg bone of a
goose (Cameron, 1950, p. 150; Jefferson, 1929, p. 45 and Wuttunee, 1962,
p. 22), while. according to Dusenberry (1962, p. 204) and Peeso (1912,
p. 56). the Montana Cree preferred eagle wing bones for their whistles,
the eagle being the greatest fliers (next to the Thunderbird), and the

wing the most powerful part of the bixd. " N e v e r have the Montana Cree
known of any one of them or their ancestors using a whistle made from

. . .

any other kind of bone but chat of the eagle" (Dusenberry,1962,

p. 2 0 4 ) . Curtis likewise reported eagle bone whistles (1928, p.

84)

as

used by the Woods Cree of Alexander Reserve, north of W a b a m u n , Alberta,
while Howard observed both eagle bone and metal whistles for the North
Dakota Ojibwa in the early 1960's (1965,p. 107).

In later years, with large bird bones more difficult to procure,
whistles of metal

(tin or copper) or plastic were occasional adapted

(Devonian Foundation artifact

R.lO1; GM:AP 1013; Howard, 1965, p. 107 and

Randall Brown's Collection). At the Sakimay Reserve Rain Dance of 1977
1 saw many plastic whistles used by the dancers and at Pasqua Reserve

dance of June 1982 a male dancer was observed using a metal whistle.

Whistle Construction
The construction of Sun Dance whistles was a role designated to the
men. First the tube was cleared of any resident marrow by meâns of a hot
poker of wood or metal. Then they cut a small angular vent i n the tube
anywhere from a quarter way along the tube to the halfway mark. With the
bone whistles they drilled a small hole through the bone just beneath the

wooden peg. They worked cedar pitch around the peg to create a triangle
shape. With the plastic whistles they ornitted the peg and chewing gum was
used instead of pitch. By use of a pen knife they formed the pitch until

the whistle realized the appropriate shrill sound.

Often the Cree and Saulteaux wrapped whistles at the mouth end to
prevent cracking from the effects of repetitive teeth grinding and
prolonged

salivary

exposure.

They

also

served

to

add

further

ornamentation to the whistles. Reserve era wrappings that 1 have seen
consisted of colored thread. white or red adhesive tape, blue cloth,
Cotton string and black velvet cloth2.

The length of the whistles varied, from three and one eighth to
seven and three fourth inches. long depending on the type of bone use in

their construction (GM: AP 826; AP 1070). The average bone whistle length
was five and a F a r t e r inches long. The average length f o r plastic
whistles was a little longer.

Close to the end the whistle where they inserted it between che lips
the owner or maker tied a leather thong, a piece of ribbon or a strip of
cloth so that the whistle could be worn about the dancersl neck (refer
to Plate 26 on p .

180) . I n the early Reserve period the participants

often used buckskin clothing. Often

they decorated this strap with

colored deerskin, quills or beads (GM: AP 435; AP 1070; AP 1332; Paget,
1909. p. 34 and Peeso,

1912, p. 56) in blue, red, g r e e n or yellow.

Occasi~nally~one finds whistles with watch chains. colored yarn pieces,
cloth strips. strings. or cords attached for a necklace (GM: AP 326. AP
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826, AP 4 2 9 ) .

However, by the mid-twentieth century, at least in A l b e r t a

and Saskatchewan, ribbon became the fashionable material for necklace
material.

Whistle Decorations
The

Cree

and

Saulteailx

usually

decorated

the

whistle

tubes,

originally with quills, beads, fur or pieces of brass wire, later during
the Reserve era, with wool, yarn, cloth or ribbons.'

Occasionally, one

might corne across a Sun Dance whistle having more exotic ornamentation
such as orange cellophane (GM: AP 826). Some bone and plastic whistles
were painted with green, yellow, red or blue colors (GM: AP 435; AP 2 1 5 9 ;

AP 2160; The Thirst Dance, 1880, p. 1). Often, one end of the whistle waç
painted one color and the other end a different color.

In examining more than eighty Sun Dance whistles, viewed in museums
or in the field,' 80% used ribbons for decoration. Usually there were
three or four pieces of ribbon tied around each tube. These ribbons
varied by color however 50% of them were red, 30"aere

blue, pink or

green and 15% were either yellow or mauve in c o l o r . The similarity of
colors of the ribbons and that of the quillwork, beadwork or paint is not
surprising. Red and blue were dominating colors associated with many Rain
Dance paraphernalia.

Hal£ the whistles examined, had feathers attached for both decor and
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symbolic reasons. The Cree and Saulteaux considered some feathers as
sacred, having corne from the eagle or a bird associated with their
particular tutelary spirit or the Thunderbird. Feathers actached c o
whistles were goose-dom, eagle, wild turkey and cranemiThese feathers
came in a variety of colors (Wuttunee, 1962, p. 22) such as yellow, black
and white, white, red and green.

whistles with S~ecialPower
Many people believed some Rain Dance whistles to be endowed with
special power by certain spirits (GM: AP 9 8 6 ) . From information supplied
by Fine Day Mandelbaum (1979, pp. 161 and 195) related how certain men
could produce water by putting their Rain Dance whistle up against the
Center Pole.
The first man I watched was Kakiciwew. He painted his body with
white mud. He painted his face around with red .

.

He went close

to the pole and said "well women, 1 want to Say a few words to you.

Whenever a woman thinks she can do something she has the right to

dance in the Sun Dance." He sang a Song and told the singers to sing
it. It was very hot that day

- you cculd feel a hot wind blowing.

The words of the Song were I1Thunder, my father, 1 live with you.
Manito, my father, 1 live with you.I1 He took his whistle and danced

holding eagle wings. After the first Song he swung one way

- splash

- ice cold water came from it. 1 felt a drop myself. With the other
wing he splashed on the women. From his whistle water trickles until
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he filled a little pail- He passed it over the sweet grass and gave

a drink to the men - just the men (Mandelbaum, 1935, III, p.

A

27).

few whistles had objects attached to them to provide power ana

protection. One had a p i e c e of sweetgrass attached, two had pieces of
weasel skin attached

and another had a birdfs foot tied to it (GM: AP

637; AP 1 0 7 0 ; AP 1 0 8 3 ) . Concerning the latter item, George Kappay of the

Day Star Reserve in Saskatchewan related that a bird once came to hirn in
a d r e a m and offered hirn some power. Later he obtained a foot of that same
bird from his dream and attached it to his Rain Dance whistle to give it

power (GM: AP 1623) .
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Appendix 8. A Plains Cree World Creation Story
"Before any soul existed, there was Fog and it was very dark.
Somehow, out of this Fog, which contained the spirits of Day and Night,
these spirits became bound together and formed the soul that is Manitou.
That was the beginning. Day was made first and then Night. Manitou then
created the Sun and the twelve Moons and then the world. He created the
four seasons. Then he gave Mother Earth a companion to raise the things
that would be created and would be needed to live and to survive.

When Mother Earth knew and heard that she had been called upon to
do this job, she went to the Creator and asked Him what to do.
'1 have given part of my life, the water, to make things live. What shall
1 do now?

'Help me raise my children. That is what 1 ask of you,' replied the
Creator, for He referred to the grass, the animals, and everything as His
Chil d r e n .

'My father, Ki-sei-mena-to,
you have given me hard work to do if 1
am

to

raise your

children

right.

1

will

have

to

cal1

upon

the

Thunderbirds that you have created and ask them for he1p.I And right off
she sent for the Thunderbirds.

'What do you want us to do, Mother Earth?' asked the Thunder-birds

as soon as they had l a n d e d on t h e e a r t h .

'1 want you t o h e l p me r a i s e t h e s e c h i l d r e n of t h e C r e a t o r h e r e .

I

want you t o have t h e power t o c a r r y t h e w a t e r , p a r t of my body, up i n che
air.

In the springtime,

you w i l l t a k e c a r e of

t h i n g s s o w e can raise

e v e r y t h i n g t h a t i s n e c e s s a r y h e r e on e a r t h . '

Now t h a t i t has been a r r a n g e d f o r a l 1 t h i n g s t o l i v e , Manitou drew

a s k e t c h of a man on t h e g r o u n d . H e spoke t o t h e drawing and t o l d i t t o
move. I t d i d . F i n a l l y , H e t o o k a r i b from t h e lower s i d e of man and fron
t h a t r i b H e c r e a t e d woman. A f t e r H e had done t h i s j o b ,

H e spoke t o t h e

m a n and woman.

' M y c h i l d r e n , ' he s a i d .

' 1 am g o i n g f a r away . I a m g o i n g up where

nobody w i l l ever s e e me. However,

I a m l e a v i n g you c e r t a i n t h i n g s - main

t h i n g s t h a t a r e v e r y i m p o r t a n t . There w i l l be f o u r of them. F i r e , Pipe
(and t h e rock £rom which the p i p e is made), P i p e stem (and t h e t r e e from
which t h e stem i s m a d e ) , a n d s w e e t g r a s s . The tobacco i s a l r e a d y i n t h e
pipe. '

' I f , i n t h e f u t u r e , you wish t o make any c o n n e c t i o n w i t h me, t h e s e

a r e t h e t h i n g s t o be used. And t h e y must be used i n t h i s o r d e r : F i r s t ,
upward,

i n memory of

your

Creator;

next,

t o t h e s p i r i t s of

d i r e c t i o n s ; and l a s t l y , d o m t o Mother E a r t h . '

the

four
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'My children,' he continued- ' 1 donlt eat. Neither do 1 smoke, but
when you remember me, you must do these things. My children be sure.
Regardless of any hardship, never let any of these things go. If you do,
that is the time that I will have to change the world.'

Try to be kind to each otner. Do not fight. Do not Say bad things.
Do not steal. If you do these things you will be happy. Those of you who
follow rny rules and live as 1 tell you will survive.'

For those of you who will not listen or who do not want to listen,
1 will leave these things as punishment - £ i r e and wind and earthquakes.

These will happen to al1 men who do not listen to rny teachings . . .
those of you who live up to my

rules and my

teachings will

But
find

everlasting happiness and the good life. Whenever you want anything,
then, you must use these things - pipe, stem, sweetgrass, and fire. Then
through smoking these 1 will know that you are asking f rom me. Do not
quit doing this. Keep onw (Dusenberry, 1962, pp. 65-6).

Appendix 9. Cree and Saulteaux Cultural Rain Dance Styles
Introduction
A number of authors have pointed out how the Rain Dance differed

in practice among the various plains tribes (Schlesier, 1990 and Spier,
1921) . Not only did the ceremony differ flenormously in detail, ever, among

closely related tribes," as Kroeber (1907, p. 54) has pointed out, but
among the Cree and Saulteaux the variance even occurred within the tribal
groupings. This was probably because of the great geographical area the
two tribes covered. Historically, there is evidence to support the
hypotheses that there were two different styes of Cree and Saulteaux Rain
Dance. Each style had its own distinguishing features that set it apart
from the other. These Rain Dance styles can be directly associated with
the Crees divisions of Upstream and Downstream People as outlined by
Mandelbaum. 1 agree with Fraser (1963, p. 4) who believed these two
divisions represented separate migrations.

Before 1 point

out

the

different Rain Dance styles, a

clear

understanding of the various Cree bands and their historical locations
is needed, not

only to understand

the terms "U;?stream People" and

"Downstream People," but also to visualize their association with the
separate forms. Mandelbaurn (1979, pp. 9-13) divided the Plains Cree into
two main divisions, the Upstream People and the Downstream People. The
Upstream Cree or Paskwawiyiniwak ranged from Fort Carlton and Duck Lake
area West along the Saskatchewan River to Pigeon Lake. Most of the people
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hunted about Eagle Hills and the Fort Pitt area. Other split-off bands
that 1 would include as part of this division were the Rocky Boy CreeChippewa in Montana, and the OIChiese/Sunchild Cree of west-centrai
Alberta and the western Woods Cree.

The Downstream People, or Mamihkiyiniwak, dwelt

south of

~ h e

Touchwood Hills and maintained strong alliances with their Saulteaux and
Assiniboin neighbors. They had

three subdivisions living mainly

in

Southern Saskatchewan: Rabbit Skins, Qu'Appelle or Calling River and
Touchwood People (refer to Map 1 on page 2 9 ) . Another group, the CreeAssiniboin or

"Young Dogs," dwelt

in the region of Wood

Mountain,

southwest of Qu'Appelle. Mandelbaum grouped them with the Upstrearn People
because of their close association with those bands, however, Fraser
included them among the Qu'Appelle People (1963, pp. 2-81, as did Skinner
(1914b, p. 517) who called them the ''Little Dogs."

The Cree-Assiniboin

chiefs at Treaty time were Piapot, Okanese and Little Black Bear (Fraser,
1963, p. 8).

According to Fraser the Rabbit Skins, who lived around File Hills,
may have included the mixed Cree-Saulteaux under Starblanket (Ah-cha-coota-coo-pits) and G e ~ r g eGordon's half-breed band. As to the Touchwood
Cree Fraser stated they hunted "west of Last Mountain Lakeu in Saskatchewan. Recognized as chiefs at the Treaty tirne were Poorman (Cawacatoose) and Day Star (Kise caw ah chuck). For the Qu'Appelle Cree Fraser
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divided them into two divisions, the Eastern and Western groups. The
Western bands spent much their time hunting on the plains East of Cwress
Hills with the Cree-Assîniboin. The main chiefs of the Western banus at
Treaty time were Kahewistahaw (He That Flies Around) and Making Ready the
Bow (Can ah ha cha pew) . Their descendants settled at File Hills and
Crooked Lake. The Eastern bands, often containing a Cree-Saulteaux
mixture,

were

predominately

under

the

leadership

of

Loud

Voice

(Kakeesheway) and roamed along the QufAppelle River west to the lower
Saskatchewan River (Fraser, 1963, pp. 6-9 and Morris, 1971, pp. 3 3 0 - 3 3 8 ) .
The Cree had moved into the Qu'Appelle Valley and river area in 1 8 0 5 ,
displacing the former occupants, the Gros Ventre (Lamb, 1957, pp. 77, 8 8 9 and Hlady, 1960, p. 31). Descendants of the Eastern Qu'Appelle People
are at Crooked Lake (on the Ochapowace Reserve) and in the Qu'Appelle
Valley (on the Pasqua Cree-Saulteaux Reserve) .

The

Downstream

People,

who

populated

the

area

of

southern

Saskatchewan, included the Calling River, Rabbit Skins and Touchwood
Hills People. Since the Rain Dances of the Chippewa People in North
Dakota paralleled those of the Downstream People 1 would have to include
these groups under the same divisional style. Within some of these bands
there were a large number of Saulteaux and Métis members and many Rain
Dance

practices

of

the

Downstream

division

reflected

Saulteaux

influences. A good example would be the representation of the "Buffalo
Who Walked Like A Mant1figure that they frequently carved on the Center

Plate 29. A n Indian Department official looks on disapprovingly as the
Center pole is raised at a Long Lake Rain Dance in 1912. Note that the
framework for the Dance Lodge is in place. Saskatchewan Archives Board.
Regina, R-A 9443 ( 7 ).
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Pole of Saulteaux Rain Dances (Dusenberry. 1962, pp. 202-3; G u m ,

1908,

p. 29 ; Pasqua film. 1937). I observed such a figure on the Center Pole
of the Pasqua Rain Dance Lodge of 1978.

U~streamPeo~les'Rain Dance
1 associated many distinctive elements with the Rain Dances of the

Upstream bands. They held their preliminary ceremonies on the time of a
new moon (Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 183) or the full moon (OtBrodovich,1969,
p.

74).

Their Rain Dance ceremonies were, and still are, noted for

raising the Center Pole after most of the rest of the lodgesl framework
had

been

erected

(see Plate

29).

They

also had

elaborate

rites

surrounding the scouts who located the Center Pole including kicking a
brush

pile

upon

their

(Dusenberry, 1962, p.

return

or

the

wearing

of

srnall

196; Howard. 1952, p. 256; 1965, p -

branches
106 and

Mandelbaum, 1979. p. 187). In both cases the observers rushed to acquire
such branches for good luck. After reporting to the Sponsor, these scouts
were fed berries

(Dion, 1979, pp. 38-9). Moreover, at these Upstream

dances the officials were less strict (than at the Downstream ceremonies)
with the seating location of wornen spectators inside the Dance Lodge.
Women were frequently seen sitting on the West side, as I observed at the
Louis Bull Rain Dance of 1979. Coup recounting was a historical feature
connected with the laying of wood on the fire. Before the eradication of
the Cree Societies such members often danced at Upstream Rain Dances.
This was especially true for the Buffalo Society whose members were his-

Plate 30. The Rain Dance encampment on the Sweetgrass Reserve, July 1966.
Note dancers'

cloth offerings tied behind their tents. Photo by D -

Mandelbaum. Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina, R-A25791(1).
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torically directly involved with some aspects of the Rain Dance ceremony
(Hardisty, 1946, p.

60

and

McDougall,

1971, p.

82

&

86).

Also

traditionally the Upstream People were the only group chat occasionally
allowed a devotee to be either raised with the Center Pole while seated
in ïhe its nest, or climbed up into the nest after its erection. Once in
the nest the person remained there for either the entire ceremony or part
of it, fasting, praying, blowing on his whistle and imploring the spirits
for pity on behalf of the community6 (Cameron, 1950, p. 149; Dion, 1979,

p. 39 and Jefferson, 1929, p. 44). The Stall Dancers at Upstream dances
frequently tied sacrificial cloths or other offerings to poles located
behind their tents (see Plate 3 0 ) , as noted at the Montana (Hobbema) Rain
Dance of 1979.

A further dividing of the Upstream People occurred at some point

in history. This was a separating of Rain Dance ceremonial practices
between the Hobbema bands and those of the central Saskatchewan groups.
At the Hobbema dances the Sponsors started to allow sick people to corne
into the lodge en mass where they prayed over them. Also, they began to
hold the gift-giving events communally outside the Dance Lodge.

At the dances at both Rocky Boy and Turtle Mountain women helped
with the construction of the dancing stalls (Dusenbers., 1962, p. 201 and
Howard, 1965, p. 107). In Canada the women traditionally aid the men on
horseback in bring in the lodge construction material but only as far as
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riding double with them (Dion, 1979, p. 38; Goddard, 1919, p. 300 and
Mandelbaum, 1979, p. 188).

Downstream Peo~les'Rain Dance
The Downstream People had their own distinctive elements within
their Rain dances. The Center Pole was, and still is, always raised
before the rest of the lodgesi construction. The spirit figure of the "Man
Who Walks Like a Buffalo" was frequently carved on the Center Pole7(Gunn,
1908, pp. 28-91. Gift-giving was done inside the lodge by family units,
and individual Stall Dancers tied their offering cloths ont0 branches.
They also fed the non-dancers inside the lodge around noon tirne, a custom
started in the first decade of the twentieth century (Mandelbaum, 1979,

p. 197).

Furthermore, the performance of the Wihcikokanuk, or Mask Dancers
at the Rain Dance only occurred among the Downstream People. Although the
Upstream People had such a society, its performance was never connected
with their Rain Dances. At one tirne they held the Mask Dance separately
from the Rain Dance, but now it only occurs at this celebration (Dion,
1979, pp. 46-7; Howard, 1952, pp. 263-4; 1965, p. 115; 1962, pp. 114-116;

Mandelbaum, 1979, pp. 204-6; Skinner, 1914b, pp. 528-9 and Paget, 1909,
p. 52). Its inclusion in the mid-19001s, as a cornponent of the Rain
Dance, ensured the Societiesl continua1 survival. ~nterestinglyenough,
however, on occasion Wihcikokanuk masks were uti lized, even among the
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Upstream

People, by

Stall Dancers or

WihcikokZnuk

society members

participaring as regular Stall Dancers. This practice probably commenced
long before the society proper began to appear at the Rain Dances.

While the recent offshoot Rain Dances of Manitoba, such as at
Sagkeeng, originated from the Downstream People they have quickly adapted
various unique ceremonial practices that probably bring them into a
classification of their own. These distinctive practices include holding
the fourth prelirninary ceremony in the open air (not in a tipi), the
feasting of the dancers before the commencement of dancing, having the
dancers perform a final Song outside the dancing lodge, the use of
physical items to represent the spirits as opposed to having carvings on
the Center Pole, and having the dancers smudge before entering the lodge.

Both at Sagkeeng and Turtle Mountain the singers used a large
double-headed drum instead of the customary single-head hand drums used
by the western Saulteaux (Gunn, 1908, p. 36 and Howard, 1952, p.
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.

Whether or not there have been reciprocal influences between these two
groups, 1 am unable to Say.

Chanses to and Influences Unon Pasqua's Rain Dances
Several changes to some of Pasqua Rain Dance's ceremonial aspects
suggest the influence from other regions. Of al1 the Pasqua Rain Dances
1 attended female Wihcikokanuk were not included, as far as 1 could tell,
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until the ceremony of June 30, 1996. At the at the WintikokZncirnuwin
dance of June 9, 1996 on the Sagkeeng Reserve there were about forty
dancers, five of which were fernale.

Also at the fourth preliminary ceremony at Pasqua 1 noticed that ~ h e
Sponsor had hung the offering cloths up on a rope that stretched between
two of the tipi poles along the north side- This practice 1 had not seen

before at Pasqua's, but it was a common practice at both Sagkeeng and

Hobbema. Other innovations to this singing ceremony included an assistant
helping the wailing Sponsor around the lodge, when before he walked by
himself, and the movement of a smudge under the drurnming hide as the
whistle was blown four times.

There could be several reasons for these changes in minor ricual
details. In 1996 Harvey Iron Eagle took over as Sponsor for the f irst
tirne from his father who had conducted the ceremony for many decades on
the Pasqua Reserve. Additionally, a main assistant (not a Rumer) was a
young man who had been apprenticing under James for the last few years
at the university. He basically took charge of rnany of the ritual
details. 1 had not seen this type of interaction before. At other
preliminary ceremonies the helpers had changed from year to y e a r - Since
their knowledge of ritual procedure was still in the learning stage the
Sponsor usually continually provided directional prompts. Furthemore,
there were an increasing number of participants from Reserves east of
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Saskatchewan. They

came

to

fulfil

their v o w s

and

brought

with

them

practices f r o m their own community. These included such things as the
wearing of Wihcikokanuk outfits and t h e dragging of buffalo skulls, both
of which w e r e connected w i t h the flesh-sacrifice feature of t h e dance.
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Appendix 10. Numbers of Stall Dancers at Rain Dances by Sex, 1880 to
--

p
-

Year

Location

-Female

Dancers

Battleford

Male
Dancers

Totals

-

1997

-

Information Source
The Thirst Dance,
1880, p. 1

Edmonton

Ooh-ne-pah-qua-seemoo-we-kah-mik,1882,
P. 4

Crooked
Lake

The Sun Dance, 1883,
P. 1

Edmonton

T h e Thirst Dance,
1883, p. 3

Passpasschase

T h e Thirst Dance,
1884, p. 3

13 Mile
Lake

Glenbow photo, NA-9296 and The Thirst
Dance, 1985, p. 1

Ochapowace
-

-

-

Turtle Mtn.

Gunn, 1908, p. 37 and
Man. Archives, Indians
151

Hobbema

Goddard, 1919, p. 303

Long Lake

Sask. Archives photo,
A-R

9443 ( 9 )

Moosomin

Sask. Archives photo,
A-R 12,144

Crooked
Lake

Mandelbaum, 1934, III,
pp. 11-13 and 21

Little Pine

Canadian Plains
Research Center photos
(un-numbered), and
Mandelbaum, 1935 pp.
29-34

1966

Sweetgrass

13

6

18

S a s k . Archives photos,
RA 2 5 , 7 9 4 , 2 5 , 7 9 6 ( 2 ) ,
2 5 7 9 7 ( 2 , 3 ), 2 5 8 0 1
2 5 8 0 5 , 2 5 8 0 7 , 25808
and 2 5 8 1 5

1977

Sakimay

4

3

7

Brown,

1977

1977

Pasqua

11-12

5

16-17

Brown,

1977

1978

Pasqua

6

3

9

Brown,

1978

1979

lMorltana

1 l7

Brown,

1979

1
7

1

-

-

1980

Pasqua

,10

5

,15

Brown,

1980

1981

Pasqua

3

5

8

Brown,

1981

1982

Pasqua

6

4

10

Brown,

1982

1985

Pasqua

>9

9

> 18

Brown,

1985

1996

Sagkeeng

=30

=50

=8O

Brown,

1996

1996

Paçqua

14

9

23

Brown,

1996

Notes
Chapter 1.
Indigenous knowledge has been defined by Native people as "knowledge
that derives £rom or is rooted in the traditional way of life of
Native People" (Legat, 1991, p. 1).
This article was reprinted in Manitoba Dailv Free Press, July 3 1 ,
1883, p. 1.
This article was reprinted in Manitoba Free Press, August 23, 1880,
p. 1 and in Ssskatchewan Herald on July 26, 1905.
Trant's article was originally published in the Recrina Standard,
see: Making of Braves, 1895, p. 4.
Much of the information presented by Watetch in Davies' book was
reworked by Steward and published in 1981 under the title Mv Name
is Pia~ot. Maple Creek, Butterfly Books Ltd. Staïï Dancing is
mentioned on pp. 126, 128 and 131-133.
Mandelbaum also attended a Rain Dance on the Sweetgrass Reserve in
July of 1966 however, although taking numerous photographs of this
ceremony, he did not write up any field noces
(persona1
communication with D. Mandelbaum, Fort Qu'Appelle, 1975 and in a
letter dated Septenber 14, 1978) .
This article was reprinted in Wetaskiwin Times, August 2, 1923, op.
6 - 7 and The Beaver, Novernber 1923, Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 4 5 - 4 7 under
the title "Cree Sun Dance at Hobbema."

Chapter 2.
1.

Although Mandelbaum (1979, p. 183) and Jefferson, 1929, p. 42) both
maintained that only a man could vow a Rain Dance among the Cree,
women, on rare occasions, have been knowri to make the vow. The
female sponsor however would solicit the a i d of a male to conduct
the actual ceremony. Lola Pasqua told me that she could recall only
one lady that vowed to sponsor a Rain Dance (persona1 communication,
June 24, 1979) .

2.

Just as the Creator had four main helpers, so too did the Rain Dance
Sponsor have four main assistants (Dusenberry, 1962, p. 66). In
Southern Saskatchewan these assistants are contemporarlly known as
"Runners."

Chapter 3 .
This Cree custom of providing one's own utensils when attending a
feast was noted as early as the 1790's by Alexander Mackenzie
(Lamb, 1970, p. 138) .
Such a miniature dancing stall was also nored at a Piapot Reserve
Rain Dance in May, 1895 (Trant, 1909).
Women, if seated on the ground inside the Dance Lodge, were required to sit with their legs folded under them. They were also
encouraged to Wear dresses and shorts were not allowed. On several occasions I observed the Crier getting after young ladies for not
sitting properly in the lodge, or appearing there in shorts.
Goddard also observed a woman dancing who "appeared to be heavy
with childw at the Ermineskin Rain Dance of mid-June, 1911 (1919,
p. 304).
A similar occurrence happened at the Rocky Mountain House Cree Rain
Dance of 1929. One of the officiais went around to the Stall Dancers
and passed a bowl of steaming hot soup under their noses, probably
to tempt their resolve (Rare Spectacle of Sun Dance as Seen by a A.
P. Policeman, 1929, p. 9) .
Dion (1979, p. 37) stated that in the past, among the Upstream Cree,
"several groups of young men on their horses ride around the camp
singing old ballads" each day of the Rain Dance ceremony. Also at
the Little Pine Rain Dance of 1935 Mandelbaum observed a nuniber of
youth riding in a group about the camp singing battle songs. They
preformed this serenade at several intervals during the course of
the dance, always during the daytime (Mandelbaum, 1935, p. 3 2 , I I I ,
p . 5 and 1979, p. 195) .

Chapter 4.
1.

Within the Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dance fasting was utilized as one
one means of arousing the pity of the spirits. Such a practice
disputes Blumensohnfsbelief that for the Plains tribes "there is
not a suggestion that fasting was ever used to inspire the pity of
the supernaturals" (1933, p. 4 5 8 ) .

2.

According to Dusenberry (1962, p. 6 2 ) , the Cree word for the
Creator, or the Supreme Being, is Ki-sei-rnenlto.When referring to
the Creator, both among the Montana Cree and the people on the
Pasqua reserve, they use the pronoun "He." Since, in Cree, nouns are
separated into animate or inanirnate categories (not by masculine or

feminine groupings) , it is likely that rhe use of the masculine
pronoun for the Creator originated as a result of Chrisrian
influence or as a result of translation difficulties.
3.

Anthropologists would cal1 these transformations "rites of passage."

Chapter 5 .
Curtis maintained that the western Woods Cree never engaged in
flesh-sacrificing (1928, p. 85) .
The names of the various Cree Warrior societies and their respected
band affiliations were as follows: the Big Dogs were among the
Touchwood People, the Rattlers belonged to the River People, the
Prairie-chickens, Buffaloes, and probably the Kit Foxes were located
with the Beaver Hill People, the Ghosts (or Ghost Lakes) were foucd
among the Calling River People, the Colds were from the Parkland
People (Bloomfield, 1934, pp. 18-9; Dion, 1979, pp. 42-3;
Mandelbaum, 1979, pp. 110-121; and McDougall, 1971, p. 82).
This information bas been taken from the following Glenbow museum
[GM] catalogue sheets, all listed under the AP series: 15, 95, 130,
327, 328, 631, 681, 693, 709, 959, 1353, 1372, 1378, 1433, 1469,
1573, 1578, 1585, 1600, 1601, 1604, 1608, 1629, 1744, 2133, and
2467.
These dream catchers are very popular items among the Natives (and
many non-Native people) in Canada today and Howard1s observation
makes one wonder if North Dakota or Northern Minnesota was their
origin zone (see also Coleman, 1937, p. 53 and Densmore, 1929, p.
113) .

Data from GM, AP series: 693, 709, 1058, 1363,
2465, 2467, 2484 and 2583.

1572, 1585, 1748,

Information for the top six pictures are from: Mandelbaum, 1934, p.
29 and 1979, p. 194. The bottom left two are described in: Sun Dance
of the Cree at Hobbema, 1923, p. 3. The bottom right design is
described in: Mandelbaum, 1934, p. 31.
Data from GM, AP series: 369, 416,
1589, 1612 and 1823.

426, 875, 1054, 1363, 1586,

Data from GM, AP series: 343, 344, 420, 918, 1133, 1327, 1592 and
1614.
Data from GM, AP series: 822, 1298, 1331, 1478, 1614, 1739, 1801 and
2475.

10.

The Cree and Saulteawr have always had a healthy respect for
Thunderbirds and their associated lightning bolts (Brown and
Brightman, 1990, p. 193 and Smith, 1994, pp. 85-6). At the Samson
Reserve Rain Dance of July, 1944 three people were struck by
lightening, one of whom died (Grant, 1944, vol. 22, n.p).

11.

Data on the Wihcikokanuk outfits are from the Glenbow Museum, AP
series: 699, 700, 701, 702, 940, 1014, 1280, 1282, 1287, 1288, 1289,
1290, 1292, 1489, 1596, 1764, 1772, 1781, 1782, 1783 and 2637,

12.

At the Pasqua Rain Dance of 1996 1 noticed three or four lictle
tents up on the hi11 behind the dance site to the southwest. 1 was
told by a couple of old men that those were young people fasting for
visions. When 1 had last been on the Reserve in 1985 there was
nothing like that occurring during the Rain Dance period.

Chapter 6.
1.

Ron Swampy died in May of 1997, two weeks before the Rain Dance was
scneduled to occur that summer. The Dance did, however, go ahead
under the supervision of his assistants (personal communication with
Ken Courchene, July 18, 1997).

2.

This idea that Rain Dancers made themselves suffer by fasting and
strenuously dancing in order to pay a "penance for their sins" has
been voiced by many Cree from various bands as early as the 1890's
and up to the nineteen seventies (Thirst Dance and the Making of
Braves, 1894, p. 1 and Whitecalf, 1975, p. 117). Such a similarity
to Christianity was quickly picked up on by the newspaper reporters
(Last Sun Dance Celebrated by Hobbema Cree, 1920, p. 13; The Sun
Dance, 1883, p. 1 and Sun Dance of the Cree at Hobbema, 1923, p. 3 ) .

3.

This idea that the Center Pole represented the cross was first
voiced, (as far as 1 can tell from the written records), in 1938 by
Chief Samson from Hobbema (1,000 Indians Stage Colorful Sun Dance
Fete, 1938, p. 14).

4.

This comparative aspect of various Rain Dance features to Christian
symbols had likewise been made by Rain Dance ceremonialists from the
Sakimay Reserve back in 1967 (see Tarasoff, 1980, p. 25).

5.

The Little Pine Reserve Rain Dance that Mandelbaum witnessed in 1935
was CO-sponsored by Sap and Bones (Mandelbaum, 1935, II, p. 28).

Chapter 7.
1.

In Hanks & Hanks (1950, p. 170) study of the assirnilatioc process
of the Alberta Blackfoot in 1939 and 1941 they discovered that the
degree to which women participated in religious ceremonies
corresponded with the amount of support they xeceived from their
husbands and their extended farnily. A similar correlation seems to
exist with the women in Cree and Saulteaux contemporary society.

2.

This article was originally published by the Havre Plaindealer,
1894, June 7. It was also reprinted in the N e w York Sun on June 19,
1894.

3.

The practice of having Rain Dances on the Saulteaux Reserve of
Roseau River, Manitoba died out arourid 1960. Herman Atkinson revived
the ceremony from 1978 to 1990. With his passing the Rain Dances on
that R~servestopped (personal cornmu-qication wi th Charles Nelson,
March 6, 1997).

4.

Peguis (Saulteaux) Reserve had their first Rain Dance, sponsored by
Floyd Sutherland, on July 20-24, 1997.

5.

The Rain Dance ceremony started on the Côté Reserve in Saskatchewan
about 1939 (Shimpo and Williamson, 1965, p. 217).

Appendixes .
1.

Al1 the Devonian Foundation artifacts have now been incorporated as
part of Glenbow Museum's Collection.

2.

Data from Glenbow catalogue sheet AP 637; AP 1053; AP 1268; AP 1270;
AP 1300; AP 1334; AP 1379A and AP 2471.

5.

Data from Glenbow catalogue sheets AP 1070; AP 1083; AP 1332; AP
1473; AP 2471; AP 478; AP 826; Fitzpatrick, 1921, p. 36; Mandelbaum,
1934, p. 29 and Wuttunee, 1962, p. 22.

4.

Cree and Saulteaux Rain Dance whistles have been examined by the
author in the following collections: Glenbow Museum, Provincial
Museum of Alberta, Devonian Fowdation, the Medicine Hat Historical
Museum, and the Broadview Museum.

5.

Data from Glenbow catalogue sheets AP 478; AP 1013; AP 1334; AP
1379A; AP 2470; AP 2471; Provincial Museum of Alberta, artifact
H72.19.15; Howard, 1965, p. 107.

6.

This performance was a reenactment of another Cree story that
explained a Thunderbird origin for the Rain Dance. In it a young man
enters the nesr: of a Thuriderbird farnily and is taught Rain Dance
songs by the father before he is returned home (Curtis, 1928, p p 131-2). This custom, of a man being raised up with the Center Pole,
was one also engaged in by the Kootenai Natives (Glenbow Archives,
NA-1431-28 and Johnson, 1969, p - 121), who pxobably adopted it from
the Cree.

7.

The "Buffalo that Walks Like a Man" spirit was kriown to the Montana
Cree as "Stands up Buffalo Walking," (Dusenberry, 1962, p p . 2 0 2 - 3 ) .
While this spirit was well known to the Downstream Cree 1 have not
corne across it among the Upstream People (Brown and Brightman, 1990,
p. 193 and Light, 1972, pp. 8 and 12).
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